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Abstract 

Whether as status notifications in news feeds or interactive prompts in 

online video services, updates punctuate the background routines of media by 

bringing a variety of changes to the attention of users. In this dissertation I argue 

that updates rationalize media change by making previously obscure actions of 

users and movements of technologies fit the imperatives of media change. 

Updates make explicit aspects of users' norm-guided practices and technologies' 

rule-governed behaviors that normally operate in the background and expose them 

to modification. My analyses find that updates prompt users to commit to making 

changes to the features they make explicit and in turn impart to users their new 

responsibilities for the course of media change that follows from their actions. I 

base my research in a close examination of the multiple updates found on 

Facebook, including suggested changes within status messages, the renowned 

status update itself, and the feeds to which status updates contribute. My analysis 

moves from the distinctive design of each update toward identifying 

commonalities across the different examples. I connect primary studies of the 

world's largest social network and my claims resulting from my analyses to their 

correlates in mobile applications and streaming video services. My investigations 

show updates refashioning certain meanings and uses of media once taken for 

granted through question and answer sessions regarding the course of media 

change. Updates base users' new obligations on the input they receive during their 
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temporary intervention, perpetuating a modified routine. More than fleeting 

objects responding to erroneous circumstances, updates are touchstones that 

formulate common concerns about how media should progress.



 

1 

1. Introduction 

Though most visibly exemplified by the notifications that populate 

computer screens with news of recent actions, updates comprise a distinct set of 

technologies for administering changes in digital media today. This dissertation 

analyzes updates in popular social networks and streaming content providers to 

identify their common attributes and explain how updates work in those media. 

Updates are technologies that rationalize media change, making the complicated 

relationships between older and newer versions of digital media clear to their 

users. The narrow understandings of media change imparted by updates create 

conflicts, as users' familiar interpretations of media become distorted and different 

updates present competing rationales. Further, updates enforce their 

interpretations, holding users accountable to the shifting imperatives of media 

change. The prescriptive characteristic of updates aligns this dissertation with 

other research on digital media change that identifies logics of convergence or 

remediation connecting older and newer media. Whereas my predecessors have 

affirmed the accuracy of the rules they discovered, my study focuses on how users 

work through the often-differing norms of media change installed by updates. I 

develop a theory of updates to explain how their interpretations make media 

change a selectively defined problem for users. 

By "rationalization," I mean the refashioning of human traditions by 
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different kinds of calculation. Theorists have branded the current period of 

rationalization "neoliberalism." Though neoliberalism is a multifaceted 

phenomenon open to many interpretations, Pierre Dardot and Christian Laval link 

many different aspects of neoliberalism together in the formation of an 

"entrepreneurial subject" (284). In contrast to the "productive subject" of the 

industrial era that performs work, entrepreneurial subjects are themselves works 

in progress (287). From a psychological standpoint, the neoliberal rationalization 

processes that yield entrepreneurial subjects transform people's self-understanding 

into a matter of managing their personal brand. From a sociological perspective, 

neoliberal rationalization transforms social relationships between people into 

contractual relationships between their different brands. Rather than living 

vicariously through the idealistic lifestyles provided by media, entrepreneurial 

subjects internalize those lifestyles and treat themselves and others as performers 

on a stage made increasingly global by newer media. If people have long 

fantasized about becoming the star in a story about their lives, newer media 

nurture a sense that people can realize the fantasy, as seemingly everyone can 

become a notable social media personality. As Dardot and Laval argue, merely 

identifying the different rationalizations that characterize neoliberalism is 

insufficient to identify how those rationalizations become established norms 

(283). In other words, brandishing the framework of neoliberalism does not 

identify the processes by which people internalize the different rationalizations 
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identified with neoliberalism and reorient their practices to follow the enterprising 

course of development encouraged by those rationalizations. The entrepreneurial 

subject must be grasped as "a mesh of sanctions, incentives, and commitments" 

adapted to different and often conflicting rationalizations rather than a 

straightforward product of a uniform neoliberal agenda (284). Updates present 

concentrated accounts of rationalizations of media changes that instruct users, the 

entrepreneurial subjects of newer media, in how to manage the business of their 

everyday lives online. Whether triggered by people as they struggle to understand 

and perform for shifting audiences of users and technologies or actively 

prompting people to make changes, updates shepherd users through processes of 

media change.  

For much of the twentieth century, updates have played supporting roles 

as supplements to stock content. Today, updates comprise the stock-in-trade of 

social networks, such as Facebook and Twitter, and streaming content providers, 

such as Netflix and Hulu. The websites and mobile applications of those 

companies present many static media products once owned by consumers – for 

example, videos – as services accessed by subscribers. The transition from 

products to services has been regarded as an important historical development of 

media. Recent research on the "software as a service" paradigm shows the 

transformation has not only affected older media. Irina Kaldrack and Martina 

Leeker identify the transformation of software into services as both a current stage 
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in the historical development of digital media and an ongoing transformation in 

how people approach software. Software becomes a "cascade of services that 

organize access to data and its processing" that guides established practices 

toward new ends (10). Seth Erickson and Christopher M. Kelty identify how the 

transition from software to services takes place at the seemingly basic level of 

files. While the "the file is a seemingly essential concept, it is challenged by 

service oriented computing or cloud computing where a new kind of 'social' data 

is associated with files" (50). The kinds of social data appended to an image 

uploaded to a social network, for example, include users' comments and the 

locations and times where users' have accessed the file. Images thus develop in 

ways that differ from the visual functions that have traditionally defined images as 

a technology, which I define broadly as objects, practices, and knowledge directed 

toward a particular purpose. Services continue to use the familiar names of 

different technologies to normalize the unfamiliar processes. Files become "an 

essential 'abstraction' (and an implied set of interoperable components)" that guide 

"the expectations of users" even as software undergoes "'piecewise' re-

engineering, guided by particular values" (50). Updates punctuate the re-

engineering process, providing condensed accounts of the social data attached to 

users' files and guidelines for responding to those changes. In many cases, updates 

provide the only means to grasp and work through the proliferating 

transformations affected by social data accessible to users. In those cases, if users 
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want to continue to work with the software they are obligated to so according to 

the rules updates provide. In place of diffuse pressures to stay current in social 

media, updates provide digests of media change and explanations of what is 

required to stay current. 

The study of updates confronts two prominent areas of research on media 

change. First, the study of updates addresses how the abundance and rapidity of 

new information in digital media undergoes tailoring by and for certain goals. 

Media researchers commonly extrapolate the pressures of staying current from the 

enormous quantities of prompts to change in social and streaming media. The 

amount of time spent on social networks, the new information produced, and the 

people connected, each feature among many commonplace considerations of 

newer media. The energy, materials, and time involved in the changes taking 

place warrant the attention those matters receive. However, many media studies 

that begin with a sense of the vastness of media have set aside how users become 

enmeshed in those systems. For example, Eli Pariser argues that personalized 

streams of information create "filter bubbles" where users do not browse the 

internet so much as have the pockets of the internet pushed to them. Within filter 

bubbles, whether those of search engines, social networks, or streaming video 

services, users live under the sway of software so complicated that "even their 

programmers can't fully explain any given output" (111). Pariser deduces users' 

incapacities from the size of the internet and the software operating upon that vast 
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scale, unsurprisingly finding users isolated and inconsequential. A user-based 

study of filter bubbles has come to opposite conclusions, presenting filter bubbles 

as tools used to explore wider varieties of content and products available for 

purchase (Hosanagar et. al.). I argue that it is important to move beyond 

presuming that users have either compulsory relationship to media due to their 

growing size or voluntary relationships to media due to users capacity to make 

changes. My study of updates takes place between the two perspectives, 

investigating how updates regulate users' engagements with media change and 

their sense of the efficacy of those practices, as when the software that creates 

filter bubbles invites feedback from users.  

The second area of media change research addressed in my study of 

updates involves theories that identify patterns in media change. These theories of 

media change include those based on a strictly historical approach to evidence, 

which I address in my literature review, as well as arguments that identify logics 

of media change relating contemporary pieces of evidence. As said at the start of 

this chapter, the logics of media change most closely resemble the rationalizations 

imparted by updates. Given the close proximity between the logics of media 

change and updates, I temporarily defer a closer investigation of their claims for 

later in this introduction and then again in greatest detail in the literature review, 

after the need for the comparison will have been made evident. The evidence 

employed in this study exhibits changes that do not only go circumstantially 
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unnoticed in accounts buoyed by existing theories. Identifying and analyzing 

updates require different methods, which I detail in my methodology chapter. 

Updates work between the examples favored by other studies of media change, 

such as between images as a visual technology and images within the services that 

modify them in non-visual ways as well as the different more or less stable 

versions of media they leave behind. Just as updates patch many otherwise well-

studied media, so too do they appear in the gaps of studies on those phenomena. 

However, analyzing updates does not rest at repairing existing narratives of media 

change. To confront narratives of media change by amending their technical 

oversights would merely reproduce the work performed by updates at another 

level. Instead, analyzing updates develops an understanding of rationales that 

often conflict with the rules identified by theories of media change. 

To summarize my introduction so far, this dissertation follows updates, 

which are technologies that rationalize media change. As technologies, updates 

comprise distinctive software as well as the user practices and knowledge based 

on that software. Updates provide partial interpretations of media, making the 

complicated ensembles of digital technologies understandable to users and 

responsive to their practices. 

Moving ahead with the introduction, updates interpretations take effect as 

suggestions to users made in more or less forceful ways concerning how they 

should make or respond to media change. Updates frequently provide their 
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suggestions in the form of question and answer sessions. In turn, users commit to 

and take responsibility for the course of media changes in dialog with the 

recommendations of updates. Their commitments take shape by accepting the 

recommendations of updates. The commitments take shape when, for example, 

they select advertising preferences or accept the terms of a new service 

agreement. Users' responsibilities follow from those commitments, as when they 

must watch an advertisement based on their selections or continue to abide by the 

terms of the new service agreement to continue to access their files. An update's 

rationalization of media change connects those commitments and responsibilities 

and attaches them to the newer versions of media that result from the user's 

participation in the update. However, while updates make changes to the 

technologies they interpret, they do not always do so in the ways users might 

expect based on the provided suggestions. As a result, users' commitments 

become distorted in subsequent versions of the media changed via updates. 

Further, subsequent updates can introduce competing or supporting rationales, 

reinterpreting users' previous activities in new ways. In turn, users' can find 

themselves facing unanticipated responsibilities. The evidence I gather for this 

dissertation thus comprises the interpretations of media provided by updates and 

the actions performed when following the course of media change recommended 

by those interpretations. Further, my investigation follows updates in series to 

identify how their interpretations change and the consequences of those 
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reinterpretations. As the evidence will show, updates place everyday routines in 

dialogue with sophisticated technical work, interpreting many technologies that 

would otherwise be difficult for users' to grasp and guiding users' attitudes and 

behaviors toward media change. The remainder of the introduction works from 

examples of updates toward the relevant conversations in media studies and the 

significance of creating a dialog between those competing interpretations of 

media change.  

1.1 Describing Updates 

Updates can be slippery, and so this dissertation begins with an example 

that pins down some of their activities. A user opens the pale blue, gray, and 

white website of Facebook where a column of information curated by the 

EdgeRank algorithm flows down a "News Feed" along with categories, menu 

icons, a search field, and sidebar advertisements. Rather than a headline calling 

the user's attention, at the top of the column sits a field, blank but for the 

prompting question "What's on your mind?" (see fig. 1.1). 
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Figure 1.1: The Status Update (Facebook). 

The site offers an invitation to contribute, not necessarily to any specific 

conversation but to the social network. Selecting the blank field, a flashing cursor 

indicates the movement and position of the user's input. Clicking on the field also 

expands the empty space and displays beneath the blank icons of a photograph, a 

silhouette with a plus sign, a smiling face, and a map pin as well as a drop-down 

menu saying "Friends" and a button saying "Post" (see fig. 1.2). 

 

Figure 1.2: The expanded Status Update (Facebook). 

	  
Clicking the icons or menu presents additional prompts, "Who are you with?" 

"What are you doing?" "Where are you?" "Who should see this?" or a file browser 
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for the user's computer all outfitted with supporting information to guide the user 

through the process. Depending on the user's input, suggestions to tag accounts 

belonging to friends or organizations followed by the user appear as a drop-down 

menu during their typing. Clicking the post button shares the post with the 

audience indicated by the drop down menu as well as audiences outside of the 

user's control, such as the more than 800,000 tables containing over 300 petabytes 

of data that comprise the Facebook data archive, called the Hive (Weiner and 

Bronson). Navigating to the "Post" button, the user clicks, processes inaccessible 

to them but informed by the selections they have made take place, and a status 

update appears on their News Feed column as well as a mixture of other places 

known and unknown to them. 

What just happened? Without specifically identifying a set of recipients, 

nor knowing in advance who will receive the information, how they will receive 

it, or designing substantial parts of their message, the user directed a process of 

software development and distribution in the world's largest social network. It 

might seem unintuitive to call the status update software. However, the status 

update fits the basic definition of software as a collection of programmed 

instructions, or algorithms. "Facebook releases software every day to something 

like a billion people, and that software runs inside Web browsers and mobile 

applications. Facebook looks like it's just pictures of your mom's crocuses or your 

son's school play – but no, it's software" (Ford). The blanks completed by the user 
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through typing and accepting or rejecting options complete the "arguments" of the 

status update. In the parlance of software programming, arguments are values that 

fill in the variables needed to run a program. While the values previously recorded 

in the social network's archives satisfy many of the arguments of the status 

update, the software requires users to commit a variety of changes, either by 

confirming suggested values or providing their own values in the typing of the 

status message. In that way, the user program parts of the status update, though 

not without stipulations. The programming takes place in a number of languages 

with different requirements for the user's actions to be registered. The 

programming performed by typing the status message in the user's natural 

language might only have effects after publishing the status update, whereupon 

the Facebook EdgeRank software can analyze the text and compare it to other 

activities for indications of the user's interests. The selection of a suggested tag 

explicitly tells the software that distributes status updates to notify the selected 

users or organizations that the user tagged them after the publishing of the status 

update. The selection of the map pin programs the status update while the user 

composes their status message, adding the ability to type a location for the status 

update or to select from a list of the user's previously visited locations. Through 

these expanded considerations it can be seen that as the user programs the status 

update they do so in dialog with particular interpretations of the demands of 

varied technologies in the social network, other users' accounts, and records of 
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their own earlier activities. 

In each of these examples the software of the status update responds to the 

user's input with an account of what will or should happen next drawn from a 

variety of sources and directed toward equally varied destinations. The 

suggestions interpret the technologies that store records on the user's device or 

Facebook's archives, other software rendered based on actions performed in the 

course of completing the update, and other technologies not clearly identified with 

any particular source or destination. I reserve the labels "Facebook," "Twitter," 

and other corporate names for the last kind of technologies, where a particular 

update on their mobile applications or websites does not make the connection to 

any specific technology clear. As any interpretation remains in some ways an 

abbreviation of what it represents, highlighting only certain points, updates' 

selective interpretations invariably leave some things out. However, previous or 

subsequent updates might make the unspecified technology evident. For example, 

the technology by which a streaming video provider locates a user to provide 

geographically specific movie recommendations might be represented as an 

option in later suggestions, allowing the user to select their location, or the 

technology might have formerly been an option but now users' locations are 

automatically determined and implicitly inform their recommendations. 

Facebook requires that users express themselves in negotiation with the 

technologies of the social network, responding to the prompting of updates rather 
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than independently composing their thoughts. Rather than depersonalizing the 

social network, the process allows certain technologies to be regarded as partners 

in users' self-expression. The status update influences users' messages while many 

potential difficulties get out of the way if they accept a few simple suggestions. 

Distribution, personal information, and content management, all common 

concerns when someone speaks their mind online, can be largely delegated to 

Facebook under the assumption that if something goes awry the social network 

will publish an update to resolve the issue. An October 2015 survey indicates that 

every day, users entrust over 293,000 status updates per minute to Facebook 

(Noyes). Based on the meetings between users and the technologies of keystrokes, 

clicks, database software, instructional prompts, and previews, arranged by the 

status update, users' develop confidence in the social network. As a respondent to 

the status update, a user acquires a working idea of Facebook. They learn some of 

the sensibilities of the audiences of users and technologies for which they tailor 

their thoughts in the composition of the status update. Blame heaped upon those 

who use social media irresponsibly, getting fired as a result, or the less 

remarkable but more common mockery that comes from responding to satirical 

links with earnest outrage, exemplify broad commitments to the standards of 

responsibility attending to the social network. Individual updates put a finer point 

those norms, while the variety of updates at work within the social network 

contribute to the overall sense that mistakes can and should be remedied.  
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1.2 Defining Updates 

Investing updates with specific theoretical coherence presents challenges 

in part due to how the term "update" has narrow technical applications and 

popular uses. It is worth considering from the outset whether a prescriptive 

definition of updates can orient the selection of supporting research and guide my 

analysis. There exists no body of sustained scholarship on updates to provide such 

a definition, so the familiar method of turning to Oxford English Dictionary 

(OED) provides one of the few stable points of reference concerning the term. 

The OED offers a definition of update as a colloquial noun consolidated from the 

phrase "up-to-date": "New information received or supplied; an updated version 

of something. Also, an "account or report of the present state of affairs" or the 

technical "The action or result of updating; the supplying of new information, 

data, etc.," or the attributive form applied to modules, documents, and others. 

Making a process of the object of the current research, the OED also provides a 

definition of update as a verb: "To bring (information, esp. written material or 

material recorded in some other form) up to date," "To supply (a person) with the 

most recent information; to bring (a person) up to date." While this dissertation 

does not rely on a dictionary to manage its work, the OED definition identifies a 

few basic questions that inform my selection of literature and cases. 

"Update" jockeys between verb and noun. A researcher can update their 

works cited and their research can be an update to previously published 
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scholarship. The only existing case of a scholar devoting significant attention to 

updates adopts that general sense of the term rather than the technological sense I 

pursue in this dissertation. Robert Brandom develops a theory of updates that 

conveys the practices of updating in terms amenable to the rudimentary process of 

people revising their attitudes and behaviors regarding a particular issue when 

encountering new ideas, bringing them up to date (Between Saying and Doing 79-

83). He does this through contrast with the problems artificial intelligence 

researchers encounter when trying to simulate that process. The colloquial 

meaning of "update" in Brandom's account contrasts sharply with the highly 

technical framework founded in a combination of analytic, continental, and 

pragmatic philosophy that he provides in support of his theory of updates. 

Most of Brandom's framework remains beyond the concerns of this 

dissertation. However, how people and machines undergo updates differs in 

Brandom's account based on how they handle commitments and responsibilities, 

two concepts that I have already introduced. People engage in "doxastic 

updating," where norms dictate how changing a commitment, updating their 

relationship status from "Married" to "It's complicated" on Facebook for example, 

changes their responsibilities (79). In the example of the relationship status 

update, a user would discern from among all of their many understandings of the 

responsibilities that come with marriage which were germane to changing their 

relationship status on Facebook. It might create some new responsibilities on 
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Facebook, such as the need to explain the new relationship status to family 

members, and remove others, such as the expectation to "like" their spouses status 

updates, while leaving many of their activities on Facebook untouched. I qualify 

my statements with "might" because a single relationship status update provides 

almost no indication of what will unfold from the change, trusting users to 

understand the significance of making changes to their relationship status unlike 

most of the updates I study. Though not aspiring to artificial intelligence, the 

software that handles relationship statuses exhibits patterns of  "algorithmic 

decomposition" and "algorithmic elaboration" in much the same way as Brandom 

finds in examples of current artificial intelligence research (80). Rather than 

having commitments and responsibilities, the software has records of 

commitments disintegrated from the contexts in which users made those 

commitments and rules for logically elaborating on those records. The 

relationship status update passes the change to databases. EdgeRank will 

subsequently interpret the records while identifying the relevance of content on 

the social network, assigning a lower weight to status updates from the spouse due 

to the lower value of the "It's complicated" status, resulting in fewer of their posts 

appearing in the user's News Feed. The relationship status update itself will also 

appear in the News Feed. As someone moves "up" the relationship ladder on the 

social network, from "In a relationship" to "Engaged," and "Married," the 

relationship status update is publishes as a "Life Event," which the EdgeRank 
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algorithm assigns such great weight that it will almost invariably appear at the top 

of every friend's News Feed at least once. Moving "down" the ladder or changing 

a relationship status to "It's Complicated," "Separated," or "Divorced" receives the 

normal status update treatment. Whereas people approach updates with an ability 

to understand how changes weigh on not only the immediate consequences of 

their actions but can also involve collateral responsibilities, software is only 

capable of effecting outcomes within established parameters. The rationalizations 

of media change effected by updates mediate the norm-guided attitudes and 

behaviors of users and the algorithmic procedures the interpreted technologies 

obey. While an isolated relationship status update provides limited guidance, in 

series the updates instruct users on the course of romantic relationships 

encouraged and discouraged by different technologies on the social network. 

Several finer points in my theory of updates as technologies of media change 

develop in dialog with Brandom's general theory of updates in the penultimate 

chapter of this while his approach to norms supports several arguments I make in 

the literature review and methodology chapters. 

"Update" finds a somewhat narrower use in cases like the Saturday Night 

Live Weekend Update segment, which could be thought of as akin to a news 

bulletin even though that comedic case lacks the up-to-the-minute information or 

periodic digest summarizing recent events reminiscent of the use of updates in the 

broadcast news tradition. "Update" can also be considered in reference to a 
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particularly broad contemporary inflection such as that found in Alice Marwick's 

recent book Status Update, an interview-based account of Silicon Valley 

entrepreneurs, celebrities, and journalists. Playing on the now famous status 

update of Facebook, Marwick's book concerns the standing of those public 

figures, their status, while the update refers to the recent boost in cultural standing 

they experienced. Not surprisingly, no one works through the significance of the 

term update in these uses. Marwick's book title plays on today's double meaning 

of status, both the checking in on so many social networks and social status, while 

the word update seems to indicate a parallel process whereby media change and 

the new status enjoyed by those in the technology sector. However, that 

interpretation remains a matter of the book's title and does not find support in 

Marwick's research. The term "updates" thus can mean many different things or 

nothing in particular depending on the audience, and what the update seems to say 

and do in many cases can seem self-evidently important or trivial, presenting a 

challenge for the beginning of a study arguing for the complexities of the 

phenomenon and working toward a theory of updates. 

However, those difficulties can be instructive. Updates can indeed seem 

individually small relative to the examples usually investigated by media 

researchers according to the standards of evidence advocated by those studies. 

They can be ignored. They can seem to warrant appreciation only when their 

mounting numbers become stark or unmanageable. The slipperiness of updates 
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and their significance justifies fine-grained analysis and descriptions of examples 

that do not assume an easy familiarity with the case studies. In doing so, I work to 

clarify some of the unspoken assumptions concerning the significance or 

insignificance of updates that have hitherto allowed them to receive little 

sustained consideration. 

Updating status messages with tags on Facebook provides an example of 

an update with enough moving parts to begin to explain how an update looks and 

works in particular and in general. Usually, an update temporarily interrupts a 

medium that would otherwise progress without evident obstruction or need for 

input. The update contrasts with the medium it interrupts, such as by dimming an 

application window, introducing a drop-down menu, pushing older news further 

down the page, or adding color to a persistent notification icon. While favoring 

visual descriptions here, updates can also make their presence known by chiming, 

speaking, or vibrating. The suggested tags on Facebook illustrate the 

phenomenon. While composing a message on Facebook, when a user types a 

series of letters that corresponds to the name of an account followed by the user 

this triggers an update that presents the user with a list of those matching names. 

The update orders the list of names according to criteria that vary according to the 

triggered menu, listing relationships according to proximity in a database 

structure. In such small ways, update make explicit a portion of Facebook's 

technologies that order certain features, offering glimpses of how user practices 
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populate databases and how algorithms create relationships within those 

databases. 

Returning to generalities, updates make basic behaviors, such as typing a 

common sequence of letters, conspicuously significant. That does not mean that 

Facebook inaugurated assigning significance to typing with the introduction of 

tags. Typing has long undergone formal business and scholarly consideration, 

from paying pulp fiction writers a penny per word to the mechanizing influence of 

the typewriter on Nietzsche's philosophy (Kittler). Instead, typing on Facebook 

acquires distinctive characteristics via the update. When I return to tagging 

suggestions in the fifth chapter of this dissertation, I will show that the distinctive 

characteristics spelled out by the update have changed over time. Even at what 

might seem the narrow focus of the current description of suggested tags, the 

changes to typing on Facebook provide an opportunity to study two different 

media changes, the changes that take place in the step-by-step composition of a 

message and the changes involved when Facebook releases new versions of the 

tagging feature. 

The final preliminary generalization that can be explored through recourse 

to the suggested tags on Facebook concerns how updates stand between one 

version of the technologies they interpret before the update begins and another 

version upon completion. In the case of updating a Facebook status message with 

a suggested tag, the versions under consideration would be the versions of a 
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message at different steps in the composition of the message or, pursuing the 

second path of updates suggested previously, the earlier and later versions of the 

Facebook tagging software. An update can leave the earlier versions of the 

technologies on which it bases its interpretation intact, such as in an archive; 

making changes elsewhere rather than replacing earlier versions. Regardless of 

whether the update leaves the previous versions untouched or entirely replaces 

them, the update changes relationships to the earlier versions of the technologies 

while ensuring the preceding and subsequent versions remain in some ways 

commensurable. For example, the tagged message when posted pushes older 

status messages down the News Feed instead of deleting them, and relates any 

tags chosen in the composition of the message to past and subsequent uses of 

those tags. Regarding an update making a change to the tagging software itself, 

the update might enable or disable earlier features and enable or disallow rolling 

back to the earlier version either by retaining the instructions followed by the 

update (called a "diff" in computer programming terms) and reversing the 

operations, or by replacing the later version with a retained copy of the earlier 

version. 

The brief example and analysis of the Facebook tagging feature suggests 

the complexity of considering even seemingly simple updates in isolation from 

others. The tagging software shows how even basic updates can render 

interpretations, summaries of the related technologies, and direct changes in those 
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technologies. In chapter five, I return to the status update and the tagging software 

to perform a full analysis with the analytical tools developed in the literature 

review and methodology chapters. 

As previously stated, updates do not necessarily trade in an absolute idea 

of old or new that could be permanently fixed or obey any universal or even long-

established standards of propriety. The study of updates thus uncovers the 

selectively applied concepts linking their interpretations of technologies and their 

suggested courses of media change. Updates employ many of the value-laden 

concepts of development that often remain taken for granted as simply how a 

certain medium should work. Such values include notions of faster speeds and 

higher resolutions or appeals to the values of simplicity and relevance. By 

showing the changing characterizations of those concepts in the interpretations 

advanced by updates, my study deprives them of some of their normative force. 

Updates put concepts in play, manipulating them rather than resting on a single 

understanding of their significance. My study shows certain technologies 

undergoing different interpretations amenable to a variety of revisions. The 

concepts of improvement advanced by updates thus rests on presenting once 

seemingly essential technologies as revisable hypotheses. 

1.3 Media Change Studies 

In many cases, change, however it might be defined, provides the basic 

justification for research regardless of the area of study. The justifications can 
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take a number of forms. Something changes and necessitates new consideration, 

newer perspectives invite a reconsideration of older claims, or someone believes 

that things ought to change and the research aspires to foster that transformation, 

to name only a few change-based formulations of research questions. Media and 

media studies seem particularly disposed toward fostering ideas of change. While 

the full extent of the partnership between media and change in media studies 

awaits in the literature review chapter, this section provides an overview of the 

significance of the relationship and an explanation of what areas of scholarship 

prove particularly relevant to the study of updates. 

Seemingly every medium has enjoyed a period of revolutionary promise 

as well as the mixture of exuberance and fear that accompany dramatic 

transformations. Media prove amenable to so many attributions of hope and 

concern from consumers, professionals, and scholars alike due to the haziness of 

the objects of those affections. While print named a technology with few enough 

variations as to be susceptible to certain generalizations among the 

contemporaries of Gutenberg, lamentations or enthusiasm concerning the demise 

of print today in academic and popular outlets alike must utilize broad statements 

to justify gathering the enormous variety of printed materials and printing 

techniques under the umbrella of a single medium, either blurring together or 

overlooking the particular circumstances of most examples. Similarly, "the 

media" has become a somewhat ambiguous label for the staid, establishment 
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counterparts to blogs, image boards, message boards, forums, social networks, 

online magazines, and other internet-based media, even though many outlets 

branded with the epithet often have an online footprint among those alternatives. 

Media scholars have long regarded the indefinite qualities of media as an issue. In 

Raymond Williams' definition, media stand for agencies, substances, technical 

details, and delivery instruments, among other things (Keywords 203-204). 

Reserving further details concerning the definitional work of media performed by 

media studies for the literature review chapter, I draw on Williams' 1980s work to 

identify a certain shared meaning of media which provides good reasons to 

suspect that few uses of the concept rely on any innocent or obvious nature and 

that the hazy uses of the term evident today do not distinguish the current period 

of technological transformations based on digital media from previous eras of 

print and broadcasting technologies. 

Though the vagaries of the concept of media can cause difficulties for 

media scholars when it comes to characterizing the objects of consideration in an 

adequate yet manageable way, the ambiguities of the label have a different 

significance for the study of updates. As the preceding depiction of tagging 

software shows, updates interpret the media they change as agencies, content, 

technical details, or delivery instruments, among others. The ambiguities of 

"media" license a broad variety of characterizations in the normative 

interpretations of media advanced by updates. While those definitions do not 
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pretend to the exhaustiveness of Williams' work, the working interpretations of 

the technologies managed via updates benefit the current research by establishing 

what minimally must be considered relevant to the study of a particular change, 

satisfying the basic methodological question of where to begin. The methodology 

chapter of this dissertation explores those methodological footholds in 

comparison with examples of how existing studies have sought to account for the 

degrees of variability in their examples of media in order to explore the benefits 

and deficits of both approaches. 

In addition to their methodological contributions, updates support different 

concepts of media change in their interpretations of different technologies and 

changes they recommend, guiding explanatory and evaluative theories that benefit 

from comparison to academic theories of media change. Media change has been 

so consistently cast as the chief protagonist or antagonist in historical change that 

pointing out its significance can seem unnecessary. Seemingly without exception, 

no media have avoided study in these terms. However, the kinds of changes that 

media undergo have not received equal consideration. Updates number among the 

phenomena that have gone unconsidered. Consequently, media studies presently 

lacks an understanding of many theories of media change native to social 

networks and streaming content services. This dissertation finds that the virtues 

ascribed to media change by updates do not owe to something inherent to change 

or the projection of moral characteristic onto neutral technologies. Regarding 
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judgments about media change as strictly a problem with "us" or "it" provides a 

limited perspective. The laying of praise or blame on different media changes 

brings attention to facets of those transformations in a way related to how newer 

media provide a viewpoint from which to identify attributes of older media that 

could not be discerned while immersed in their routines. An awareness of how 

updates construct interpretations of media that encourage certain changes 

contributes to an understanding of how advocacy, skepticism, and condemnation 

of media change takes shape. Studying how updates promote theories requires 

significant amendments to the logics of immediacy and hypermediacy (Bolter and 

Grusin) and convergence (Jenkins) with everyday accounts of media change. 

1.4 Methods of Media Change 

Updates have widely variable designs displaying different interpretations 

of complicated technologies. Updates thus require methods able to follow the 

changes they undergo as well as those they encourage. Granting the beneficial 

starting point provided by updates that I note in the previous section, two 

preliminary needs must be met. First, the methodology must be able to discern the 

multiple technologies interpreted at different times and in different ways by 

updates. Doing so requires paying attention to how those interpretations make 

distinctions between e.g. users and technologies, or older and newer versions, 

without in turn affirming those binary oppositions or endeavoring to overcome the 

distinctions. Updates employ selective interpretations rather than manifesting any 
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fixed or necessary perspective on technologies across versions. Second, updates 

must be distinguished from any changes whatsoever found in media and, 

consequently, the theory of updates must distinguish itself from other theories of 

media change found in media studies. The second point satisfies a practical 

demand to identify the limits of the claims I make throughout this dissertation and 

advances a sound theoretical perspective able to identify the characteristic 

changes of updates. 

Updates have distinctive characteristics to which many existing methods 

prove maladapted. As mentioned previously and elaborated in the literature 

review, what existing research on media change presents as fundamental 

languages or logics of media the study of updates shows to be rationalizations 

with flexible features and guidelines. Similarly, quantitative and qualitative 

studies of the content of social networks utilize updates as pieces of evidence in 

researchers' broader arguments rather than studying their development. Most 

methods of media studies similarly work in ways that diminish updates, lending to 

their neglect. A media studies researcher following the career of a photograph as 

it diffuses through social networks would generally follow the photograph or the 

diffusion patterns of the social networks, not the technologies that format the 

photograph for sharing on different social networks. The differences evidenced by 

those alternative approaches do not reduce to a matter of the focus chosen for the 

research. The study of updates could elect to work at either of those levels. 
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Instead, the differences concern the method. An update that prepare and shares 

photographs on social networks would regard the photograph and social network 

insofar as the update interprets those technologies, not as the insoluble content to 

be followed or a diffuse environmental influence. Such an update does not 

necessarily involve what the photograph depicts or the prevalence of its sharing. It 

does not matter if the photograph depicts a birthday party or a natural disaster, or 

whether those sharing the photograph appropriate its meaning to their own ends. 

And yet another update could conceivably involve those matters – such would be 

the nature of a media study attentive to distinctions made in the course of media 

change while refusing to either discredit or naturalize those distinctions. 

A question often raised by media scholars concerns exactly what can 

explain the changes evidenced, a question to which updates provide a unique 

answer. Someone studying the advertising of a new technology that replaces 

another must always question the adequacy of the advertisement to the changes 

that take place, asking, for example, "Did anyone actually trade in their old 

television set for the new one advertised?" and to what degree did the new replace 

the old rather than taking the stage alongside the predecessor? Updates rid my 

study of some related ambiguities. Owing to the computer-based qualities of 

software noted previously, updates unambiguously change some of the 

technologies they interpret. An update can describe the changes in a value-

inflected way, or neglect to elaborate on certain changes that nevertheless take 
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place. But insofar as an update runs according to the suggested changes selected 

and applied, some changes do take. Of course, I must follow the consequences of 

an update to identify how those changes take shape. What leads someone to 

accept or reject an update remains outside of the current considerations because, 

as a study of updates, it is concerned with how updates work. To do otherwise 

would be akin to a television researcher trying to account for people who do not 

watch television - not impossible, but likely counter to the goals of their research. 

Nor does the current study linger too long on questions of whether someone 

involved in the performance of an update weighs their instructions. An update 

accounts for users' commitments in much the same way – whether or not someone 

read the terms of service agreement provided with an update, for example, the 

change proceeds depending only on the acceptance of the agreement. 

1.5 Case Selection 

The examples considered in the course of this dissertation largely present 

evidence that would be classified "born digital," though that moniker has begun to 

undergo change, today being replaced by the phrase "digital native." The updates 

under considerations remain "live" and therefore have been used to see how they 

work rather than reconstructed from secondary accounts wherever possible. The 

currency of the updates proves not only beneficial but also necessary. Updates 

have a limited lifespan, and they often only leave behind the previous and later 

versions of technologies as evidence. Whereas media historians provide studies of 
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media change with an awareness of the recorded decision making and editing 

process, and some recourse to documentation remains unavoidable given different 

levels of access to the technologies involved by updates, the current study need 

not stop with those records. Instead I can perform the updates I study to follow 

their work in detail. 

 Facebook provides multiple and distinct though interwoven updates, and 

thus provides numerous examples to be pursued throughout my study. Looking at 

the Facebook website with the goal of decoding its design, it seems remarkable 

that anyone could make sense of its routines let alone the millions who do so 

every day. Separating the website according to updates helps the social network 

achieve the clarity required to undergo analysis. Given the number of examples 

made available by Facebook, this dissertation places those cases in dialog with 

examples from other social networks and streaming content providers to help 

identify commonalities across updates, connecting considerations of Facebook 

with studies of those other media. The comparison of Facebook updates to 

changes in the Twitter social network proves that they are similar in many cases, 

and it is illuminating where they display differences. The updates to advertising 

portfolios on the Hulu streaming video service, though sharing little with many of 

the updates exhibited by Facebook, helps extend my argument to encompass 

updates at work in a variety media today. The samples drawn from Facebook have 

been supplemented with supporting materials published by Facebook, namely 
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design documents and blog posts by developers, as well as critical commentary on 

the social network. Similar supporting materials likewise appear in the examples 

drawn from other social or streaming media. Where appropriate, my studies note 

differences between updates taking place on mobile applications and websites. 

However, in each case, the particular update under consideration remains the 

focus, at times integrating and in other cases challenging the outside 

interpretations of technology reporters and developers. 

1.6 Chapter Outline 

The argument in this dissertation develops the methods needed to explore 

updates and a theory that places them in dialog with existing research on media 

change through the two extensive literature review and methodology chapters that 

follow this introduction. The sections solidify the validity and importance of the 

current research relative to the areas of study mentioned previously in this 

introduction, finding how updates can support an improved understanding of 

media change. More than that, chapters 2 and 3 feature examples of updates, some 

drawn from the scholarly literature surveyed, to illustrate the interpretations of 

media change being advanced by this dissertation in conversation with the 

evidence used by those predecessors. Further, chapter 3 features my sustained 

study of the advertising software of the Hulu streaming video service. The case 

studies presented in those chapters makes them more than preliminary treatments 

of the literature and methodology I engage in this dissertation. 
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While the literature review and methodology chapters elaborate on the 

questions opened throughout this introduction, the arguments developed in the 

course of those chapters come to fruition in a sustained investigation of Facebook 

throughout the remaining chapters of this dissertation. Chapter 4 situates the 

developments taking place in Facebook today within the broader discourse on 

media change. Chapter 5 returns to the status update and suggested tagging 

feature touched on in this chapter. It focuses on the updates that take place during 

the authoring of status messages, where users respond to the suggested changes 

provided by the updates. Chapter Six analyzes the updates involving the 

algorithm-driven feeds and databases of the social network. In contrast to chapter 

5, chapter 6 finds users responding to updates that reinterpret their earlier 

activities. Along with the multiple feeds of the social network, Chapter 6 

investigates updates to users' accounts and the status updates previously published 

on Facebook. Chapter 6 thus emphasizes how updates today can make users 

responsible for the past in new ways and have consequences unforeseeable at the 

time of the initial activities. The chapters dedicated to the study of Facebook 

provide the opportunity to test the theory of updates as technologies of media 

change against the theory of updates as conceptual change advanced by Brandom, 

the only scholar to have put forward a sophisticated portrait of changes in 

comparable terms. 

The conclusion summarizes the findings of the dissertation and suggests 
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future directions for research. In particular, the conclusion summarizes the theory 

of updates that results from the research that goes beyond the particularities of the 

case studies under consideration. This dissertation's argument can be for now 

condensed into one main point: focusing on updates allows media studies to 

improve upon existing theories of media change, both academic and vernacular, 

through attention to the development of norms that support rationalizations of 

media change. Existing theories of media change neglect to provide accounts of 

how users internalize the changes under consideration and in turn how those users 

come to accept and expect certain changes in the course of the development of the 

technologies involved in their day-to-day activities. The study of updates 

uncovers not only that media changes develop those normative characteristics, but 

also how those characteristics develop through updates' selective interpretations 

of the complicated technologies of digital media and the responses to media 

change suggested to users by those updates. In doing so, the study of updates 

supports interrogating the rationalization of media from a perspective that 

emphasizes how they variably clarify and disrupt users' relationships to media. 
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2. Literature Review 

The question of what updates say and do that would explain their 

prominent role in media change today grows from two preliminary lines of 

inquiry. The first line of questioning investigates the vernaculars of media change. 

I use the term "vernacular" to identify the norms of media change in contrast with 

the rules of media change. Both norms and rules regulate the technologies 

involved in media changes, though the two kinds of standards purport do so in 

different ways. As I argued in the introduction, the norms of media change adjust 

to changing circumstances, though not always as users might expect. The rules of 

media change seem to linger above or below the changes they govern. I identify 

the detached characteristic of rules in the logics of media change endorsed by 

scholars of convergence and remediation as well as the standards codified in 

programming languages. Rather than leave the rules beyond or beneath 

consideration, I argue that updates rationalizations of media change show how the 

rules enter into dialog with the vernaculars of media change. In the course of 

recapping the first of my preliminary investigations, I explain how greater 

attention to vernaculars supports developing alternate theories of media change. 

My second line of questioning explores the technicalities of media change. 

The label "technicalities" identifies the technologies involved in media change 

that have previously been subordinated or ignored in favor of the principal 
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technologies investigated by most media scholars as well as those technologies 

that can prove difficult to grasp due to the complexities of digital media. I use the 

term "technologies" broadly, designating many things that might otherwise be 

regarded as features of the broader technologies that organize my dissertation 

(Facebook, Hulu, etc.). However, as my discussion of images in the introduction 

sought to show, many once taken for granted pieces of software have become 

complicated technologies in their own right involving unique concepts and 

practices. In close proximity to norms and rules, technologies regulate how users' 

think and work. When technologies succeed in regulating users' they acquire a 

sense of being purpose-built in accordance with the imperatives of particular 

rules. It has previously been difficult to detect the distinctive purpose of many of 

the technicalities I find updates bring into focus through their interpretations. 

Within the software-as-as-service paradigm in particular, however, updates 

concentrate the frequent and piecemeal changes in the social data appended to an 

increasingly wide-range of once taken for granted pieces of software. Updates 

arise precisely when technologies do not succeed in regulating how users think 

and work because 1) the technology has changed and no longer aligns with 

established norms, or 2) norms have changed and the technology needs to be 

brought into alignment. 

Pursuing the two questions culminates in the identification of updates as 

patterns of practice and evidence left missing or obscured by existing arguments 
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about media change taking place in media studies. Retracing the steps of those 

preliminary questions in the course of the literature review satisfies two needs for 

the current study: 1) positioning updates in respect to existing research in media 

studies, and 2) justifying the claim that existing studies diminish or neglect the 

work performed by updates. Both questions contribute to understanding how 

updates have been so far neglected and why focusing on their dynamics can 

contribute a better understanding of media change today. 

The culmination of the research retraced in this chapter locates updates 

between the narrow considerations they receive in computer science and design 

documentation, on one hand, and, on the other, the wide-ranging connotations of 

the term "update" as any revision whatsoever. Updates thus correspond in 

important ways to the study of updates, analogously positioned amidst the 

questions and answers posed in a variety of broad and narrow terms by theories of 

media change. Consequently, studying updates explains their relationship to 

media change today while challenging and thereby contributing to existing 

theories of media change. 

2.1 Vernaculars of Media Change 

 The question of the relationship between media change and media users 

receives its most sustained and widespread consideration in research on 

convergence. Convergence was given its now canonical expression by Henry 

Jenkins in 2006 as a theory of the cultural transformations taking place in 
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encounters between new and old media. The longer history of convergence theory 

dates back to the 1983 book Technologies of Freedom by Ithiel de Sola Pool. 

Jenkins identifies Pool as "the prophet of media convergence" and a counterpart 

to Marshall McLuhan, called "the patron saint of the digital revolution" by Wired 

magazine (Jenkins, 10). As a prophet, Pool personifies how convergence theory 

lives a double life, supporting an analysis of media change today while 

advocating for certain changes tomorrow. On the analytical side, convergence 

theory identifies a "cultural logic of media" exhibiting "two seemingly 

contradictory trends" in the intersections of old and new media (see fig. 2.1) (18). 

 

Figure 2.1: A diagram of the logic of convergence. 
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First, the logic involves a "bottom-up consumer-driven" expansion of 

participation in media. Convergence theory credits the expansion of participation 

to several factors, though giving particular emphasis to how digital media remove 

a number of barriers between media producers and consumers. For example, 

Facebook connects local news outlets to global audiences that can in turn 

comment on developing news and be quoted by reporters in subsequent updates to 

the story. The second, conflicting pressure comes from "top-down corporate-

driven" efforts to capitalize on the expansion of participation (19). Returning to 

the example of Facebook, the corporation profits by controlling the means of 

participation that cross the older barriers between local news and global 

audiences. Facebook's control makes it possible to identify users based on their 

participation and present them with targeted advertising in the midst of those 

activities. Convergence culture grows around the intersection of the two sides of 

the equation. Under the auspices of convergence theory, convergence culture 

exhibits the movement of consumers "from the invisible margins of popular 

culture and into the center of current thinking about media production and 

consumption" (12). Both the analytical and the imperative aspects of convergence 

theory receive attention in this section, though the future-oriented advocacy work 

of convergence theory will be shown to dominate the first theoretically and 

publicly. 
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Convergence theory has enjoyed a similar movement toward the center of 

current thought on media change as the consumers at the heart of Jenkins' studies. 

Graeme Turner finds that convergence theory enjoys a dominant role in media 

and cultural studies. Rather than convergence being one theory competing with 

others, areas of the humanities influenced by media and cultural studies have 

become advocates for convergence culture. The adherents of convergence theory 

enthusiastically adopt the tenets of the corresponding culture to make the lessons 

of the humanities amenable "to what are in significant part business degrees, 

aimed at assisting the development of the so-called 'new economy'" (105). The 

widespread acceptance of convergence theory presents an obvious difficulty for 

those who would challenge its claims. Rather than trace the trajectory of 

convergence theory's rise to academic prominence, this section of the literature 

review begins to highlight the claims of the theory that contribute to convergence 

being regarded as an encompassing portrayal of the popular and corporate aspects 

of media change. Aided by its academic dominance, the encompassing claims of 

convergence theory would smother the alternative patterns of media change I find 

at work in social and streaming media. While forwarding certain issues to the next 

section of the literature review for comparison to other theories of media change, 

the analysis of convergence theory in this section identifies both a reason for the 

lack of variety in theories of media change and what attention to the vernaculars 

of media change can contribute to media studies. 
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 When scholars like Jenkins wield the label "culture," they do so to 

identify shared norms that govern social practices. The norms can be shared 

among nearly any population size, from a few fans to a global network like 

Facebook. An example of a simple normative performance on Facebook takes 

place when users hide status updates posted by another user that appears in their 

News Feed by labeling them inappropriate. In return, hiding a post provides 

feedback to Facebook that adds detail to the social network's account of the 

relationship between the user who made the status update and the user who hid 

the post. As a result, Facebook shows fewer posts from the user that made the 

hidden status update. The customary give and take lends to users' ongoing 

commitment to participate in the social network. Hiding a post makes the user's 

News Feed more personalized as it better reflects their relationships to other users 

and their understanding of what is appropriate. The conduct involved in hiding 

posts also interweaves users in a wider range of technologies on the social 

network as they move from participating in news of friends' activities to 

exercising editorial oversight. At the same time, Facebook's investment in a user 

grows with the addition of values to the records that support calculations of the 

user's tastes. Vernaculars of media change grow from such simple alterations. 

By naming a culture, scholars make explicit an otherwise implicit norm at 

work in the regulation of social practices. Hiding someone's status update 

becomes more than something that merely happens or does not happen as a matter 
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of course due to a norm. Hiding a post by labeling it inappropriate exercises 

judgments about the source or content of a status update based on a users' 

understanding of the norms of Facebook etiquette that develops through their 

engagements with the social network as well as a host of other standards learned 

and applied elsewhere. Closer to matters traditionally considered under the 

heading of media change, the ability to hide posts becomes expected through 

Facebook's development. The expectation would anticipate that the ability to hide 

posts would carry over to advertisements when Facebook introduced ads into the 

News Feed of the social network. To do otherwise would make ads an exception 

to the norm, emphasizing the differences between advertising and user-generated 

status updates. Facebook did include the ability to hide ads, confirming the status 

quo and smoothing the introduction of commercial content into the day-to-day 

changes of the News Feed. Jenkins identifies the broader norm of convergence 

culture, though he substitutes the term "protocol," as an expectation of increasing 

participation in the transition from older to newer media (14). The normative 

expectation that participation will grow regulates the "cultural shifts, legal battles, 

and the economic consolidations that are fueling media convergence" that precede 

"shifts in the technological infrastructure" (17). Elaborating on Jenkins' claim, I 

argue that the norms of media change inform technological changes insofar as 

they regulate the work of consumers and producers that participate in their 

development. 
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Identifying the contradictory forces at work in any particular culture 

provides a means to critique norms that otherwise implicitly regulate practices of 

media change when the changes taking place meet expectations. Critique often 

proceeds by identifying the inequalities of the conflicted relationship. Social 

networks profit from a variety of asymmetrical relationships to users. For 

example, Facebook embeds user-generated content in a web of legal permissions 

granted to the company by using the social network and makes it difficult to 

transfer content created on Facebook off of the social network. In such cases the 

social network exercises control over the gathering and organizing of content by 

removing control from users. 

Rather than beginning from the unilateral control that social networks and 

streaming content services exercise through legal disparities or by holding 

audiences captive, my study of updates follows the analytical framework provided 

by convergence theory in emphasizing how media change refashions the cultural 

norms that regulate social practices in ways that encourage ongoing participation 

despite the previously noted inequalities. As Jenkins summarizes the pattern of 

convergence developed throughout his chapters: "entrenched institutions" take 

"their models from grassroots fan communities," and reinvent "themselves for an 

era of media convergence and collective" (22).  However, the two sides "do not 

yet agree on the terms of that participation." Here, Jenkins finds that convergence 

culture evinces a garbled and conflicted norm of expanding participation 
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articulated in the competing dialects of fans and institutions rather than a shared 

language and purpose. 

Continuing with my previous example of the Facebook News Feed 

requires understanding how conflicts like those evinced by convergence culture 

bear on how users and the social network make different commitments and 

undertake different responsibilities in the course of managing content that do not 

fully and readily accord with the terms of any particular norm. Norms of media 

change cohere based on how committing changes connects with taking 

responsibility for those changes. Without those connections it becomes impossible 

for users to anticipate responses to the changes they make and in turn identify 

what reactions abide by or depart from the norm. My characterization of norms as 

connections between commitments and responsibilities comes from a long line of 

pragmatist thought that Brandom refines throughout his intellectual histories and 

philosophy. Brandom's argument finds early and concise expression in the preface 

to his 1994 book, Making It Explicit, before he developed his theory of updates. 

There Brandom says "the characteristic authority" of communication "is 

intelligible only against the background of a correlative responsibility" to support 

someone's commitments (xii). From Brandom's perspective, the normative 

significance of committing changes in the News Feed owes to how those changes 

require justification, as when users label status updates offensive in the process of 

hiding posts, and prove consequential, where hiding a post changes the content of 
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the News Feed going forward. Different norms exercise authority over changes in 

ways that selectively interpret commitments and enforce responsibilities. David 

Marshall finds legal practices give the clearest account of Brandom's model of 

normative authority. Marshall specifically identifies how Brandom's argument 

supports understanding how collisions between legal traditions and technological 

changes can raise new and unanticipated questions. Marshall offers the example 

of conflicts between eighteenth-century laws concerning unreasonable search and 

seizures and twenty-first century surveillance technologies. Such collisions 

display multiple and conflicting norms. For example, legislative custom might 

dictate that eighteenth-century commitments continue to command the 

responsibilities of law enforcement in the twenty-first century. A political norm 

could argue that the responsibility to defend the nation that authored those 

eighteenth-century commitments against the predations of the drug trade or 

terrorism trumps commitments to protect individual citizens from unreasonable 

search and seizure. Finally, a norm of technological change might instruct an 

interpretation of modern surveillance technologies and the information gathered 

via those means as in line with changing expectations of privacy due to the 

widespread disclosure and gathering of personal information via social networks. 

Whatever normative interpretation commands authority in a particular case, the 

example shows how laws, no matter how established or meticulously codified, 

inform social practices through interpretations that adapt their terms to new 
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circumstances as opposed to regarding legal practice as the direct execution of the 

word of the law. Similarly, the updates I study throughout this dissertation should 

not be thought to simply execute their programming in isolation from the 

practices and understanding norms they transform. Adding to the potential for 

conflict, sometimes the process of making changes "will entail finding oneself 

committed to positions one had not explicitly avowed; sometimes, it will entail a 

duty to answer questions one had not anticipated" (Marshall, 4). As I work to 

show throughout this dissertation, updates frequently reinterpret past actions, 

giving new significance to earlier behaviors. In turn, updates connect the newly 

significant technologies to the responsibilities they introduce, regulating the 

otherwise potentially disruptive effects of media change by making it part of a 

pattern drawn from users' histories. Returning to the Facebook News Feed in the 

next few paragraphs, I illustrate a brief example of such changes taking place to 

support further comparisons between my approach and that of convergence 

theorists. Convergence, as Jenkins characterizes it, identifies a protracted period 

of media change where multiple conflicts come into play. 

Returning to the case of the News Feed, users delegate certain 

responsibilities for gathering and sorting content to Facebook in exchange for the 

attention they pay to the feed. Consequently, users do not need to browse the web 

in search of content. In return, Facebook ascribes to users the responsibility of 

responding to the collection and arrangement of content it provides. As a result, 
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the corporation need not pay editors to perform the work it assigns to users. 

Facebook can also accept paid advertisements without fully considering in 

advance whether users might find the ads offensive. So far, my description of the 

exchange of responsibilities between users and Facebook would seem amenable 

to a certain norm governing a more-or-less virtuous feedback process. Such a 

norm would dictate that the social network could expect users to mind the content 

provided in their News Feeds and users could in turn anticipate that Facebook will 

respond to indications of their preferences. However, my snapshot remains a 

frozen representation of changes in progress. 

As my interpretations of the analytic framework of convergence theory 

argues, studying media change requires attending to ongoing developments rather 

than regarding the current status of media as a finished product that fulfills a 

definite purpose in satisfaction of normative expectations. Facebook's corporate-

driven consolidation of user participation indeed remains a work in progress and 

in conflict. Continuing with the user-based editorial process highlights a particular 

tension involved in the negotiation. Facebook does not idly stand by and provide 

users the means for making editorial decisions. The social network regularly 

updates the content displayed to users with a new mixture of ads and posts that 

spurs users to perform their administrative tasks. Conflict occurs when, for 

example, Facebook continues to display the kinds of advertising users have 

identified as offensive, even the particular ad a user reports as offensive, if a 
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different agency publishes the advertisement. Users must then reaffirm their 

commitment to not wanting to see particular advertisements, taking further 

responsibility for the alternate ads displayed in place of those they label offensive. 

The individual responsibilities need not be tremendous burdens to users any more 

than an individual update requires a great deal of work and understanding of the 

technologies involved. Arguably, users can go on to ignore the new ads as they 

might have previously ignored the offensive ad. However, by taking part in 

updating the advertising displayed on the social network, users do learn and 

perform their responsibility for the advertising they encounter. Updates make 

users responsible for technologies that were previously out of their hands, making 

the ads they see a result of something they have either done and any subsequent 

ads not simply something that appears but something based on their decisions, not 

Facebook's. While the advertisements continue to rely on feedback as users and 

Facebook continue to update their News Feed, from the perspective of the users 

Facebook vacates certain responsibilities while foisting new obligations upon 

users by botching its interpretation of the changes they make. In doing so, 

Facebook routinely frustrates users' abilities to base expectations of what content 

they will encounter on their editorial revisions of their News Feeds. As my case 

study of the News Feed will show, recent updates to the feed software itself, not 

just the content displayed on the feed, have realigned the feedback process. I will 

set aside for now how those changes work to reconcile the inconsistencies of the 
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News Feed I have so far identified and the persisting inequalities of the new 

arrangement. 

In each of the ways I have outlined so far, convergence theory appears 

potentially sympathetic to the theory of updates I develop in this dissertation. My 

theory seeks to explain how updates manage the conflicts that media changes 

introduce. The competing interests of users and corporations frequently manifest 

in those conflicts. As the preceding examples show, updates manage such 

conflicts by instructing users on what corporate-owned technologies expect of 

them and in turn what users can expect from those technologies. By making the 

at-times alien rules of technologies partially controllable and intelligible by users, 

updates provide users the means to guide certain changes to the corporate-owned 

technologies involved in their day-to-day experiences with newer media. In turn, 

updates instruct users in how to govern themselves in accordance with those 

changing technologies, such as by teaching users to act in ways that technologies 

register as significant and making users aware of how their otherwise seemingly 

innocuous activities bear on the course of media change. In that way, updates 

introduce previously assumed or otherwise unaccounted for technologies into 

users' lives while normalizing those intrusions into how users think and work with 

newer media. The vernaculars of media change identify the terms set by those 

amended norms. Convergence theory similarly should expose the contradictions 
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driving convergence culture today as well as the shape of deliberations over the 

promise of convergence for the future.  

In practice, the future-oriented aspect of convergence theorists' arguments 

forestalls the critique of the logic of convergence and the associated culture by 

blurring together the analytical and imperative modes of scholarship. 

Convergence theorists do not critique the norms of convergence culture because 

convergence names for them the course that media change does, will, and should 

follow. In particular, the convergence theories presented by Jenkins and Pool 

chart a course for the future of media change based on the inevitable triumph of 

the bottom-up increase in participation, officiating the popular culture they name 

rather than locating competing claims concerning media change among the 

constituents of that culture as their tenets would suggest. The top-down corporate 

aspect of convergence proves not actually contradictory to the bottom-up 

consumer practices advocated by convergence theorists, as their analytical 

framework would seemingly argue. Reality cannot contradict itself after all, and 

convergence names the culture and reality of media change for convergence 

theorists rather than one contested normative discourse on media change among 

others that maps a limited variety of solutions onto conflicting practices. 

Accepting the accuracy and appropriateness of convergence culture, the 

"seemingly contradictory trends" identified by convergence theory that could fuel 

critiques of convergence culture not only among media scholars but also in public 
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discourse remain for convergence theorists merely apparent. For example, Pool's 

convergence theory predicted and, on the basis of those predictions, endorsed the 

deregulation of media industries that characterized transformations in the U.S. 

Media landscape in the 1980s and 1990s and which contributed to an increasing 

concentration of media ownership (246). The deregulation that occurred during 

those decades, punctuated by the landmark U.S. Telecommunications Act of 

1996, offers an example where certain corporations occupied the relatively 

bottom-up position of arguing for lifting restrictions on participation in media 

markets with respect to top-down federal regulatory bodies and local monopolies. 

However, in contrast to the expectations set by convergence culture, the 

increasing freedom of corporate participation in media markets advanced the 

consolidation rather than diversification of media ownership. In turn, the 

consolidation of media ownership raised barriers to participation for consumers in 

at least one way as more of their media became produced nationally rather than 

locally. Learning from the case of late twentieth-century media consolidation, 

convergence theory would seem compelled to support a critique of convergence 

culture. Media consolidation provides a case where the pro-participation norm of 

convergence culture mischaracterized the impact of deregulation on consumers 

and supported inaccurate predictions. Such a critique would have continued 

relevance today as similar conflicts take place regarding the regulation of internet 

services. However, the realization of the libertarian policy recommendations Pool 
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made in his Technologies of Freedom displays no real contradictions for Jenkins. 

In Jenkins' characterization, the "new patterns of cross-media ownership" made "it 

more desirable for companies to distribute content across […] various channels 

rather than within a single media platform. Digitization set the conditions for 

convergence; corporate conglomerates created its imperative" (11). Here, Jenkins 

does not ignore the evidence of media consolidation. Instead, he describes that 

evidence in a way that makes it sound as though what took place did not conflict 

with the hopes of convergence culture as interpreted by convergence theorists. 

Convergence theory defends the imperfections of convergence today in 

favor of a future when current troubles will succumb to the long arc of history 

toward the ideals of convergence culture. Convergence theorists do profess the 

indeterminacy of media change and defend their advocacy on the grounds that the 

future of convergence remains an open question. Following Pool, Jenkins claims 

to qualify the popular idea of convergence as a "more or less inevitable" chain of 

events by portraying its unfolding as part of "a period of prolonged transition" 

(11). However, saying that something will take a while does not actually qualify a 

claim espousing its inevitability. The changes in media concentration I remark 

upon in the previous paragraph did compel Jenkins to reexamine some of Pool's 

arguments in 2006 as the "age of media transition" remained characterized by 

"tactical decisions and unintended consequences, mixed signals and competing 

interests, and most of all, unclear directions and unpredictable outcomes" (11). 
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Certainly, the number and variety of factors involved in media change make it 

difficult to accurately predict the course those changes will follow on the basis of 

any single normative expectations. However, calling the concentration of media 

ownership that took place in late twentieth-century a result of unintended 

consequences and unpredictable outcomes of convergence mystifies the changes 

that took place by effacing the significance of the corporate imperatives for 

convergence. The previously mentioned Telecommunications Act of 1996 altered 

rules in favor of media consolidation, as when it expressly states that the Federal 

Communications Commission "shall modify […] its regulations […] by 

eliminating any provisions limiting the number of AM or FM broadcast stations 

which may be owned or controlled by one entity nationally." I do not intend to 

debate the adequacy of convergence theory in accounting for the finer points of 

federal media regulations. Doing so would be particularly misplaced in regards to 

Jenkins, who avows a greater interest in convergence as a matter of popular 

culture compared to Pool's focus on political culture (14). However, convergence 

theorists' treatment of deregulation and the course of events that followed show an 

important relationship between their theory and other possible patterns of media 

change, such as the patterns manifest by updates. 

Convergence theorists position alternative norms of media change that 

persist in distinguishing between media within the long arc and broad logic of 

convergence culture. It does not matter whether the norm in question exercises its 
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authority as a social custom, legal statute, or technological standard. Apparent 

divergences of any kind do not conflict with convergence, but merely identify 

another part of "the same phenomenon" (Jenkins, 10). I will address many of the 

casualties that result from bending every imperative to the overarching rule of 

convergence alongside other theories in the forthcoming section on the 

technicalities of media change. For now, it will suffice to identify a chain of 

consequences that result from positioning convergence as an encompassing 

explanation for the course followed by media change in contrast to the 

significance of studying the vernaculars of media change, the comparably 

localized and temporary norms that updates establish. 

Other norms of media change have no significance within the 

interpretations of convergence theorists. I have already suggested one 

consequences of that perspective. If convergence theorists accounted for the 

modification of federal regulations governing changes in media industries 

effected by the telecommunications act then the consolidation of media ownership 

that followed would not seem so unanticipated. That Jenkins simply rephrases 

convergence theory to accommodate the evidence of media consolidation, which 

follows a norm seemingly in conflict with convergence culture rather than simply 

the top-down or bottom-up characteristics of its logic, proves a more pressing 

concern in my view. In doing so, Jenkins makes convergence into an inscrutable 

tendency. Convergence cannot be contradicted by circumstances because it will 
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eventually and inevitably work its magic, nor can convergence be managed by 

regulations because it takes shape in such unpredictable ways. Moving away from 

the dictates of corporate and government entities, even the thoughts and practices 

of media users that Jenkins otherwise locates at the center of his interests become 

passively subjected to the rule of convergence. "Convergence alters the logic by 

which media producers operate and by which media consumers process news and 

entertainment," as Jenkins says (15-16). Jenkins never clarifies where he proposes 

to find evidence of convergence other than among the activities of media 

consumers and producers, which is the evidence that occupies the majority of his 

study. If he did so, it would contribute to explaining how convergence changes 

the logics of media consumers and producers rather than instead being one pattern 

among others found in the changes exhibited by those logics. The latter 

characterization finds support in Jenkins' analytical framework, and I support that 

argument in this dissertation. By going over and above that characterization, 

however, convergence theorists portray convergence as a greater logic than any 

pedestrian norm of media change. 

In the hands of convergence theorists, media users remain out of touch 

with the secret language and shared purpose of convergence that makes them 

members of a unified culture of media change. Consequently, Jenkins espouses a 

pedagogical role for convergence theory (13). While advocating for consumers' 

collective intelligence, convergence theorists do not take into account cases where 
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users engage the claims of convergence culture and in turn author their own 

arguments about the course of media change. Though participation in U.S. 

telecommunications regulations remains far removed from the everyday practices 

of most media users, they do encounter the imperatives of media change in many 

ways and respond critically to those imperatives, as the example of the News Feed 

shows. 

In identifying the vernaculars of media change, the study of updates 

supplements convergence theory as well as other theories of media change that 

would regard users as only obliquely involved with media change en route to 

creating or receiving content. Users of updates do not passively await the 

interpretations of media scholars to render their practices significant to 

considerations of media change. The study of updates contributes to 

understanding routine performances of media change that in many cases contest 

the accuracy of convergence theory's account of the relationships between old and 

new media as well as the judgments about media change made by convergence 

theorists. In contributing to the tradition of research on media change, my study of 

updates aims to respond to, rather than discard, convergence theory and the others 

addressed in the course of the literature review. My investigation dramatically 

differs from the focus on media users' creative process and the images, stories, 

and videos that result which convergence theory identifies with the growth of 

participatory cultures in digital media. Instead, the question of vernaculars of 
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media change I address concerns how users respond to and compose formal 

arguments in response to the prompting of updates in the course of managing their 

shifting relationships with media. Updates situate users as media managers more 

than media artists. 

2.2 Technicalities of Media Change 

When it comes to studying the technicalities of media change there are 

two paths to follow. First, identifying the technologies media scholars 

traditionally analyze in research on media change. More generally, the first path 

develops an understanding of how media studies accounts for media change. The 

second path identifies scholarship on the technicalities that characterize the digital 

media I study in this dissertation. The questions of the relationship between media 

studies and media change receives first consideration in this section for three 

reasons. First, the preceding discussion of convergence theory can be taken as in 

part a preamble to a full engagement with that body of literature. Second, the 

question of the role of media change in media studies helps define the field of 

research this dissertation confronts and to which it most directly aspires to 

contribute. Finally, certain ambiguities surrounding media change and media 

studies already indicated in the analysis of convergence theory contribute to 

explaining my emphasis on the technicalities that updates interpret. Moving on to 

the matter of technicalities, research on the technologies that updates change helps 

to specify the scales of the phenomena that I bring into focus in this dissertation. 
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2.2.1 Media Studies 

The interdisciplinary field of media studies provides an academic context 

for the study of updates. As convergence theory shows, many of the arguments 

occupying media studies find widespread acceptance. Updates highlight a variety 

of the changes pursued by media studies, while challenging or extending certain 

aspects of those accounts. The selective interpretations that updates exhibit prove 

inseparable from how they support judgments of how media do behave and ought 

to be a bit faster, prettier, easier, private, or transparent – in other words, better. 

The particular technologies an update highlights and how the update illustrates 

those technologies combine to provide users with an account of the significance 

of the changes taking place. Related value judgments occupy media studies. 

Importantly, updates facilitate cultures that work alongside and often in advance 

of professional media research and development as Jenkins argues, cultures that 

updates show to be emphatic about evaluating success and failure or the good and 

the bad of media change. Nevertheless, the arguments of media scholars provide 

concentrated versions of the judgments expressed in certain popular cultures and 

thus continue to prove important. 

In the same year as the publication of Pool's case for media convergence, 

Raymond Williams employed the term "convergence" to characterize the 

multifaceted definition of media: 
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There has probably been a convergence of three senses: (i) the old general 
sense of an intervening or intermediate agency or substance; (ii) the 
conscious technical sense, as in the distinction between print and sound 
and vision as media; (iii) the specialized capitalist sense, in which a 
newspaper or broadcasting service - something that already exists or can 
be planned - is seen as a medium for something else, such as advertising. 
(Keywords, 203) 
 

Media studies occupies an appropriately vast province given the range of topics 

that falls under the headings of Williams' definition. The concept of media 

features prominently in studies of art, communication, culture, rhetoric, and 

technology, with political theory, economics, gender studies and other approaches 

to those concerns further extending the scope of the conversations. Further, a still 

wider range of scholarship deals with the topic of media incidentally. In those 

cases, scholars might identify how examples from media have addressed their 

main topic. The incidental considerations include the enormous amount of 

journalistic writing that today often bridges academic and popular concepts. I 

address numerous journalistic accounts that have captured the controversies 

surrounding the examples I investigate in my case studies. 

The ambiguity surrounding the concept of media that Williams identifies 

infiltrates media studies as much as popular language. There are a number of 

possible reasons for the vagaries surrounding the concept of media. The reason 

most pertinent to the study of media change and my study of updates comes from 

Lev Manovich in the course of his developing a language of new media. 

Manovich argues that the concept of media has recently become an unproductive 
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term due to the development of computer-based information and communication 

technologies able to subsume many once distinct media (25). In turn, Manovich 

favors redefining media based on concepts drawn from computer science: 

numerical representation, modularity, automation, variability, and transcoding 

(27-48). I will return to Manovich's work of redefinition and his proposed 

language of new media later in this chapter. 

Given that updates make changes to a variety of media, their study cannot 

entirely avoid the definitional difficulties of media for media studies. The updates 

I study exhibit concepts found in media studies that would rigidly define certain 

media. Occasionally, the use of those concepts has some semblance to their 

academic formulation. More often, the terms find employment in ways with little 

evident fidelity to some strictly predefined meaning. For example, the use of the 

term news to characterize the Facebook News Feed could be considered as akin to 

news in the way that journalism studies considers the term. From that perspective, 

the News Feed implements something akin to news organizations' judgments of 

newsworthiness by organizing posts according to a complicated definition of 

relevance. But the comparison between news on Facebook and news according to 

the journalistic tradition does more to show how the label "news" loses any clear 

distinction from the other kinds of content displayed by the feed network, 

becoming just another kind of content rather than providing a clear and stable 

orientation owed to some outside institutional standard. The ambiguity of "media" 
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makes concepts like news amenable to repurposing via the interpretations 

supplied by updates. The labels become hazy identifiers punctuated by the 

different characterizations provided by updates, like the example of images in the 

introduction, that redefine the terms in ways that privilege different aspects or 

combinations of practices and suppress others. 

Close to the examples I investigate in this dissertation, studies of social 

networks encounter similarly opportunistic relationships between their objects of 

analysis and the denotations of the terms "social" or "network." Social networks 

have little in common with the idea of society addressed in sociology or networks 

as a distributed arrangement of nodes and edges in computer engineering. As 

David Barry argues, the "society" of a social network "is not an originary form of 

sociality that is somehow encoded within media," instead being a new concept of 

society created by those networks (33). Consequently, Barry finds a theory of 

social networks requires a distinct theory of their societies. Relatedly, the 

networks of friends in Facebook do not resemble the formal models of distributed 

networks, where the processing and storage of data would be shared. Many 

processes and sets of data remain strictly out of the hands of users. Nor do 

"friends" related on the network have any necessary resemblance to the tight-knit 

social bond commonly associated with friendship. The study of updates responds 

to the challenges facing the concept of media and the concepts of particular areas 

of media research. As described so far in this dissertation, updates provide 
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examples where the significance of certain social practices and associations, as 

well as the properties and relationships of digital media, find expression and 

undergo regulation. In doing so, updates remove some of the ambiguities that 

would surround the concepts they employ if I traced their genealogy to other 

contexts. Framing my study updates within existing theoretical blueprints that 

prescribe a fuller course of personal, social, or technological development would 

leave updates' rationalizations seeming so hopelessly impoverished that it would 

seem baffling that anyone could accept the merit of their interpretations, let alone 

the millions of people that do so each day. Updates cite complicated technical 

procedures like privacy management and social institutions like friendship rather 

than providing an exhaustive account of the referenced systems. Further, updates 

proffer their summaries on occasions where the various traditions of the cited 

institutions like friendship and family provide at best an unwieldy orientation to 

the changes taking place in newer media. Updates' limited portrayals of people 

and various social groups and technological ensembles provide users with a 

particular working understanding of their connections with media change. By 

offering working understandings of media change rather than a new and 

comprehensive worldview that would overthrow the cited establishments, updates 

portray media change as piecemeal elaborations of how users already work with 

and think about media. 
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2.2.2 Media Change 

Change seems an ever-present fixture of media, making the exact 

significance of change in media studies difficult to summarize in a way that 

would satisfy all interested parties. Examples of the kinds of the changes pursued 

by media scholars can be grouped under two broad categories. First, certain 

changes involve the movement from one medium to another. The transitions can 

be as era defining as the shift from print to broadcasting. The changes can also 

involve media that coexist within such eras, such as when a radio listener 

becomes a television viewer. The second kind of media change involves changes 

within a medium. Those changes alter the composition of a medium, which can be 

regarded as changing the relatively stable form of media or simply the content, 

depending on the approach taken. This kind of change occurs when the Facebook 

notification software informs users of new friend requests, for example. Very 

different kinds of changes fall under each of the two headings, making it possible 

to single out media for consideration in similarly diverse ways. Updates belong 

under the latter of the two broad categories of media change, involving changes 

that take place within a medium. Given the contrast between changes between 

media and changes to a medium in the examples I enlist above, updates require 

attention to changes that can appear quite subdued from the perspective of those 

that would reserve the label "media change" for transitions from one medium to 

another. The Facebook News Feed can appear different from one second to the 
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next due to an update, for example. Such a momentary and seemingly simple 

transformation might not seem to warrant distinguishing between the two versions 

and in turn comparing the versions. However, updates provide walkthroughs for 

such routine changes. In doing so, updates evince the significance of the changes 

they make and partially describe what transpires between versions. The more 

pressing question of media change for the study of updates becomes not how to 

define a medium or whether or not something deserving of the label "media 

change" has transpired. Updates answer those questions readily and routinely. 

Instead, the question becomes how the interpretations of media provided by 

updates govern relationships between earlier and later versions. Through that 

question I seek to understand how updates make media change a problem for 

which they provide the tools and recommended solutions. 

An array of challenges confronts any scholarship addressing the topic of 

media change. My contention that updates identify a distinctive kind of media 

change today avoids some of the definitional problems surrounding the concept of 

media. However, in avoiding those problems it becomes necessary to address how 

other media scholars have already addressed the issues. Without addressing 

earlier scholarship in the area, my research would risk failing to contribute to the 

field of study. 

Research expressly dedicated to media change varies widely and takes 

place under disjointed labels. In doing so, the area of research reflects the disunity 
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of media studies. However, media scholars, professionals, and consumers 

demonstrate consistent concern with ideas of innovation and obsolescence. 

Channels of cause and effect; networks emerging from snarled lines of 

communication; fears about the migration of cultural traditions; the promises and 

perils of new kinds of honesty and intimacy – these arguments appear timeless 

and elementary to considerations of media. Their cognates can be found in ancient 

Greek philosophy and Twitter conversations, laying claim to the consequences of 

changes for the distribution of power, the dynamics of economic production, and 

relations between cultures, to name only a few. 

Given the complex interweaving of media and change, teasing apart 

threads in the relationship between media and change seems to become a matter 

for intellectual historians and philosophers. However, Raymond Williams 

diagnoses the difficulties in discerning the relationships between media and 

change as a widespread phenomenon with importance for non-specialists: 

It is often said that television has altered our world. In the same way, 
people often speak of a new world, a new society, a new phase of history, 
being created –'brought about' – by this or that new technology. [...] But 
this may be the central difficulty: that we have got so used to statements of 
this general kind, in our most ordinary discussions, that we can fail to 
realize their specific meanings. [...] [A]ll questions about cause and effect, 
as between a technology and a society, are intensely practical. Until we 
have begun to answer them, we really do not know, in any particular case, 
whether, for example, we are talking about a technology or about the uses 
of a technology; about necessary institutions or particular and changeable 
institutions; about a content or about a form. (Television, 1-2) 
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Williams' call to investigate claims about media change lends support to my 

defense of the importance of studying updates. Identifying the current versions of 

the types of claims Williams places under suspicion helps to connect my research 

with current scholarship. 

2.2.3 Theories of Media Change 

Two dominant theories of media change exist today: convergence and 

remediation. Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin define the general premise of 

remediation theory as "the representation of one medium in another" (45). More 

specifically, their theory identifies two cultural logics driving the successive 

representations (see fig. 2.2). 

 

Figure 2.2: A diagram of the logics of remediation. 
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Whereas Jenkins argues that the cultural logic of convergence results from a 

conflict between top-down and bottom-up social forces, Bolter and Grusin present 

two cultural logics based on contrasting aesthetic goals. Bolter and Grusin call the 

two logics hypermediacy and immediacy. The logic of immediacy aims to make 

media disappear, aspiring toward an unmediated encounter with the contents of a 

medium. In contrast, the logic of hypermediacy would emphasize the medium, 

bringing its properties into the foreground. Bolter and Grusin identify several 

forms of remediation based on different combinations of logics (45-47). A newer 

medium can highlight an older medium, demonstrating the logic of hypermediacy. 

For instance, a gallery of instant photographs displayed on Facebook highlights 

the older medium of photography through the ability to organize and display the 

photographs in a variety of ways on the social network. A newer medium can also 

remark upon the older medium, similarly showing the logic of hypermediacy at 

work. For example, using the sepia tone filters of Instagram can be interpreted as 

a comment on older aesthetics of photography. Further, a newer media can disrupt 

an older medium, displaying a combination of hypermediacy and immediacy. 

Marketing for a Blu-Ray release of a classic film that emphasizes the 

inadequacies of earlier VHS versions and the life-like qualities of Blu-Ray 

encoding demonstrates such a disruptive mode of remediation. Finally, a new 

medium can aspire to subsume an older medium. However, remediation theory 

holds that the newer medium never entirely replaces the older medium given the 
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requirement to refer to premise the "newness" of newer media on older media. 

Remediation theory thus asserts an asymmetrical relationship that favors older 

media, as a newer medium must continue to "define itself in relationship to earlier 

technologies of representation" (28). For Bolter and Grusin, newer media can only 

be new according to older media. 

As was the case with convergence theory, remediation begins on strong 

footing to support my study of updates. On one occasion, Bolter and Grusin 

further define "remediation" as "the way in which one medium is seen by our 

culture as reforming or improving upon another" (59). Their characterization of 

remediation as a matter of culture appears amenable to the consideration of 

updates I have presented so far in this dissertation. Again reflecting the concerns 

of this dissertation, Bolter and Grusin argue that remediation establishes cultural 

expectations of media change, as "[t]he assumption of reform is so strong that a 

new medium is now expected to justify itself by improving on a predecessor" 

(59). 

However, Bolter and Grusin progressively expand the claims they make 

on behalf of remediation in ways similar to those I previously critiqued while 

reviewing Jenkins' convergence theory. Remediation and its cultural logics 

become rules that hold for all media changes rather than cultural norms of media 

change. Presenting a hypothetical case, Bolter and Grusin cannot fathom a newer 
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medium failing to reference an older medium. Their argument deserves quoting at 

length, lest someone think my characterization overstates their case: 

If someone were to invent a new device for visual representation, its 
inventors, users, and economic backers would inevitably try to position 
this device over against film, television, and the various forms of digital 
graphics. They would inevitably claim that it was better in some way to 
achieving the real or the authentic, and their claim would involve a 
redefinition of the real or authentic that favors the new device. Until they 
had done this, it would not be apparent that the device was a medium at 
all. (65) 
 

Only six pages later they distance their argument entirely from any consideration 

of remediation as a matter of cultural logics. In place of their own earlier 

arguments, Bolter and Grusin claim that "[r]emediation is reform in the sense that 

media reform reality itself. It is not that media merely reform the appearance of 

reality" (61). Echoing my previous critique of Jenkins arguments on behalf of 

convergence, remediation theory thus identifies remediation with the reality of 

media change rather than "merely" certain changes made apparent in social 

practices governed by cultural standards. 

By flattening distinctions between the cultures of media change and the 

reality of media change, Bolter and Grusin abandon concern for differences 

between what has been said about media change and what media changes do. As a 

result, remediation theory would regard everything said about media change as 

done. Consequently, the reality of remediation would mistreat many examples of 

media change. The marketing materials relating VHS to Blu-Ray editions of a 
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movie I previously provided as an example of disruptive remediation show the 

significance of the difference. Based on their claims, Bolter and Grusin would 

regard the marketing materials as proof of a reform of reality itself in accordance 

with the dictates of remediation. Contrary to the interpretation supported by 

Bolter and Grusin, the example of Blu-Ray marketing occupies a testimonial step 

in the course of media change that employs the logics of remediation. 

Remediation serves as a selling point working toward making culturally salient 

the relationships between VHS and Blu-Ray espoused by the marketing materials. 

A second and related problem shared by remediation theory and 

convergence theory concerns the question of what evidence the theory works to 

explain. The problems exhibited by convergence theory can be summarized in 

reference to a particular claim made by Jenkins: 

Recorded sound is the medium. CDs, MP3 files, and 8-track cassettes are 
delivery technologies. […] Delivery technologies come and go all the 
time, but media persist as layers within an ever more complicated 
information and entertainment stratum. […] A medium's content may shift 
(as occurred when television displayed radio as a storytelling medium, 
freeing radio to become the primary showcase for rock and roll), its 
audience may change (as occurs when comics move from a mainstream 
medium in the 1950s to a niche medium today), and its social status may 
rise or fall (as occurs when theater moves from a popular form to an elite 
one), but once a medium establishes itself as satisfying some core human 
demand, it continues to function within the larger system of 
communication options. (13-14) 
 

Like remediation, Jenkins argues for the enduring relevance of media no matter 

the winding course of media change. He ensures the survival of media by 
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rendering them as categories for the examples typically called media in other 

academic and popular contexts. In doing so, Jenkins evacuates media of social 

practices and cultural significance in ways similar to the problems with 

remediation raised in the precious paragraph. If "media" only applies to a layer or 

category like recorded sound while CDs and MP3s name delivery technologies, 

not only do most academic and popular discussions employing "media" do so 

mistakenly, but also the layers Jenkins calls media become impervious to change, 

as Arild Fetveit argues (53). Recorded sound persists undisturbed as a medium 

since its beginnings in the 1800s, according to Jenkins' claims, and so it would be 

wrong to mistake the relatively minor differences between the delivery 

technologies of wax cylinders and MP3s for media change, where they should be 

thought of instead as variations on the theme of convergence within the medium 

of recorded sound. 

The elasticity of the definition of media in convergence and remediation 

theories underwrites the durability of those theories. If a particular example of 

media change does not affirm the claims of either theory, such as the case of 

deregulation engaged earlier, a theorist can simply widen the scope of their 

investigation until a pattern resembling the claims of the theory comes into view. 

In the case of remediation theory, Bolter and Grusin directly contradict their claim 

concerning the inevitability of newer media demonstrating their relationship to 

older media regarding cases of digital media. Bolter and Grusin argue that a 
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digital medium "may radically remediate its predecessors while failing to 

acknowledge them at all.'" (204). Failing to acknowledge earlier media, a 

contradiction of Bolter and Grusin's essential definition of remediation, thus 

becomes evidence of a radical case of remediation. Remediation in turn seems to 

occur no matter what transpires, as evidence to the contrary simply becomes proof 

of an extremity. 

The study of updates requires a more complicated and varied account of 

media changes than those offered by the principle exponents of convergence and 

remediation theories. Nevertheless, I do not adopt an entirely adversarial 

relationship to these forerunners. From my analyses, the dominant theories of 

media change can be seen to ignore many steps and varieties of media change. 

However, Jenkins' and Bolter and Grusin's cultural logics of media change can be 

placed in conversation with my study of updates. In doing so I must set aside their 

broader claims. Further, rescuing the cultural lessons of those dominant theories 

of media change requires acknowledging that the broader theoretical claims have 

contributed to setting the terms for media change in ways that would foreclose the 

possibility of considering those ignored technologies and alternative kinds of 

changes.  

Other scholars have undertaken similarly complementary efforts to extend 

theories of media change. Anders Fagerjord and Tanja Storsul expand the 

varieties of convergence based on uses of the term found in academic and policy 
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papers. Fagerjord and Storsul identify six dominant interpretations of 

convergence: convergences of networks, terminals, services, rhetorics, markets, 

and regulations (20). Rather than accepting convergence as a unified theory of 

media change, Fagerjord and Storsul contend that convergence in each of the six 

dominant interpretations becomes a rhetorical tool used to convince "politicians, 

regulators, investors, and other market players that their strategies need to adapt" 

that works by simplifying the complexities of media change into a few 

"metaphors and pictures" of the process (28). Turning to remediation theory, 

Heidi Philipsen and Lars Qvortrup have edited a collection dedicated to revisiting 

remediation theory. In their introduction, Philipsen and Qvortrup describe 

examples that raise questions concerning whether hypermediacy and immediacy 

could account for the varieties of media change on display today. Though 

Philipsen and Qvortrup do not engage with social networks and streaming content 

providers, updates in those media present such a case when a software patch 

notification pops up, pushing a currently active application window to the 

background and clouding the window during the application of the update. Does 

the mixture of obscuring the application window and emphasizing the software 

patch demonstrate hypermediacy and/or immediacy? The shifting focus from one 

window to another would not obviously be the same as the multiplication of 

windows on a screen that characterizes hypermediacy. The focus on the patch 

notification might seem amenable to some interpretation of immediacy. However, 
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the brief expository text and images displayed with the software patch do not 

exemplify the verisimilitude and transparency that typify the logic of immediacy. 

While intuitively appealing in many cases, hypermediacy and immediacy do little 

to explain the changes taking place during the update. Against the intuitiveness of 

remediation theory, Philipsen and Qvortrup advocate for the study of "contra-

intuitive forms" of media change based on "basic phenomena observed by ever-

moving media studies" (10). Their encouragement aligns with my goals for the 

study of updates.  

2.2.4 Technicalities 

In the course of media changes, the strength and number of different uses 

of media can alter dramatically under the shifting norms that interpret govern 

those technologies. Media change thus raises a question for media studies: What 

technologies become identifiable in the face of such dramatic reconfigurations? 

Answering the question requires understanding the kinds of technologies given 

new significance by the updates' rationalizations of media change I have so far 

addressed in dialog with media theories. Updates frequently make technologies 

commonly overlooked or given merely circumstantial consideration by media 

scholars into prominent considerations. In doing so, updates reinforce 

relationships between media and social practices, though not only or even 

primarily by maintaining the features commonly identified with a medium by 

media studies. Instead, updates bring the technologies lurking in the background 
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of media studies, as well as earlier versions of media themselves, into the 

foreground. 

Though the term "technicalities" suggests narrow and specialized 

considerations, a focus on technicalities shows their popular significance. 

Focusing on technicalities disintegrates them from the stable features identified 

with the particular media to which they might otherwise seem to belong as mere 

components. In doing so, technicalities demonstrate how the development and 

support of seemingly minor features involves negotiating complicated sets of 

concepts and practices. Prior to being recast as technologies in their own right, 

technicalities can support or conflict their comfortable identification within a 

broader medium, one note on a list of key properties and purposes. As my 

examples so far show, studying updates identifies the management of conflicts 

that can arise when bringing shifting technologies into alignment. Updates do so 

by transforming conflicts into technologies that bring users and technicalities into 

dialog over the course of media change. The transformation can be seen in the 

case of the technicalities of operating systems known as security patches. Security 

patches do not simply work in the background to keep users safe from 

exploitation by hackers. Patches inform users of their vulnerabilities and urge 

users to bring their security up to date. When developers discontinue releasing 

security patches for a particular operating system the software does not simply 

become dangerous, but it is marked as obsolete and no longer appropriate to use. 
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In doing so, security patches transform what was a bug according to a list of the 

main features and goals of operating systems into a technology. Patches manage 

changes involving both day-to-day practices as well as an understanding of the 

lifespan of the software. In such ways, technicalities become the focus of popular 

attention and manage the course of certain media changes. 

Outside of theories of media change, media scholars provide such 

numerous accounts of the technical history of media that a representative sample 

proves practically unfeasible. Within that field of research, case studies of popular 

media histories explain how people work through the technicalities of media 

change. Ekaterina Haskins' work on participatory archives addresses the 

conflicted functions of preservation and participation in the records of events 

produced via digital media. She addresses those concerns through a case study of 

the September 11 Digital Archive. The online archive contains submitted 

photographs, videos, ephemera such as missing-person posters, and other media 

that relate to the September 11 attacks. Additionally, the archive features 

discussions concerning the collected media. Haskins finds the "digital memory" 

practices taking place on the site collapse the assumed distinction between 

modern archival memory and traditional lived memory by combining the function 

of storage and ordering on the one hand, and of presence and interactivity on the 

other (401-2). Showing how curatorial attention to details encounter popular 

practices, the website shows the working relationship between the present-minded 
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and participatory perspective identified with digital media and the permanence 

demanded by memorials to be a process of regulating interpretations. Like 

updates, the archive provides limited guidelines to those who would make 

changes on the website, recommending the administrating historians work to 

discern fact from fiction and visitors heed "underrepresented voices and to be 

wary of voices that may offend them" (419). Convergence theory would posit the 

stability of the archive provided by top-down curators and amenability to change 

marked by bottom-up participation by visitors as a locus of the fundamental 

tension driving the media changes demonstrated by the September 11 Digital 

Archive. Though aspects of Haskins' study support the claims fostered by 

convergence theory, her analysis of the digital archive shows how the elements of 

the website fostering stability and those open to ongoing changes work as an 

"evolving patchwork" (405). The patchwork archive manages potential conflicts 

by drawing distinctions between different features of the website rather than 

exacerbating those tensions to grow the collection. 

Will Straw's study provides a comparable account of media change in a 

popular context. Straw investigates how the internet invests older media with new 

values by organizing them into particular historical periods identified with the 

aesthetics of particular versions of technologies. The collecting of older media in 

digital media gives the past a revised coherence according to the new technologies 

of reading, viewing, commenting, and searching. Straw's study focuses on the 
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annotation of older media on websites to understand how those newer media 

solidify a canonical yet participatory media history. Newer media make older 

media more widely available and thereby dissolve some of the traditional values 

ascribed to older media according to their rarity, as in cases of classical paintings 

or first edition comic books. However, the vast quantities and continuing growth 

of collections of media through annotation creates new kinds of value by 

educating users in how "to make the connections through which the coherence of 

historical styles comes to be recognized" (13). The tension at work in the media 

changes charted by Straw contributes to the study of updates by showing how, in 

the absence of a linear historical narrative of development, collections of media 

can nevertheless be informed to produce a coherent history of media 

development. 

Returning once more to the example of the News Feed, I have shown how 

users frequently encounter and respond to the imperatives of media change. My 

earlier portrayals of the feed suggest a popular and exemplary case of 

convergence in its participatory combinations of many once disparate kinds of 

content. The convergences manifest by the News Feed owes substantially to the 

EdgeRank algorithm that manages the gathering and sorting of the content it 

displays. In terms amenable to those employed by convergence theorists, David 

Beer finds algorithms and participatory cultures have combined by "'sinking into' 

and 'sorting' aspects of our everyday lives," constituting in a phrase he borrows 
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from Nigel Thrift a "technological unconscious" (987). Other scholars describe 

algorithms in similarly primary and incontrovertible terms by portraying their 

technicalities as an uncontested terrain. In Tarleton Gillespie's definition of 

"public relevance algorithms" like EdgeRank, he characterizes their influence as 

"subjecting human discourse and knowledge to […] procedural logics that 

undergird all computation" (168). Such a programming-based study of algorithms 

makes their logical operations into the essential rule dictating the activities of 

media consumers and producers on the News Feed in ways similar to how Jenkins 

and Bolter and Grusin characterizes their logic of media change. Further, the 

uncontested view of technicalities takes root in Manovich's characterization of the 

language of new media based on the concepts of computer science. Solon 

Barocas, Sophie Hood, and Malte Ziewitz argue that the approach demonstrated 

by Beer, Gillespie, and Manovich "makes sense when the research question is 

how to compute" a certain phenomenon, but not when investigating other patterns 

(2). 

Against the one-dimensional view of computation or convergence, 

scholars have begun to address the heterogeneous social practices that circulate in 

relation to algorithms. Kate Crawford finds an agonistic and pluralistic view of 

social practices among the users of Facebook and other media (3). Crawford's 

agonistic pluralism focuses on how algorithms involve "making a choice between 

conflicting options—having to choose between entirely different world views—
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not by reaching a rational consensus position but through a struggle between 

adversaries" (3). While algorithms do calculate outputs from inputs, users 

routinely interpret those results and intervene in the operations that generate those 

outcomes, as in the example of Facebook advertisements I discuss earlier. Further, 

users do not always patiently wait for algorithms to complete their logical 

operations before interpreting and intervening in their affairs. Finally, users do not 

necessarily engage with the logical parameters of the algorithm in machine-

readable ways, undertaking practices that the software cannot register or process.  

Crawford's characterization of algorithms as agonistic and pluralistic 

informs my approach to media changes. In the case of EdgeRank and the News 

Feed I consider fully in chapter five, Crawford's approach encourages 

understanding the changes they make and the changes they have undergone over 

the course of their development as manifold and contested. As the case study will 

show, both pieces of software generate a variety of controversial practices and 

interpretations, individually as well as in their connections. Far from an 

exemplary case of convergence, EdgeRank and the News Feed demonstrate 

multiple and conflicted patterns of media change articulated in dialog with users 

and other software. Convergence could be considered one of those patterns among 

a number of vernaculars of media change, though doing so strips convergence of 

the assumed significance ascribed to the norm by convergence theorists. 
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2.3 Update Studies? 

No sustained study in the humanities or social sciences exists that regards 

updates as a distinct phenomenon from the vantage provided by media studies. 

The claim deserves defense as few facets of media escape consideration by media 

scholars. Predominantly, the practices and conventions of media change exhibited 

by updates remain subsumed by other considerations in media studies. Given the 

neglect of updates, I argue that media studies lacks an understanding of early 

twenty-first century media change. 

Researchers do refer to updates. But referring to updates does not amount 

to studying updates any more than citing a line from a pulp novel amounts to a 

study of literature, humming a pop tune amounts to a study of radio, or quoting a 

sitcom catchphrase amounts to a study of television. And like many pulp novels, 

pop tunes, or sitcoms so casually considered, updates get treated simplistically. 

They undergo consideration only as annoying, numerous, and best ignored by 

those who should know better. For example, in an online review of Manovich's 

Software Takes Command, McKenzie Wark expresses his certainty in not being 

alone in growing annoyed with software updates interrupting his work. Wark then 

mentions tinkering with settings to ensure that updates require his permission in 

order to restrict those interruptions. While true that Wark's notes do count as an 

engagement with updates, his study of them begins and ends with those two 

statements - an assumption of shared annoyance with their appearance and 
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mention of using personal settings to manage that sensation. The short treatment 

owes to Wark using updates only as a point of reference for what he regards as 

one of Manovich's key claims, "software is always changing." Updates become in 

Wark's case evidence of something else, symptoms of the systems they populate 

that beset users and potentially ground diagnoses but do not themselves help 

explain what they aid in identifying. 

Though not given further consideration by Wark, the issues he raises 

suggest the need to study how updates clarify the sort of work required to 

continue to work with computer-based media. Though the tradeoff of the work 

that goes into installing a patch perhaps seems to pale in comparison to the work 

required by the initial purchase and installation of a piece of software or the 

coding required to write the patch, it nevertheless exists. A continuing online joke 

concerns people declining to install updates, even when the consequences could 

be disastrous and the process requires only clicking "accept." Updates interfere 

with ongoing work and require work, the precise characteristics of which require 

study. As I have so far argued, updates' rationalizations of media change shape the 

obligations to perform that work. 

Existing studies of social networks exhibit a similarly symptomatic 

approach to updates as that exhibited in brief by Wark. Rather than the work of 

updates, studies of social networks tend to concern user profiles, information 

developed through data mining and sold to advertisers, or the makeup of the entire 
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social network as a distributed labor pool. Jodi Dean's frequent references to 

updates characterize them as instances emblematic of those other problems that 

serve as the focus of her study. Her definition of updates situates their use in 

studies of social networks and other digital media. For those studies, "updates are 

aspects of a practice" that "contribute to an affective flow and mark divergences 

from it" (98). By contrast, a study focusing on updates requires regarding them as 

evincing distinctive practices rather than remaining aspects of some other primary 

practice. Further, focusing on updates shows how they constitute courses of action 

and argument rather than contributing or detracting from some other aim or 

affective flow. 

The status updates of social networks play a supporting role in content and 

discourse analyses by providing enormous bodies of data regarded as users' 

responses to the stimuli of different events. The number of computational content 

analyses based on the status updates of Facebook and Twitter proves difficult to 

determine, but these do not in any case consider the update as anything other than 

a vehicle for content. That the responses take place on Facebook or Twitter might 

garner mention, but not how those gathered responses from the crowds of those 

social networks exist in conversation with the templates and recommendations 

provided by status updates. Many analyses rely on an event-based approach. The 

harassment of game developers by groups identified with GamerGate brings 

attention to particular facets of social media (Chess and Shaw). Similarly, the role 
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of Twitter in organizing the 2014 protests in Ferguson, Missouri has received 

some attention (Murthy). The study of how those campaigns took shape on 

Twitter brings to light the influence of security and privacy policies and other 

aspects of the platform that make those behaviors possible. However, those 

studies do not explore how the social networks change in ways that encourage or 

inhibit those behaviors. The interests of those studies understandably reside 

elsewhere. Noting such investigations proves invaluable as justifications for the 

current study even though they do not themselves focus on the activities involved 

in making changes to those media. As a result, I will return to similar research 

throughout my case studies as they best demonstrate their contributions to my 

study of updates by being posed in contrast to the arguments that develop 

throughout my analyses.   

Though no study in the humanities or social sciences exists that focuses on 

updates from an orientation amenable to media studies, updates have received 

attention as a general activity. Brandom expressly identifies updates as central to 

his broader philosophical project. As I worked to show previously in this chapter, 

Brandom provides a method for developing the premises and consequences of the 

changes made by updates, though without paying specific attention to technology. 

Updates for Brandom involve the everyday sense of the concept, as in how a 

person brings someone up to date on their work. However, the concepts Brandom 

develops nevertheless prove fruitful for elaborating the particulars of media 
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change. Several of Brandom's contributions to the study of updates have 

developed so far in this dissertation, while others find application in the 

methodology chapter and the last chapter of my case study of Facebook. 

Brandom's theory of updates helps to identify differences and similarities between 

his general account and the specifically media-focused activities I study. Jason 

Hannan similarly argues for the important and challenging contributions 

Brandom's work stands to make to communication and rhetoric. This dissertation 

follows Hannan's call to "translate Brandom into a more everyday vocabulary and 

apply his ideas to the kinds of theoretical, cultural, and political concerns that 

animate our field," by elaborating the distinctive contributions Brandom's 

philosophy stands to make to the study of social change identified by Hannan but 

tailored to the concerns of media studies. Given Brandom's emphasis on updates, 

my research provides an opportunity to test the adaptation of his research to other 

fields. 
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3. Methodology 

Devising a methodology appropriate to studying updates requires adapting 

techniques from several approaches. The requirement to adapt methods owes not 

only to there being no extant body of scholarship dedicated to updates but also to 

the different technologies and types of changes that previous scholarship does not 

focus on. As I argued in my literature review, previous research on media change 

emphasizes fundamental languages or logics of media change and so the existing 

guidelines for the study of media change would contribute to ignoring the 

phenomena I seek to bring into focus. Updates show how media changes involve 

interpretations and suggestions about how to progress. In that way, updates 

institute norms rather than, or in addition to, following the rule-governed 

programming of software. As a result, the patterns displayed by updates do not 

follow a one-dimensional, two-step transformation process between an earlier and 

later example, as espoused by the previously analyzed theories of media change. 

Instead, describing the patterns of media change exhibited by updates requires 

classifying the common steps revealed through a play-by-play analysis. 

The methodology I develop in this chapter responds to several difficulties 

in identifying a common pattern among the variety of updates I study. I approach 

the problems from two angles. First, I identify several problems that owe to the 

properties of updates. Second, I address issues that would result from pursuing 
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updates from the perspectives of established methods and objects of analysis 

outside of those I have already critiqued in research on media change. In 

particular, I compare updates in the streaming television and film service Hulu to 

how a study based on television using the methods of television studies would 

encourage approaching the same phenomenon. The comparison helps specify the 

benefits and deficits that result from the demands of studying updates in respect to 

existing research. 

I argue that studying updates requires walking a sometimes-fine line 

between two approaches. The first approach would trustingly follow the terms set 

by updates as they work to redefine technologies and command the course of 

media change. The second approach would place updates under philosophical 

suspicion, challenging the systematic integrity of their conditional work. The 

study of updates requires following a magnanimous route between the two 

approaches, neither mistaking the imperatives of media change informed by 

updates for some natural disposition of technologies nor denying their 

effectiveness in shaping media change. 

3.1 Approaching Updates 

As I said previously, some of the difficulties encountered throughout my 

study owe to properties of updates themselves. For example, updates often have 

multiple beginnings, raising a question of where to start. A variety of activities 

and records based on earlier actions can contribute to triggering an update as well 
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as to how an update unfolds throughout its steps. The problems that result from 

updates having multiple starting points can be partially illustrated by considering 

the basic issue of academic citation. Most citation guides now provide for citing 

tweets and Facebook status updates, acknowledging the significance of the social 

networks for academic research. While the guides recommend citing private or 

"friends-only" posts as personal, citing public posts relies on the accessibility of 

Facebook and Twitter via the internet. Being accessible via the internet makes it 

possible to provide a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) that links to the post. In 

principle, anyone with a web browser can use the URL to access the cited post. In 

practice, the accessibility depends on a number of properties remaining the same. 

The author must not delete the post or make a once-public post private and 

changes to the social network must not move the records of the post to another 

server location, to name only a few of the conditions. The updates I study display 

further complications owing to the work required to make them appear. Most of 

the updates I study can only be accessed by using the software rather than via a 

uniform locator. For example, while someone does not need the Twitter mobile 

application to access a public tweet, they must use Hulu to trigger the "Ad 

Experiences" I analyze later in this chapter. I can link to a video that someone 

could then start watching in hopes of seeing an Ad Experience or link to the 

advertisements that result from Hulu Ad Experiences but not to any particular Ad 

Experience or to the Ad Experience software. The work required to track down 
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updates illustrates the first step in gathering evidence for my study. I must trigger 

or await an update, the choice of which depends on the update under 

consideration. 

Further complicating questions of the origins of updates, most of the 

technologies I study fall under the software-industry label "software as a service." 

In the software-as-a-service paradigm, software such as web browsers or mobile 

applications only provide access to software located elsewhere that manages the 

bulk of the processing and storage work. As my case studies of Facebook will 

show, the remote qualities of software create situations where users encounter 

updates informing them of changes made to their files and relationships in their 

absence. From a methodological perspective, software as a service makes it 

infeasible for future researchers to begin to investigate my claims by replicating 

all of my experimental conditions. Nobody can run an older version of Twitter. 

Someone could download and run the versions of the Twitter mobile applications 

currently installed on my devices after they cease to be the current versions. 

However, the applications would do very little other than connect (if permitted to 

connect past their expiration date) to the always-latest versions of the remote 

software that performs most of the work I consider in this dissertation. To 

mitigate some of the complicating questions of access to evidence that results 

from application- and device-specific software, I favor referencing the web 

browser-accessible versions of the software I study while noting differences 
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between the web- and application-based versions where the differences prove 

noteworthy. 

In the midst of an update, many stages do not often have a strong 

resemblance to their sources or results, frustrating efforts to make aesthetic 

comparisons per my discussion of remediation theory in the literature review 

chapter. The notification and installation process for a new version of the 

Facebook mobile application does not look like the mobile application under 

other circumstances or the features of the application changed via the process. In 

other cases, updates can be so temporary and visually subtle that they would go 

unnoticed according to many traditional aesthetic considerations. For example, 

swiping upward on a feed in the Twitter mobile application pushes the feed 

downward. The movement results in a spinning wheel and pulsating circle at the 

top of the feed that represents the software working to gather the new messages. 

New messages scroll into view from the top of the feed. The activities just 

described usually take a few seconds, and constitute one of the basic ways users 

make changes on the social network – a Twitter equivalent of someone clearing 

their throat to change the topic of a conversation. Capturing only the visual 

changes I have just described would require video, which does not find support in 

the format of a dissertation or most kinds of academic publishing. Taking 

screenshots of each step would involve two people working quickly and in 

tandem on a computer, one performing the activities involved in the update and 
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another pressing the screenshot hotkeys. Even with a nimble collaborator, the 

screenshots would either efface many of the actions or require assembling 

something akin to Eadweard Muybridge's studies of horses in motion. Given my 

limitations to text and still images and the variety of details brought into focus 

throughout the course of an update, I use compartmentalized vignettes to describe 

my evidence. 

Finally, updates reach multiple conclusions based on the actions users 

perform in their midst. Updates result in changes to records, but only some of the 

changes enter into the results encountered by users in the wake of applying an 

update. Further, the interpretations of media change advanced by updates often 

emphasize a mixture of short-term changes and long-term consequences while 

effacing others. Studying any single update can thus potentially require that I 

follow a variety of outcomes. 

3.2 Four Stages of Updates 

Describing the stages of development common to updates will help as I 

proceed further in developing a methodology for analyzing my gathered evidence. 

By outlining what happens over the course of an update, I can indicate the key 

points to identify when reading the case study of Hulu Ad Experiences that 

follows as well as my later case studies. Toward my broader goals for this 

dissertation, classifying the common steps of updates lends support to my own 

and others' future descriptive studies of media change. Segmenting the 
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progression of updates also makes it possible to address research on the particular 

activities involved in an individual step from the perspective of the process of 

media change. 

I would like to distinguish four steps in the development of updates: 

1. An update is a technology that interrupts a previously 

established relationship between another technology and a certain variety 

of meanings and uses. The established relationship can be longstanding or 

as short-lived as the connection made by one version of a rapidly changing 

feature (the technicalities that I argue deserve regard as technologies in 

their own right). The kind of interruption an update makes depends in part 

on the how the technology it addresses has entered into and remained in 

the background of the related social practices. I can identify two main 

ways that a technology becomes opaque and how updates disclose their 

tacit operations. 

First, people can learn to accept certain uses of a technology as 

intuitive or natural. The technology becomes readily associated with a set 

of practices, making the significance of the relationship a more or less 

unquestionable matter. The alignment of a technology with certain uses 

could vary from person to person. To put the potential range of 

interpretations in perspective, consider the ongoing crowd-based effort on 

the collaborative software development site GitHub to describe everything 
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that happens when someone types a single letter in a web browser address 

field. The GitHub documentary effort shows what might seem to be one 

step with a clear purpose from the perspective of a majority of web 

browser users to involve 24 steps explained in 4,656 words. Thankfully, I 

do not need to guess at the variety of assumed relationships between 

technologies and practices pertinent to my case studies. Updates make the 

relevant relationships conspicuous by making a case for changing those 

relationships. The first kind of interruption made by updates thus involves 

educating users about the previously assumed relationship between their 

practices and a technology. In that way, updates add definition to formerly 

opaque relationships by explaining how media changes connect with user 

practices in ways that invest the established relationships with new 

significance. By no means should the pedagogical efforts of updates be 

assumed charitable or comprehensive. The education provided by updates 

selectively refashions the significance of users' relationships to 

technologies, often, as I have argued, to make them responsible for those 

technologies. By comparing how updates change relationships to one 

technology over time, as well as contrasting changes made to similar 

technologies, I work to bring the imperatives of the accounts of media 

change provided by updates into focus. 
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A second murky relationship between technologies and practices 

owes to the sheer size and complexity of certain technologies. The scope 

and intricacy of technologies can make it difficult to specify their 

relationships to users. The vague relationships typical of vast and complex 

technologies find common expression in references to Facebook as a 

unified entity and "Facebooking" as a corresponding mass of 

indistinguishable activities, for example. Relationships to such 

technologies come into partial focus through updates as technologies 

respond to certain actions taken by users. Again, the relationships 

refashioned by updates remain a selective portrayal of the technologies 

and practices involved. 

2. As I indicate in the previous step, the interruptions made by 

an update introduce a new concept for the relationship between a 

technology and user practices to explain the modifications they make. 

From an academic perspective, it might seem to be an overstatement to 

call a makeshift idea set forth by updates a "concept." In academic 

research, "concept" tends to be reserved for the durable ideas that 

withstand repeated testing to remain more or less generalizable across 

different cases. However, businesses use the term "concept" to brand 

corporate strategies, as when a design firm calls the online prescription 

eyeglass and sunglass provider Warby Parker "a new concept in eyewear" 
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("Warby Parker"). Similarly, automobile manufacturers apply the label 

"concept" to "concept cars" that showcase experimental designs. 

Depending on the update under consideration, such a new concept could 

be a revised standard for identifying the kinds of news important to users 

or that a current news event has importance to a user. The former concept 

would pertain to updates to news ranking software while the latter would 

concern updates to the software that displays ranked news to users. The 

new concept manifest by an update makes explicit the implicit norm that 

previously governed the relationship between a technology and a set of 

practices. In other words, updates make the formerly assumed relationship 

between a technology and the activities of users a disputed matter. Rather 

than the concept being new in any absolute sense of the word, the concept 

proves novel with respect to the particular relationship between a 

technology and practices it identifies. By making the implicit norm of the 

technological ensemble explicit, the update raises questions about the once 

assumed significance of the association. Where once tacit sanctions 

sufficed to align certain meanings and uses with a technology and silently 

exclude alternate relationships as meaningless or useless, the update puts 

the arrangement into question. 

3. The update invites and provides answers to the questions of 

significance the new concept poses to the established relationship. Just as 
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updates exist as technologies apart from the technologies they interrupt, 

the practice of responding to the questions and answers posed by updates 

exhibits characteristics distinct from the established practices the updates 

will subsequently inform. Hamid Ekbia and Bonnie Nardi identify such 

question and answer sessions as examples of "heteromation" at work in 

the division of labor between humans and machines. Heteromation works 

in contrast to either computer-guided automation or user-guided control, 

supporting the agonistic and pluralistic perspective on technologies I 

affirmed in the literature review chapter. Processes of heteromation exhibit 

two primary traits. First, software pushes "critical tasks to end users as 

indispensible mediators." Following Ekbia and Nardi, the answers invited 

from users in response to the questions posed populate the update with 

users' commitments. The update constrains the changing interpretation of 

the relationship between a technology and user activities by only 

responding to certain practices. Updates permit and even require users to 

commit to performing certain actions to continue working with a 

technology, rationalizing inputs in ways amenable to revising rather than 

abandoning the earlier norm. Fostering a restricted but not entirely closed 

interpretation via the invited practices, updates realign the meanings and 

uses of a technology based on users' commitments registered in response 

to the new concept they introduce. Second, processes of heteromation 
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"pull in and appropriate user content in a piecemeal process that renders 

the contribution unrecognizable" outside of the process. The answers 

prescribed by updates establish many of the restrictions I mention in my 

description of the first trait of heteromation. Users can, and in some cases 

must, respond to the suggested courses of action provided by an update. 

Expanding from Ekbia and Nardi's second characteristic of heteromation, 

the answers provided by updates frequently display three traits. First, the 

answers provided by an update often come from records of previously 

committed actions rather than originating with the update. Second, users 

performed the previously registered activities under the guidance of earlier 

norms. The norms in question could be those established by the version 

immediately prior to the update or any older version. Finally, software 

renders the earlier practices in a piecemeal fashion. Together, the three 

characteristics of the answers updates prescribe to the questions of media 

change task users with taking responsibility for decontextualized and 

disaggregated renderings of their past actions.  

4. The update realigns the relationship between a technology 

and users' practices based on the invited and provided answers in the 

course of its operations. The relationship adapts to the course of media 

changes set during the update according to the new commitments users 

author in response to the invitation to contribute to the update and the new 
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responsibilities premised on their actions that users accept in the course of 

making their contributions. By instituting an amended norm, updates 

continue to effect the connection between a technology and user practices 

outside of their explicit reinterpretation in the midst of media change. The 

new norm implicitly guides subsequent routines as well as having a 

collateral impact on other relationships by providing future responses 

configured according to the encouragement, permissions, and 

requirements of the update. 

3.3 Hulu Ad Experiences 

I will now analyze an update in Hulu Ad Experiences to begin to 

distinguish the characteristics of updates to which my methodology must attend 

and how those characteristics measure to other popular examples in media studies. 

My analysis of Hulu Ad Experiences walks through an update interrupting the 

course of a streaming video and, while acknowledging the novel features of that 

intervention as distinctive to Hulu, streaming video services more generally. 

Updates lend to such doubled considerations when the concept they introduce 

transforms a users' day-to-day connection with a technology while also proving 

novel within the scope of longer established relationship between user practices 

and a class of technologies. Moving from the descriptive blueprint I provide 

above, the case study describes what a particular update does in concrete terms 

before I work toward developing a methodology equipped to explain how 
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precisely the update works to accomplish that task. Though the ordered list of 

features above dictates the progression of an update, the example will show that 

the process can be tangled when describing an update, with different points 

overlapping or referring back to earlier steps. 

Hulu features participatory "Ad Experiences" that update the traditional 

commercial slot. The Ad Experiences include: Branded Entertainment Selectors 

that present the option to watch a long-form commercial or proceed with regular 

commercial breaks; Premium Slates that provide 7 second introductory videos 

before the main commercials; Action Bars that direct users to offsite promotions; 

and Interactive Interstitials that ask what the question "Which ad experience do 

you prefer?" (see fig. 3.1) ("Hulu Ad Products"). 

 

Figure 3.1: A Hulu Ad Experience (Hulu). 
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Established practices acquire new significance through the Ad Experiences. The 

Branded Entertainment Selectors, Interactive Interstitials, and Action Bars invite 

users to express their demographic characteristics in collaboration with the 

statistical work of targeted marketing. Other technologies remain implicit to the 

permissions and requirements the updates introduce. Commercial breaks on Hulu 

can be occasionally abbreviated by participating in the Ad Experiences but never 

entirely skipped, leaving their fundamental role in for-profit television concealed 

in the shadows of the highlighting work of the updates. 

Users can neglect to use the participatory features of the Ad Experiences. 

Here the Ad Experiences introduce a new concept that demonstrates how its 

interpretations of previously assumed relationships to technologies and its 

suggested course of changes demonstrate the attributes I have identified with 

updates. Hulu allows users to refrain from engaging with the Ad Experiences by 

having the prompts expire after a set amount of time, longer than the traditional 

15 or 30 second slots allotted for commercials. The same prolonged commercial 

break occurs when viewing Hulu in a browser using an advertising blocking 

extension. Refraining from engaging with the provided ads does not render the 

participatory features of the Ad Experiences ineffective or insignificant, however, 

as suggested by Hulu Advertising basing agreements with advertisers on 100 

percent ad completion (Colaco). Not engaging with the ads becomes a significant 

exercise, one that implicates users in the consequences of choosing to neglect the 
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prompts rather than remaining inconsequentially oblivious. Neglecting to 

establish advertising preferences extends the commercial break and also counts as 

accepting an established portfolio of commercials based on a database of 

established first-party preferences, location, and viewing history recorded by the 

Hulu Ad Tailor, third-party trackers, and default priorities given to certain 

advertisements based on a rotation. The configuration of the Ad Experiences 

makes the implicit guidance of commercial length and audience metrics that 

previously quietly configured the progression of commercials into an explicit 

practice along with the invited contributions from users and the commercial 

content provided by Hulu Ad Tailor. The new relationship applies a 

reinterpretation to a diverse array of practices, responding to differences in one 

activity by making changes to related actions. In particular, the Ad Experiences 

responds to the use or neglect of advertising by making differences in the length 

and portfolio of commercials displayed. Thus an Ad Experience updates 

commercials in certain respects according to a new relationship where neglecting 

advertisements counts as an intentional, meaningful practice with consequences 

for the display of advertisements where once only setting preferences and default 

settings mattered. Hulu Ad Experiences thus introduce a criterion where 

neglecting advertising acquires significance as a relationship to technologies, 

becoming a kind of attention rather than the unmeasured abstention of individual 

audience members. The Ad Experience goes further than the normally exclusive 
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privileging of actively clicking in the understanding of new media advertising. 

After the update, the standards of the Hulu Ad Experiences orient users' 

relationships to the advertising technologies of the streaming service. The update 

aligns the variegated meanings and uses of advertising according to the norm of 

the Hulu Ad Experience, within both the design of individual participatory 

commercial breaks and the sequential mixture of traditional commercials and 

participatory commercial breaks that follow. Neglecting advertisements thereafter 

works in congress with setting preferences and pre-established settings in having 

consequences for the ads shown and the lengths of commercial breaks on Hulu. 

3.4 Interpreting Relationships 

Hulu Ad Experiences might seem intuitively disposed to being considered 

in relation to television commercials in general. Key points for my methodology 

benefit from the contrast provided by a well-studied technology like television. 

The methodological requirements of studying updates that might seem esoteric 

gain clarity in contrast with the ecumenical perspective wherein the changes made 

by the Hulu Ad Experience would seem to belong among the uses and meanings 

of television. My methodological argument ultimately discredits any natural or 

intuitive relationship between the Ad Experiences and television. However, the 

accommodating scope of television and television studies provides a stopgap upon 

which to base the distinctive needs of my methodology. The steps I offer above 

say that updates open questions in existing situations, questions that get filled in 
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by the user's assertions and associations cultivated by updates. Similarly, the 

methods and theories I have worked to develop so far in this dissertation work 

through questions posed to existing scholarship. Whereas the updates comprising 

my case studies selectively identify the technologies and practices pertinent to 

their operations and therefore guide research directly, my methods and theories 

rely on existing literature to connect my argument with existing lines of inquiry. 

Further, the methodology that developed from the comparison aids in explaining 

the relevance of research on media change to the study of updates over 

scholarship on specific media that might naturally or intuitively seem to 

encompass the updates studied. Updates partially subvert taken for granted part-

whole relationships engineered by overarching categories of technologies like 

television.  

Wielding the label "television" casually or with caution in connection with 

an example invests the case with the weight of a recognizable medium that has 

undergone numerous changes resulting in equally numerous internal variations, 

without its basic properties losing its coherence. A change addressed as a change 

to television prepares people to understand the development along preconfigured 

lines of reasoning, setting in advance many possible variables that appear while 

formulating questions. While acknowledging that viewers call into live shows, 

brands creep into storylines through product placement, and services like Hulu 

bring series to phones and tablets, June Deery argues that television remains in 
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some essential ways television, allowing for conversations on television to take 

place with "comparatively little contextualization or background knowledge" 

(Deery, 163). The umbrella of television implicitly labels certain considerations 

practical and others impractical. Further, the practical considerations align with 

what proves significant to the cases discussed under the rubric of television – the 

selectiveness of evidence and interpretation coordinate what would otherwise be 

an unmanageably vast and heterogeneous web of relation, folding those many 

complications into a uniform technology. For example, differences in 

commercials depending on local network broadcasting affiliates make any 

integrated consideration of television commercials and television shows require 

qualifications that prove impractical for theories working at the level of 

granularity of a national phenomenon like reality television in the U.S. Thus 

television studies in that vein affirms principles that license setting aside the 

commercial content comprising more than 20 percent of the broadcasts. Potential 

conflicts between claims about what proves significant, such as the emphasis of 

shows over commercials, and the practical availability of evidence that would 

complicate those claims matter little according to the established norms, bringing 

practicality and significance of television studies into pre-established agreement. 

In doing so, differences between certain facts of television and facts about 

television fall out of consideration (Streeter). Facts of television would include the 

stories the technology seems to tell about itself, such as the place of television 
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within a U.S.-led tradition of commercial broadcasting extending from radio. 

Facts about television tell an incongruous story of conflicting technical and 

political practices that plagued the spread of television broadcasting. The conflicts 

between the facts of and about television fall outside of consideration under a 

largely received understanding of the label "television" that works to implicitly 

accept and attribute as common and significant a limited range of practices. While 

the norms of television implicitly restrict the range of relevant considerations for 

television studies on one hand, the same implicitness also avoids restricting the 

significance of television to a definite variety of practices. For example, under the 

auspices of television, expectations that online content should be available for free 

does not suggest a new area of investigation, instead belonging to the 

"sociocultural fact" of a century of public service and for-profit broadcasting 

where producers paid for content provided to audiences for free outside of 

subscription-based services (Winseck, 31). Pointing out such assumptions can be 

seen to suggest collusion between television industries and research as mutually 

perpetuating enterprises. I do not believe this to be the case. Though both the 

television industries and researchers do need to defend the enduring importance of 

television to position themselves in the changing conversations on media and win 

institutional support for their work, they do so in quite different ways. Television 

producers seeking to finance sitcom pilots and television researchers requesting 

room in media studies curricula for courses on reality television work with 
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different interpretations of television's significance tailored to their different 

institutional circumstances. Within the scholarly institutional framework, making 

certain assumptions explicit while leaving others implicit under the umbrella of 

television provides researchers with a basic methodological footing in an 

identifiable tradition able to weather challenges from competing interpretations 

and evidence. 

Television identifies a credible technology upon which to base a 

conversation. As a result of its established credibility, remaining with 

conversations about television in the face of media change risks simplifying and 

even removing a number of initial steps in the case of the Hulu Ad Experiences at 

points that it will be shortly argued prove important from the perspective of the 

Ad Experiences as updates. The newer media occupying my case studies could 

partially answer their own questions in ways similar to television, but the answers 

come from less certain traditions and their claims endure only under highly 

specific and variable conditions. Social and streaming media implicate 

multifarious conversations about those technologies. The newer media only 

acquire occasional histories often borrowed from other technologies like 

television and depend on the contingent claims made by advocates and critics to 

support a conversation. Whereas television potentially faces challenges from the 

evidence and the interpretations of that evidence composed via updates, social and 

streaming media seem largely constituted by updates. Without the status update, 
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there remains little to orient most existing considerations of Facebook or Twitter. 

While television can appear retrospectively lacking or prospectively at risk of 

vanishing from the vantage provided by media change, updates bring the media 

they target into focus by claiming histories and arguing for futures coterminous 

with those changes.  

Updates and my studies of the relationships they devise in newer media 

stand between two opposed approaches to the relationships between technologies 

and practices, which I label trusting and suspicious interpretations. The practice of 

media research invariably falls somewhere between the extremes of trust and 

suspicion for reasons I will explain shortly. However, the methodological 

principles of those extremes can work to conceal the terrain upon which updates 

maneuver. 

3.4.1 Trusting Interpretations 

The abridged point of view provided by television I detailed previously 

can seem a blessing for the brief example of Hulu Ad Experiences by making 

certain relationships appear to be intuitive or natural implications of something 

more or less reminiscent of television. Doing so would trust that the norms of a 

received interpretation of television continue to govern examples like Hulu Ad 

Experiences. Trusting interpretations remain uninterested in the changing 

relationship between technologies and practices. For example, content or 

discourse analyses commonly operate on the basis of a trusting interpretation, 
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setting aside the shifting involvement of technologies in the practices that 

comprise their evidence. Doing so can ignore, for example, that users might tweet 

about topics of shorter-term interest today compared to a few years ago, not 

because the cultural climate has changed dramatically or millennials have short 

attention spans but because changes to Twitter have led to a prioritization of 

topics that exhibit spikes in short-term activity. Other trusting interpretation rely 

on an established understanding of what a technology like television "is" in terms 

of a set of unchanging properties to support comparative media studies. In both 

cases, what scrutiny reveals to be a selectively applied rationale that supports 

particular practices, the comfort of a trusting interpretation makes into a more or 

less comprehensive worldview. 

The methods of television content analysis show most clearly the 

entrenched interests of a trusting interpretation. The analysis of television content 

begins with "what is actually there on the screen" (Fiske, 9). Content analyses of 

television pursue a mixture of quantitative and qualitative aspects of the 

representations of different issues or groups in different time spans – i.e. daytime 

or prime time – and formats – i.e. advertising, news, or entertainment. The 

quantitative aspect of the analysis of content begins from a purportedly "non-

selective monitoring, usually by a team of researchers, of the total television 

output for a specified period," thereafter translating the raw data of sounds and 

visuals into matters of social significance through subsequent interpretation 
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(Fiske, 8). The previous comment regarding the regional aspect of commercials 

offers one case where the purportedly non-selective monitoring of television 

proves geographically selective at levels narrower than the common framework of 

national broadcasting used in content analyses of television. Content analyses can 

readily control for location by ignoring commercials as said earlier or by simply 

making explicit the locations of researchers without entirely sacrificing the non-

selective framing of the screen. However, television screens no longer 

demonstrate the uniformity necessary to remain an unquestioned unit for content 

analysts. What can be seen and heard changes in the movement from analog to 

digital standards, and from stationary to mobile viewing. For example, the content 

of television produced for standard definition broadcasts undergoes stretching and 

changes in resolution, "upscaling" for broadcast to higher resolution devices or 

"downscaling" to work on mobile devices with less-than-ideal network 

connections. 

Resting on an unchanging concept of a screen, it goes without saying for 

the analysis of television content that television programming matters while the 

resolution of the television screen does not. Even going so far as to say such 

things can seem silly; no one researching television content argues otherwise, 

leaving those hardware considerations to technology studies without evidence of 

debate. However, the claim that content analysis closely and objectively monitors 

content upon which it bases its interpretation conflicts with the practice of 
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neglecting the differences made by different screens. Further, as television proves 

"aware of the arbitrariness of many of its own codes, and while not criticizing 

them, certainly celebrates them," content analysis would be compelled to note 

how many celebrations today include changes in television screens (Fiske, 6). 

Shows brand their content high definition much as they assert the value of being 

broadcast live, though the emphases differ. Some of the changing issues with 

screens can be left aside with seemingly little consequence. Content analysis need 

not always attend to the differences screens introduce into the content of 

television and how television comments upon those differences. Not every study 

of media must be a study of media change, of course. However, the purported 

non-selective foundations of research must be seen as a particular interpretation of 

television rather than a brute fact of television. Such stable interpretations can be 

the target or result of updates, but by noting the work involved in maintaining 

those interpretations my study of updates cannot accept the interpretations as self-

sufficient. 

Extending my analysis of Hulu Ad Experiences demonstrates a particular 

deficit invited by neglecting the changing relationships between screens and user 

practices. Ad Experiences work differently on different devices and do not appear 

at all on devices without touchscreen or mouse and keyboard inputs through 

which users can engage with the prompts. Further, Hulu Ad Experiences have 

informed the content of many of the commercials broadcast on Hulu. One 
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celebration of the new relationship between user practices and technology 

effected by Ad Experiences appears in advertisements for Capital One credit 

cards feature corporate spokesman Alec Baldwin on screen interacting with the 

"Which ad experience do you prefer?" question and accompanying brand 

preference prompts while addressing the audience. Again, a content analysis of 

television could justifiably circumvent considering many facets of device-specific 

practices for the sake of attending to the broad similarities that exist between 

commercials despite those complications. However, the changing relationships 

between screens and user practices regulated by Hulu Ad Experiences that in turn 

find exhibition in commercials presented to users, in part due to their participation 

in setting ad preferences via Ad Experiences, requires a methodology able to 

attend to such details rather than their being an optional consideration. The 

multiple updates at work in a service like Hulu require distinct lines of 

investigation pursuing the connections they make, rather than assuming that their 

inclusion under a corporate name or class of technologies establishes their 

practices and the significances of those activities. 

As claimed throughout the preceding paragraphs, the concept of television 

can lead to taking shortcuts that circumvent many novel and normative features of 

Hulu Ad Experiences. However, Deery's definition of the differences between 

interaction and participation created to account for changing relationships to 

television helps to refine the relationships I have so far detailed. Applying Deery's 
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definitions to the relationship between Hulu Ad Experiences and commercials can 

help disentangle the multiple updates I have identified. The distinction grows 

from a simple claim: Users participate in the Ad Experiences but not in the 

commercials that appear in the wake of Ad Experiences. Deery defines 

participation as "involvement that directly affects the primary media text" (35). 

For Deery, the participatory features of reality television invite viewers "to step 

into the screen," such as by voting for contestants (36). The primary media text in 

my study of updates will be the update under consideration, after the update has 

begun and until the update concludes. As I said earlier in this chapter, updates are 

their own technologies with their own practices quite unlike the technologies and 

practices they interrupt and regulate. Participating in an update does not involve 

the same activities as participating in the technologies and practices that updates 

work to realign. Users participate in Ad Experiences, which includes the selection 

of commercials to be played after the conclusion of the update. However, the user 

does not participate in the commercials themselves during the update. From the 

perspective of the Ad Experiences, users do not participate in commercials but 

instead interact with commercials via Ad Experiences. Again adopting Deery's 

definition, interaction identifies engagements that do not "directly [affect] the 

primary media text" (35). Deery identifies communication between viewers on the 

website for a reality television show as an example of interactivity with respect to 

the show itself. The distinction between participation and interactivity depends on 
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the relationship to the primary media text rather than a quality of different modes 

of communication. An analysis that regarded reality television show websites as 

the primary text would regard communication between viewers on the site as 

participation while reality television show hosts referencing those online 

conversations on the show would be interacting with the website. Each of the 

considerations proves important to understanding the connections made across the 

broadcast threshold by new practices. Thus different examples serve as the 

primary media text at different times. The study of updates similarly requires a 

moving media study. My extended case study of Facebook changes focus over the 

course of the analysis, moving from participating in the technologies that trigger 

an update to those of the update itself and finally the recalibrated technologies 

that result.  

3.4.2 Suspicious Interpretations 

Trusting a particular interpretation as given, rather than normatively 

configured, starkly contrasts with the methods of criticism that are fundamentally 

skeptical about the continued validity of an interpretation. Critical endeavors have 

taken a global genealogical approach to the concept of media (Guillory). In those 

cases, "media" no longer identifies a useful and meaningful historical 

arrangement that organizes certain social practices, including research. Instead, 

"media" merely identifies a string of contingent causes and personal eccentricities, 

not an enduring topic of conversation. More restricted genealogies announce the 
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death of specific social frameworks like privacy (Rauhofer), or the research 

agenda of media studies (Galloway, Thacker, and Wark). The many deaths of 

historical configurations and related announcements inaugurating different post-

media ages share little beyond a propensity for exaggeration and claims to end the 

rationalizing pretenses of interpretations that support the continued investigation 

of certain technological regularities against the onslaught of changes. Whereas the 

trusting approach accepts certain interpretations of technologies as innocent 

premises for research, the suspicious interpretation rejects the need to respond to 

the questions and answers posed under the guidance of a particular interpretation, 

refusing to move along the lines of reasoning they facilitate. 

Insofar as suspicious interpretations present challenges to the sort of 

rationalizing work exhibited by updates, they adopt something of the rationales 

they critique and thus never fully escape the interpretations they argue their 

readers should abandon. The facts about television mentioned earlier that would 

correct the received views on television nevertheless must argue for how those 

facts prove applicable and interesting to the existing considerations of television 

they would disrupt. In doing so, suspicious interpretations frame the data they 

accumulate to challenge previously assumed understandings of technologies in 

terms amenable to those entrenched assumptions. Suspicious interpretations thus 

reveal the mutability of the norms that guide interpretations of technologies by 

elaborating rather than abandoning the past interpretations of technologies they 
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challenge. The suspicions cast by criticism in that way reflect the work of 

updates; introducing new concepts that challenge the accepted approaches to 

technologies that have remained implicit by asserting the significance of 

previously neglected evidence. However, the important methodological difference 

hinges on how research identifies its relationship to a given interpretation. By 

trying to avoid any appearance of collusion with a given interpretation, suspicious 

interpretations can neglect how their resistance nevertheless contributes to honing 

the rationales they challenge in the ways I have just mentioned. 

3.4.3 Magnanimous Interpretations 

Following from the previous points of contrast, a methodology for updates 

requires regarding them as interpretations in progress rather than seeking to 

establish a new trustworthy interpretation or cast aspersions on the ultimate 

validity of the work they perform. Brandom labels such a methodology a 

hermeneutics of magnanimity. He presents his methodology in contrast to the 

variably suspicious philosophical genealogies of Marx, Nietzsche, Freud, and 

Foucault and the semantic naiveté of analytical philosophy that often employs a 

sense of natural language and intuitive significance to make sweeping claims. A 

magnanimous interpretation "is not based on fine feeling or pious sentiment" that 

would leave research governed by the standards of good taste belonging to the 

norms it investigates ("Reason, Genealogy" 19). The methodology instead begins 

in the midst of the interpretations provided by updates, understanding their 
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processes as already and inescapably posing challenges concerning the 

significance of media change. In the intermediary state of interpretation, the 

practices appear both found as "essentially retrospective rationales" and made in 

their "essentially prospective shifting and sharpening of the norms each new 

interpretation proposes" (16). Participating in an interpretation inseparable from 

but not obedient to established norms, updates develop a revised history. Users' 

investments in the revisions sculpt their responsibility for the future over which 

they have a sense of exercising authority, albeit on the terms set by updates. 

Under the guidance of a magnanimous interpretation, my analyses become 

another in a sequence of challenges to the interpretations displayed by my 

evidence rather than a first or final interpretation. 

My methodology must consequently ignore some matters of assumed 

importance and accept some interpretations of questionable validity in order to 

follow updates at work. The example of Hulu Ad Experiences shows a case of 

updates that certainly do not suggest a rich tapestry relative to many phenomena 

media studies investigates, such as the studies of television I previously touch 

upon. Further, the methodology appears to curtail certain opportunities for 

elaboration by not supposing that what really matters takes place behind the 

scenes. On the contrary, updates require preempting the application of a host of 

received criteria of relevance to understand the standards of relevance updates 

create.
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4. The Changing Faces of Facebook 

Studying the distinct changes that take place on Facebook becomes 

difficult amidst the many interpretations of the social network as a global agent of 

media change over and above the transformations I consider in the case studies 

that follow. In this short chapter, I address academic and corporate interpretations 

that instill Facebook with a sense of widespread and seemingly irresistible power 

to govern the course of media change. Without considering such interpretations, 

my subsequent chapters dedicated to the many updates of Facebook will risk 

appearing to miss the forest for the trees. For the moment pursuing evidence that 

differs from most I place at the center of my study (which is why this chapter 

remains brief), I examine several sweeping endorsements and condemnations of 

the social network that portray Facebook as a more or less homogeneous force. 

The arguments stand in stark contrast to my earlier and later portrayals of the 

social network as heterogeneous technologies involved in distinct patterns of 

homogenization via updates' rationalizations of media change. Challenging 

Facebook's corporate narratives and several interpretations of its critics opens the 

social network to further considerations, providing a means of ingress into what 

might otherwise seem to be a unified social medium. Breaking down the sense of 

Facebook as an indomitable force makes room for my argument about the specific 

ways the technologies of the social network dominate users. At the level of the 
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social network as a whole, I draw on the work of researchers that have 

emphasized the interwoven and uneven courses of development that have 

distinguished Facebook from earlier media developments. Further, I draw 

additional contrasts between the changes that research identifies and existing 

theories of media change. In doing so, I make room for my upcoming chapters 

analyzing Facebook's updates, which I argue manage some of the combined and 

unequal technologies of the social network in distinctive ways. 

As I argue in my methodology chapter, no interpretations of media change 

remain unmoved by the technologies and transformations they address. The 

Facebook newsroom provides an ongoing interpretation of the social network's 

relationship to global media change that connects the corporate entity and the 

technologies of the social in a continuous story of global development undertaken 

on behalf of a growing number of users. The newsroom's "Company Info" tab 

displays a single flowing page split into five sections: Our "Mission," "Our 

History," "Stats," "Our Culture," and "Leadership." The mission section overlays 

a photo of the Facebook Menlo Park campus, speaking of giving "people the 

power to share and make the world more open and connected." The short 

paragraph could be a boilerplate for social network mission statements today, if 

not for the opening mention of Facebook's relatively long-lifespan dating back to 

2004. Each of the other sections on the corporate newsroom interprets the 11-year 

development story in different ways. The "Our History" section features a 
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horizontal scroll of photographs displayed three at a time and overlaying links to 

news releases (see fig. 4.1). 

 

Figure 4.1: Facebook's history (Facebook Newsroom). 

	  
A user moves through the history either by clicking left and right arrows or 

dragging a pair of concentric circles along a pale grey timeline marked with years 

and dotted with darker grey stripes indicating the availability of news releases for 

different milestones. The white outer circle rings an inner blue that displays the 

identifiable blue of Facebook. The blue owes to founder, CEO, and chairman 

Mark Zuckerberg's red-green colorblindness (Vargas). That particular 

personalization persists unchanged and unremarked upon by a timeline occupied 

with the launches and continuing developments of Facebook as a corporation and 
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dozens of technologies that appear on the website and mobile applications. The 

timeline identifies only the date when Facebook releases a technology, setting 

aside the ongoing development of those technologies. Outside of the corporate 

newsroom, many Facebook developer blog posts detailing the ongoing 

development of the technologies of the social network have disappeared. 

Precisely when they disappeared remains mysterious due to their being published 

on proprietary platforms that services like the internet-archiving Wayback 

Machine do not document. The only comments on the development of those 

technologies remain restricted in many cases to posts explaining only the current 

versions of the technologies and evidence lingering in quotes and dead links in 

earlier articles by technology journalists and researchers. The interpretations of 

the development of Facebook thus remain a controlled mixture of living and 

archival media histories working to make partial sense of the variety of changes 

that involve hundreds of millions of users every day. 

The corporate newsroom connects many other interpretations. The history 

section includes the construction of data centers around the world, the 

establishment of research labs, and the acquisition of other companies such as the 

WhatsApp messaging application and the Instagram photo-sharing service. 

Another interpretation can be found in the "Leadership" section of the page. 

There, profiles of Facebook's executives explain the hiring of people formerly 

employed by Google, Mozilla, Sun Microsystems, and the Zynga game 
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development company. The "Our Culture" section explains that a hacker culture 

serves to unify the employees of the corporation. Finally, the corporate newsroom 

portrays the development of the social network through statistics. 

Charting milestones in millions and billions, the statistical size of 

Facebook seems to make the significance of the social network something closer 

to a force of nature than culture. The most recent data from June 2015, featured in 

the "Stats" section, says that Facebook features the activities of 1.49 billion active 

users each month on average, 1.31 billion of those users coming via mobile 

applications. Of those monthly users, 968 million use Facebook each day, with 

844 million of those users accessing Facebook through the mobile applications. 

83.1 percent of the daily users live outside of the U.S. and Canada. As of the 

release of the June figures, more people use Facebook than every version of 

Windows, making it the world's most-used branded technology (King).  

Examining what existing theories of media change like convergence 

theory might say about Facebook provides a place to begin to explore the 

transformations that take place on the social network, though that guidance comes 

from how a convergence-based analysis does not prove to be a particularly strong 

candidate for explaining the change. Today, Facebook provides the means to 

create and share content that formerly could only be linked to the social network. 

As I mentioned previously, Facebook now owns and develops technologies that 

once belonged to other corporations. The Facebook website and mobile 
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applications display few differences based on hardware or the mobile operating 

systems on which they work. The number of active users on the social network 

suggests a vibrant participatory culture built upon those converged technologies. 

Facebook's vast user base and management of content supports two aspects of 

convergence theory's portrayal of media change. A quarter of the population of 

the Earth accesses content on Facebook, no longer merely via the Facebook 

website, regardless of whether they use a smart television, laptop, tablet, or phone 

to do so. The interpretation of the development of Facebook as exemplary of 

convergence would align the social network with the mission of the Facebook-

backed initiative Internet.org. Appearing on the "Our History" timeline, 

Internet.org began in August 2013 with the goal of connecting the world to the 

internet. Internet.org proposes to accomplish its goal of connecting the world via a 

three-pronged approach that paraphrases Jenkins' and Pool's advocacy for 

convergence culture - decreasing costs of technology, increasing efficiency by 

improving data compression and network performance, and developing pro-

innovation business models. 

However, further evidence suggests conflicting interpretation of the 

developing relationships between Facebook, the Internet.org initiative, and their 

users. The Internet.org app produced by the association has so far been released in 

fifteen African, South American, and South-East Asian countries through 

partnerships with regional telecommunications providers. The application 
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originally featured software tailored to those countries, a version of Facebook 

called Facebook Zero without audio, image, or video features, the Facebook 

Messenger communication application, and restricted access to websites. In May 

2015, Internet.org relaxed certain restrictions on the Facebook application and 

opened the project to developers who would create applications that connect to 

the entire internet as long as the software accords with the tenets of efficiency and 

entrepreneurial spirit set forth in the mission statement (Russell). While noting the 

relaxation of restrictions, critiques of Internet.org owe to how the application 

works to bring user practices in line with the principles of the organization. 

Internet.org creates partnerships with regional telecommunications 

providers based on a standard called "zero rating," from which the Facebook Zero 

app derives its name. Zero rating makes certain kinds of internet traffic either not 

require or count against mobile data plans, depending on the agreement with the 

mobile service provider. Notably, the agreements zero rate traffic related to 

Facebook. Studies have identified multiple consequences due to the practice of 

zero rating Facebook. Ariel Futter and Alison Gillwald of the Research ICT 

Africa policy think tank reviewed criticisms of the Internet.org policy of zero 

rating. Futter and Gillwald's review found that zero rating standards hurts 

telecommunications companies not partnered with Internet.org by discouraging 

potential users from subscribing to their data plans. The discouragement in turn 

hinders the development of a fuller range of mobile services and infrastructure. 
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Further, zero rating drives traffic to zero rated sites, stifling content providers not 

on the zero-rating list. Leo Mirani conducted a survey of Facebook users to 

confirm an apparent statistical anomaly related to the issues raised by Futter and 

Gillwald. Citing studies from Research ICT Africa and field interviews by 

LIRNEAsia policy group's Helani Galpayas, Marani found users espousing 

differences between Facebook and the internet that would be unanticipated among 

those trained to think of Facebook as part of the internet. Eleven percent of 

Facebook users in Indonesia say they do not use the Internet while 61 percent 

agree with the statement "Facebook is the Internet." While Internet.org does not 

have a partnership in Nigeria, Marani's survey found 65 percent of Nigerians 

agree with the statement "Facebook is the Internet." 

Facebook executives employ similar interpretations as those of Marani's 

survey respondents. In the journal article "The Internet's Language Barrier," Iris 

Orriss, head of localization and internationalization at Facebook, says "for many 

users, Facebook is the internet" (125). As would be expected of a head of 

localization, Orriss' interpretation portrays the internet as fraught with obstacles 

compared to the accessibility of Facebook due to the consistent availability of the 

social network in a greater number of languages compared to other sites and 

services accessed via the internet. Orriss argues that users identify Facebook with 

the internet because the social network more closely fulfills the promise of the 

internet as a global technology. Facebook improves upon the internet due to the 
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social network's success in removing barriers between users. Focusing on devices, 

Facebook COO Sheryl Sandberg argues that Facebook drives the adoption of 

mobile phones. Addressing her audience at the 2015 World Economic Forum in 

Davos, Sandberg said that Facebook not only finds widespread use in developing 

countries, but that "people will walk into phone stores and say 'I want Facebook'" 

(Albergotti). Sandberg presents the identification of Facebook with mobile 

devices as a mutually beneficial relationship that strategically expands the 

markets for mobile devices and Facebook. Her interpretation positions Facebook 

as the "killer app" for mobile devices in developing countries. As a killer app, 

Facebook motivates the adoption of mobile phones where the significance of the 

newer technologies remains open to interpretation due to there being few 

established relationships to the internet as well as telephones compared to their 

well-established role in the U.S. Though emphasizing different points in their 

interpretations of users' relationships to Facebook and the internet, both Orriss' 

and Sandberg's interpretations follow Jenkins interpretation of convergence, 

where "[d]igitization set the conditions for convergence; corporate conglomerates 

created its imperative" (11). 

In contrast, Futter and Gillwald's review of zero rating standards show 

Facebook's development strategy contributes to creating and maintaining 

distinctive barriers to certain practices by expanding participation along the very 

vectors Orriss and Sandberg cite in their convergence-based interpretations. 
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Though Facebook becomes the Internet or mobile phones for certain groups 

through corporate and non-profit initiatives, that does not mean Facebook 

replaces the internet or mobile phones. The technologies continue to support 

alternate interpretations of the relationships between users and the technologies of 

the social network, as exhibited by Futter and Gillwald's research. Pursuing the 

conflicting interpretations requires suspending assumptions about the sufficiency 

of corporate accounts to encompass the varieties of practices on which they 

report. Likewise, understanding the effectiveness of Facebook's control over 

people's understanding of the internet requires setting aside the perspective on the 

internet fostered by convergence theory, where the bottom-up, peer-to-peer 

network inevitably triumphs over those who would bend the technology to their 

will. An internet-centered history would instruct that: 1) certain parts of the 

internet blend into the whole, as happened with the web, 2) bottom-up, peer-to-

peer networks inevitably triumph over the walled gardens, 3) proprietary social 

networks do not survive the expectations that content should be free to move 

around outside of such networks (Johnson). Facebook's endurance raises 

questions about each of those trends. 

As the preceding arguments show, Facebook takes an active role in 

encouraging changes in how people connect with technologies, whether in 

developing countries or in the U.S. The social network supports distinctive 

patchwork patterns of participation. A study conducted by Stanford University 
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and Facebook focused on how many users see content shared on Facebook and 

how many users they think see their content. The study found that the median 

percentage of friends that see a particular piece of content shared on the social 

network to be 24 percent (Bernstein et. al, 5). This is a significantly higher 

percentage than the median 6 percent that users think see their content. While 

significantly larger audiences encounter users' content than users report thinking 

see their content, the study finds that users attribute the disparity to the lack of 

feedback in the form of "likes" and comments on their posts. The social network 

does facilitate the easy sharing and responding to content even though it limits 

audiences for content to 34 percent of friends on average, based on how it 

prioritizes the content of users' feeds in line with its own and profit-based 

priorities. However, the sense of a lack of feedback claimed by users shows that 

Facebook does not foster the same normative expectations of participatory culture 

as those endorsed by convergence theorists. Even as the social network 

exemplifies the digitization and corporate imperatives that Jenkins argues to be 

the roots of convergence culture, Facebook users seem to have internalized a 

different norm that neither reflect the realities of their relationships on the social 

network nor the reality hoped for by convergence theorists. 

In emphasizing the numbers of the social network, the number of changes 

made by users could appear to be nothing more than a result that naturally or 

logically follows from the apparently ceaseless and ubiquitous nature of the social 
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network. Media changes, whether the release of a status update or the replacement 

of newspaper with the news feed, becomes a simple result of the social network 

involving 20 percent of the world's population every month rather than 

transformations supported by specific technologies. In an example critical of 

those transformations, Jodi Dean regards the quantity of the changes taking place 

on blogs and social networks, both the numbers of users as well as amount of 

content involved, as evidence of a "decline of symbolic efficiency" where no one 

can be sure what exactly has been communicated, feeding an unquenchable drive 

to do and know more (Dean, 5). I do not disagree with Dean's interpretation of 

blogs and social networks as systems that exploit users' general sense of 

uncertainty. Further, my previous interpretation of users' perceived audiences 

lends direct support to her argument. However, particular Marxist and 

psychoanalytic aspects of her approach make the characteristics of users' sense of 

uncertainty in many ways a foregone conclusion rather than something that stems 

from the particular technologies she considers. 

It can be argued that Facebook's software appeals to some essential 

attitudes or habits, users' uncertainties being only one of them. It could be that the 

scroll of the Facebook News Feed appeals to a natural human pleasure found in 

identifying patterns. In doing so, those appeals would closely intertwine what 

people like with what people "like" on Facebook. The climbing numbers of 

notifications and seemingly inexhaustible growth of information could be 
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homologous to a golden ratio underlying a variety of social patterns. A more 

detailed rendering of psychological foundations or social habits could associate 

attributes of the social network with intuitive or otherwise natural standards of 

usability. Nothing about human history seems to prepare people for the ability to 

have their every comment pursued, to have their simplest gestures guided by 

technologies, or to encounter the vast quantities of information at their fingertips. 

Some natural affinity between users and media can thus seem to be a prerequisite 

for reliably navigating the complexities of those technologies in ways that keep 

users from being overwhelmed by possibilities and in turn explaining the 

regularity of practices like checking in on Facebook. However plausible these 

explanations may be in many circumstances, they do not explain the intrusive 

elaborations of those technologies by updates. 

Though based in large part on her personal accounts of the use of blogs 

and social networks, Dean's approach tells a familiar story of media development, 

of media preying upon habits and feelings, regulating them in ways that support 

their subsequent capture and control. I argue that is only part of the story. With 

updates in focus, I identify how users' develop distinctive attitudes and behaviors 

for media. The norms of liking something, making friends, and being in a 

romantic relationship on Facebook have idiosyncratic relationships to the broader 

social significance of those activities rather than replacing or extending them. 

Updates provide a distilled expression of the significance of those connections on 
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the social network, interpreting the technologies that support those activities and 

instructing users on how those technologies change. The resulting portrait of the 

social network might seem too fine-grained to account for the widespread 

adoption of Facebook relative to a portrayal founded on Marxism and 

psychoanalysis. From Dean's perspectives, the social network assumes the role of 

earlier media in regulating communication, albeit in a new era characterized by 

corporations profiting from the capture and control of those practices that Dean 

calls "communicative capitalism" (22). In doing so, Dean's approach does not 

support an explanation for why many previous social networks have been 

resigned to the dustbin of history while Facebook has withstood those trends. 

Relatedly, an account based on Marxist and psychoanalytic foundations 

presupposes that social networks and their predecessors prove adequate to the task 

of capturing the labor and information of those who work with those technologies. 

Without disagreeing with Dean in most cases, her framework would not account 

for cases where the standing conditions of social networks prove inadequate to the 

task of capturing certain activities. As I have argued so far throughout this 

dissertation, updates orchestrate responses to such aberrations. Further, updates do 

not only capture the labor and information of users but also their acceptance, 

establishing the commitments and responsibilities users undertake in their 

continuing use of a technology. 
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5. The Changing Messages of Facebook 

In this chapter I address the ways in which the Facebook status update 

interprets technologies and the changes suggested on the basis of those 

representations. The status update interprets several technologies that would 

otherwise appear to be elemental to the social network if not for the status update 

rendering them in distinctive ways. In particular, I identify how the status update 

interprets a variety of technologies in the course of linking, tagging, typing, and 

posting. Rather than approaching the status update as a means of participating in 

Facebook, which I have argued at different points throughout the previous 

chapters to be typical of studies of social networks, I explain how users participate 

in the status update itself. Via the status update, users interact with interpretations 

of the technologies of the social network. Remaining within the confines of the 

status update, I only work up to the point of posting a status update in this chapter, 

setting aside for the next chapter the consequences of users' participation in the 

status update. As a result, while the imperatives of media change demonstrated by 

the status update's interpretations can be discerned, the responsibilities that result 

from accepting those rationales remain outside of the scope of this chapter. My 

focus in this chapter is showing how the status update interprets technologies and 

prompts users to commit changes to those technologies in the course of engaging 

with those interpretations. I identify the different commitments gathered by the 
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status update in three ways: 1) by tracing the previous versions of the 

technologies interpreted by status updates, 2) by comparing those interpretations 

to their correlates in Twitter, and 3) by surveying contrasting scholarship on those 

technologies. As a result of those comparisons, I argue that the current version of 

the status update both clarifies users' commitments by encouraging them to make 

changes to the represented technologies suited to communicating what is on their 

mind while also disrupting their commitments by adapting those thoughts to the 

interpretations of the technologies of the social network. 

The status update returns me to the start of my dissertation. At the top and 

center of the Facebook website sits the status update (see fig. 5.1). 

 

Figure 5.1: The Status Update (again) (Facebook). 

	  
The status update poses the question "What's on your mind?" Prior to March 2009 

the prompt asked "What are you doing right now?" A Time magazine report on 

the introspective shift of the status update reported that once-frequent users of the 

social network were experiencing existential crises as Facebook seemed to 
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suddenly want to read people's minds rather than know their activities (Suddath). 

Clicking on the invitation to speak one's mind places a flashing cursor before the 

question, which vanishes when the user begins to type (see fig. 5.2). 

 

Figure 5.2: The expanded Status Update (again) (Facebook). 

	  
The user's work in the status update begins by replacing a question with an 

answer: a status message. Clicking on the field also expands the update and 

displays beneath it a row of icons of a photograph, a silhouette with a plus sign, a 

smiling face, a map pin, a drop-down menu saying "Public" or another group 

based on the user's settings, and a button saying "Post." Clicking the icons 

presents the additional prompts, "Who are you with?" "What are you doing?" 

"Where are you?" "Who should see this?" or a desktop file browser for adding an 

image from the user's computer. The user's input can trigger suggestions to tag 

other pages on the social network, which appear via a drop-down menu during 

their typing. Clicking the "Post" button publishes the status message to the 

audience identified by the "Public" drop-down menu in Fig. 2. However, how that 

audience as well as other audiences might see the status message depends on a 
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variety of software absent from the status update (which I address in the next 

chapter) and the changes the user selects for the technologies they interact with 

via the status update. 

The status update works in part as a template for the status message. 

Fagerjord, who I cite in my literature review for his co-authored work on different 

kinds of convergence, identifies multiple kinds of templates in a study of 

Microsoft Office, DVD authoring software, and blogging platforms. Outside of 

software, people encounter templates in many circumstances, such as the final 

paper guidelines for a college composition course. Fagerjord identifies cross-

stitching patterns and rhetorical commonplaces among the forerunners of software 

templates. However, the rigidity and visibility of software templates distinguishes 

them from their predecessors in Fagerjord's account. For example, rhetorical 

commonplaces provide guidelines for the canonical task of invention, discovering 

what to say, while a PowerPoint template also takes on the canons of arrangement 

and style by informing the order and selection of words and images. Fagerjord 

provides the concept of "prescripts" to distinguish templates from other 

technologies. Prescripts identify "that which is already written before you begin, 

that is, the parts of the work that are pre-written in the template." As I work to 

show in this chapter, the status update does not merely include the pre-written 

question urging a user to share their thoughts but also prompts them to make 

changes to other technologies. 
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For example, pasting a website link into the status update template 

populates the field with an image and sample of text from the linked website 

when those details have been formatted in a way that the status update can 

interpret (see fig. 5.3). 

 

Figure 5.3: The Status Update's interpretation of a link (Facebook).  

	  
The user participating in the status update can choose from different images if the 

update identifies more than one image on the linked website, remove the photo, 

and edit the sample text, shortening the description or providing their own 

commentary. The status update does not distinguish between a link connecting to 

a BuzzFeed quiz or a review on the Los Angeles Review of Books. Such 
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interpretations take place once the user publishes the link, appearing and 

undergoing ranking within the News Feed among other places. Still, the example 

of the interpretations of links shows different technologies undergoing 

interpretation during the process of authoring a status message via the status 

update. The status updates' interpretation of a link automatically populates the 

status update with images and captions and encourages users to add their own 

supporting information. Further, the instructions the status update provides for 

modifying the image and accompanying text show the update provides assistance 

to the user in navigating how to make changes to the represented technologies. 

5.1 Tagging and Typing 

 The seemingly simple act of tagging a status message broached earlier in 

this dissertation warrants and supports further consideration. While composing a 

message in the status update, a user typing a series of letters that corresponds to 

the name of an account on the site belonging to another user or organization 

presents the user with a list of those accounts connected to the user (see fig. 5.4). 
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Figure 5.4: A tagging suggestion (Facebook). 

	  
The list presents the accounts as suggested tags. The status update interprets 

records of previous actions, such as adding a user as a friend, in populating the 

list. It also interprets the accounts, representing the profile image, the relationship 

to the user, their location, and school wherever the details are available for 
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interpretation. Further, the status update interprets the EdgeRank algorithm, 

ordering the list according to the weight given to the relationship between the user 

and the suggested tag. The matches narrow if the user continues to type more 

letters. The user can scroll through the list of names with accompanying profile 

pictures and select one of the suggestions, press enter and have the rest of the first 

name on the list completed without further typing, or ignore the suggestion and 

continue typing their status message. Selecting one of the tags suggested by the 

status update makes changes to several technologies once the user completes the 

status update process. The selection makes changes to the Facebook tagging 

software, which sends a notification to the tagged account informing them of the 

connection made by the user. The tag informs the EdgeRank algorithm, changing 

the weight given to the relationship between the user and the tagged account As 

said previously, I consider the cascading consequences that can result from 

committing to seemingly minor changes in the next chapter. 

Restricting myself to the status update prior to the completion of the 

update process when clicking on the "Post" button, the status update also 

interprets the seemingly basic technology of typing on the social network in ways 

made apparent by the interpretation of the tagging software. Typing in the status 

update acquires a distinctive interpretation made clear by the tagging suggestion. 

The interpretation has changed over time. Even with such an extremely narrow 

focus, the interpretation of typing by the status update provides an opportunity to 
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study two different rationalizations of media change. The rationalization takes 

place both throughout the step-by-step composition of a status message as well as 

over the course of different versions of the tagging suggestion that have 

interpreted typing differently. 

The Facebook tagging suggestion now available to all users via the status 

update began under the name of another technology, Mentions. Facebook 

Mentions debuted on September 10, 2009. Unlike the current version of the 

tagging suggestion, the first versions required users to type the @ symbol before 

entering the letters that prompt the suggested tags in the status update, the same 

symbol used for tagging users on Twitter. Reflecting a release cycle common to 

other Facebook technologies, users could not at first tag anyone with an account 

on the social network. The status update only interpreted tags for applications, 

businesses, celebrities, events, and groups (Chan). Four days after the release of 

Mentions, Facebook made the tagging software available to every user through 

the status update. Mentions subsequently became the label for an application 

featuring special features available only to celebrities. In March 2011, Facebook 

expanded access to the tagging suggestion from status updates to comments on 

status updates (White). Sometime thereafter, users no longer had to use the "@" 

symbol to trigger tagging suggestions, though only one article remarking on the 

change remains available, and features no author name or date, making the precise 

date and nature of the changes difficult to verify ("Facebook Drops @"). In 
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removing the use of a special symbol to trigger the interpretation of tags, the 

interpretation of typing on Facebook follows a different course than it has on 

Twitter. The tagging suggestion can appear unwanted during typing, as when a 

user types the saying "average Joe," no longer requiring the user to take special 

steps to initiate the recommendation of changes. The tagging suggestion also 

differs from search engine recommendations that present users with previous or 

popular search strings due to the typing not taking place in a template dedicated to 

the purpose of tagging users – the "Who are you with?" option beneath the status 

message field occupies that role. Now available to everyone, the tagging 

suggestion of the status update eases the progress of the user in communicating 

the connection between what's on their mind and with whom they want to share 

those thoughts. 

The interpretation of typing, setting aside for the moment the other 

technologies subsequently represented on the basis of users' engagements with its 

interpretation, receives some consideration in media studies that can help to guide 

the course of an investigation into typing as a technology with distinctive and 

changing importance on Facebook. Regarding software, B.J. Fogg notes that the 

role of the spokesperson of Broderbund's Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing software 

in encouraging users to learn typing. While the name Mavis Beacon does not 

correspond to any person involved in the development of the software, Fogg 

remarks on the model used to represent Mavis Beacon in the software, noting how 
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"her physical image, including prim hairdo, and her name suggest a kindly, 

competent high school typing teacher" (12). By evoking the image of a teacher," 

Fogg argues, "Brodurbund probably hopes that its software could gain the 

influence associated with that role" (112). In that way, Mavis Beacon exemplifies 

for Fogg a technology as a social actor.  

The authority of the tags interpreted by the status update rests on 

representations of accounts linked to a user rather than an unknown party 

assuming a generalized social role. The details and thumbnails of profile pictures 

personify the technologies that selecting a tag will change, as they do many 

features on Facebook. As will be seen moving ahead in the study of the social 

network, the updates of Facebook routinely represent records of names and 

pictures in a variety of ways. Sometimes those records work in the manner of an 

ethical appeal, as in Fogg's claims concerning Mavis Beacon, encouraging the 

adoption of changes. At other times the interpretation of those records establishes 

the prerequisites for users to make changes to technologies on the social network. 

A user can tag any "verified" accounts, those belonging to celebrities, by typing 

the "@" symbol that triggers an interpretation of the Mentions software, but 

cannot by any means tag other regular accounts without records of a prior a 

relationship. In the case of the renderings of the tagging software and EdgeRank 

algorithm provided by the tagging suggestion of the status update, the 

interpretation instructs the user on how they do and can relate to other users' 
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accounts. The prioritization of the suggested tags and portrayal of other users' 

accounts instructs users on the relevance of their relationships on the social 

network according to the interpretations of a variety of technologies by the status 

update. Rather than simply easing a user's choice of whoever they want to see 

their status message, the tagging suggestion informs users about who they can and 

have previously shared their thoughts. 

The suggestion of tags interjects in the user's typing a response to the 

question "What's on your mind?" When I first mentioned the prompts that appear 

during typing a status message in my introduction, I raised the issue of Kittler's 

work on Nietzsche as a predecessor in media studies who has taken typing 

seriously. Expanding the scope of my investigation for the moment, for Kittler, 

Nietzsche represents the first media theorist and the last philosopher due to his 

use of the typewriter interrupting his previous philosophical endeavors. Kittler 

repeatedly cites Nietzsche's 1882 letter to Peter Gast, the pseudonymous identity 

Nietzsche gave to author and composer Heinrich Köselitz. In particular, Kittler 

repeats Nietzsche's statement that "our writing tools are also working on our 

thoughts" (200, 202, 203). For Kittler, the phrase commands multiple 

interpretations. He contrasts Nietzsche's statement with Martin Heidegger's views 

on technology. For Heidegger, "[t]echnology is entrenched in our history" (86). 

Kittler connects the differences between media operating upon thoughts or 

occupying history to the methods of the two philosophers. While Nietzsche 
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"wrote the sentence about the typewriter on a typewriter," Heidegger, "described 

(in a magnificent old German hand) typewriters per se" (200). Nietzsche adopted 

the typewriter as his degrading eyesight began to make handwriting difficult. 

While those learning to type by touching rather than searching for keys on a 

keyboard as instructed by Mavis Beacon might need to learn to stop looking 

between the letters they press and the letters they produce on screen, the ability to 

not have to see letters at all made the typewriter key to Nietzsche's work. The 

automatic writing made possible by the typewriter shaped not only Nietzsche's 

thought on technology but Nietzsche's writings in general as the typewriter 

became the medium for his thoughts. Consequently, Nietzsche's works "changed 

from arguments to aphorisms, from thoughts to puns, from rhetoric to telegram 

style" in his adoption of the automatic writing made possible by the typewriter 

(Kittler 203). In turn, Nietzsche found himself confronted with his thoughts in a 

hand other than his own. Kittler's considerations move toward the relationship 

between typewriting and the gendered history of stenography. Nietzsche 

employed women as student assistants to transcribe his thoughts after his 

typewriter broke down (208). Nietzsche's students not only recorded his thoughts, 

they used their new institutional access and recordings to write about Nietzsche 

(209). In turn, Nietzsche found the typewriter working on his thoughts in his 

encounters with the interpretations the technology supported. 
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In the prompt "What's on your mind" the status update positions itself as a 

correlate to Nietzsche's typewriter. And in turn, the status update works upon 

users' thoughts in multifaceted ways. The suggested tags interrupt users' responses 

to the question of the status update, coaxing users into a position corresponding 

with Nietzsche's bivalent relationship to the typewriter, as someone composing 

their thoughts in response to the status update who encounters the interpretations 

of those thoughts provided by status update. 

Post-mortem and outside of the scope of Kittler's considerations, the 

typewriter's reworking of Nietzsche's thought persisted after he ceased to type in 

ways that bear on the status update. Accusations of misattribution plague the 

posthumous publications of Nietzsche's work, most notably the first edition of 

The Will to Power, named and compiled by his sister, Elisabeth Förster-Nietzsche, 

and Köselitz. Scholars credit the Förster-Nietzsche and Köselitz edition for the 

quality of the reproduction of Nietzsche's notes while accusing the editors of 

unreliable and unscrupulous mismanagement of the archive, bending Nietzsche's 

voice to their will through chronological disordering and outright fabrication 

(Heidegger and Krell, 245). The typewriter facilitates the ventriloquist act. Where 

hand-written notes would remain fragments stitched together in line with 

Nietzsche's telegraphic style, the remixing of the typewriter renders a linear opus. 

Where notes composed in Nietzsche's hand would contrast with editorial 

markings by Förster-Nietzsche and Köselitz, the typewriter indifferently responds 
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to the striking of keys. Subsequent comparisons seeking to distinguish between 

original notes and forgeries require interpretations looking for inconsistencies in 

style or argument or archival work to compare the earlier and later versions, 

confronting Nietzsche as he confronted himself in the commentary and 

transcriptions on his students. Nietzsche's work and that of his sibling and friend 

become indistinguishable via the decontextualizing and rearranging work 

performed via the typewritten medium, mirroring my characterization of how 

software interprets users' activities in the outline of the process of applying an 

update that I provide methodology chapter. 

The suggested tags of the status update interrupt what would presumably 

be an automatic writing practice akin to that evidenced by Nietzsche and 

instructed by the typing tutor Mavis Beacon. As a tutorial, the Mavis Beacon 

typing software instructs users in typing by telling them what to type, placing 

users in the role of transcriptionists, and registering their work in the letters and 

words that appear on the screen. Rather than telling a user what to type, the status 

update encourages users to express their thoughts by typing their response to the 

open-ended question "What's on your mind?" However, the tagging suggestion 

interrupts the composition of users' thoughts. A question raised by the tagging 

suggestion concerns the competing relationships between different practices and 

technologies at work in the interruption. If Facebook profits from knowing users 

intimately, from being the medium of their friendships and thoughts, the most 
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direct expression of users' thoughts interpretable by the social network would 

seemingly be the company's goal. Whereas typing tutorials train people who are 

unfamiliar with word processing technologies by having them follow the 

instructions of the tutoring software, Facebook would seem to benefit from users 

typing their thoughts with as little instruction as possible. The tagging suggestion 

shows a different imperative at work shaping the relationships to different 

technologies involved in the composition of users' thoughts. Assuming the for-

profit corporation to be a largely self-interested enterprise, the interruption and 

interpretation of records in support of tags could be attributed to certain 

relationships between users being difficult to decipher if not made explicit. My 

next chapter goes some way toward qualifying that argument. However, even if 

other Facebook technologies could not discern relationships between users 

without the guidance of user input, the answer remains partial. As said above, 

earlier versions of the tagging feature required using the "@" symbol to tag users, 

which would accomplish the task of making users' decisions clear. Today, users' 

typing triggers the tagging suggestion without relying on users employing special 

symbols. As a result, the tagging suggestion prompts users to make changes that 

might otherwise go unthought-of rather than simply encouraging users to spell out 

the changes they would like to make that might otherwise be difficult for other 

technologies to interpret. 
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Facebook requires users to confirm the suggested changes in the status 

update rather than automatically populating a list of relevant accounts akin to how 

it gathers information on a link. In doing so, users assume the responsibility for 

the changes to other technologies the user selects in the course of the status update 

rather than those changes being attributed solely to the calculations of Facebook. 

Subsequent interpretations extend from those commitments and oblige the user to 

take responsibility for certain renderings if they want to maintain the connection 

they affirm during the status update. Some of those interpretations follow the 

rationalization of the changes provided by the status update, where a commitment 

to connect with a another user's account in the status update finds support in 

assigning greater weight to the connections between the two users. Others remain 

indiscernible from within the interpretations provided by the status update, as 

when users encounter an invitation to post the same status message again on the 

anniversary of its posting. Again, I will address such responsibilities that result 

from users' commitments in the next chapter. Moving toward that chapter requires 

advancing toward the completion of the status update, a step bridged by the next 

and final example in this chapter. 

5.2 Posting the Status Message 

At the threshold of completing a status update a final change tied to the 

pressing of the "Post" button can bring on interpretations of other sets of 

technologies. The status update limits the length of the status message. The limit 
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changed from 500 characters to 5,000 in September 2011 (Protalinski). Two 

months later, Facebook further increased the limit to its current number of 63,206 

characters.  

Even when the status update character limit remained at 500 characters, 

scholars favorably characterized the length of the status update in comparison to 

Twitter's 140-character limit. Dhiraj Murthy's article on Twitter citizen journalists 

presents a typical assessment of the differences between messages on the social 

networks. Connecting with Kittler's characterization of Nietzsche's style, Murthy 

calls the messages composed on Facebook and Twitter alike "digital throwbacks 

to the analogue succinctness of telegrams" (780). However, "[u]nlike status 

updates," Murthy finds the 140-character limit on Twitter "strict," producing "at 

best eloquently terse responses and at worst heavily truncated speech." The 140-

character limit on Twitter owes to one of the social network's connections to 

mobile technologies, allowing users to send messages to Twitter via short 

messaging service (SMS) text messaging. The SMS standard limits messages to 

160 characters, and Twitter reserves 20 of those characters for the identification 

of the users involved in sending and receiving messages. Twitter retains the SMS-

based limit even as the development of its technologies have focused on the 

website and mobile applications. 

While the rigid SMS limit of 160 characters might seem to suggest a deep 

technological rationale upon which to non-normatively ground the length of 
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messages, the reasoning supporting the limit brings this dissertation briefly again 

to a German sitting at a typewriter. In 1985, communications researcher 

Friedhelm Hillebrand worked on a team tasked with developing the standards for 

cell phone text messaging that became SMS. Hillebrand typewrote random 

sentences, counted the characters, and found his experiments typically used fewer 

than 160 characters. Hillebrand reportedly thought to himself that 160 characters 

thus proved "perfectly sufficient" (qtd. in Milian). Hillebrand's team subsequently 

used the mathematical formulas involved in communications engineering to 

transform Hillebrand's experimental findings into technical standards. However, 

the subsequent mathematical formality of SMS standards does not resign 

Hillebrand's random typing to irrational behavior that acquires rational expression 

via the tempering influences of mathematics. Hillebrand's personal typing 

experimentation committed SMS to the practice of sending single sentences, 

setting the terms and conditions to which the engineering of the SMS standard 

would respond. The practice of composing messages came first in the 

development of SMS technology. 

Each day millions of Twitter users compose thoughts in dialog with a 

character limit developed to support composing sentences via SMS. The 

judgments by scholars like Murthy that regard the character limit of tweets as 

having a deforming influence on communication appear misinformed from the 

perspective of the sentence-based development of Twitter's character limit. In 
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particular, the development of the character limit based on typewriter experiments 

to determine the normal length of sentences challenges assumptions about Twitter 

that would characterize the social network's character limit as an aberrant use of 

current technology. Under the interpretation supported by the development of the 

character limit, scholars concerned with the deforming influence of the character 

limit seem to be claiming that composing sentences of a normal length 

abnormally effects communication. Arguments like Murthy's thus acquire new 

significance through interpretations developed through alternate rationalizations 

of media change, as does the significance of Twitter retaining the 140-character 

limit. The interpretation finds the character limit of tweets to be conventional 

according to longstanding norms of composition that proffer 160-characters as 

"perfectly sufficient" for many kinds of thoughts. Consequently, attributing to the 

character limit an irrationally restrictive effect becomes clear as an attribution 

based on interpretations of other technologies, not a necessary effect of message 

length. 

The current limit on Facebook status updates owes to mathematical poetic 

license, a mixture of creativity and precision, with several differences from the 

Twitter character limit. According to Bob Baldwin, the Facebook engineer 

responsible for determining the current 63,206 limit, "I set the exact limit to 

something nerdy. Facebook ... Face Boo K ... hex(FACE) - K ... 64206 - 1000 = 

63206" (qtd. in Protalinski). To put Baldwin's explanation in other terms, he 
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translated the letters "F," "A," "C," and "E" into their hexadecimal counterparts. 

The hexadecimal number system consists of a base 16 system, representing 

numbers greater than 9 with letters A through F, A equaling 10, B equaling 11, 

etc. Multiplied together, the hexadecimal values of FACE yield the product 

64,206. Baldwin then subtracted the metric "K," one thousand, from the product, 

resulting in the sum of 63,206. 

Entering more characters than permitted by the character limit results in a 

notification when users try to post their status update. The notification persists 

even as the character limit has increased to 63,206. It informs users of the 

character limit, telling them the length of their status message, and asking them if 

they would like to instead publish the status update as a Facebook note. Notes 

exist as a separate technology from the status update that supports longer posts 

and multimedia options that resemble traditional blogs rather than the "micro-

blogging" of the status update. The option to tag users originally appeared in older 

versions of the notes technology, though not in a way that resembles the tagging 

suggestions of today. The specific answer to the question of how long a note can 

be makes the limit part of a much wider range of software. Notes have a limit of 

65,535 characters. Rather than a product of mathematical experimentation, 65,535 

identifies the highest number that can be represented in sixteen bits without 

additional coding. 
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Unlike Twitter's 140-character limit, no one in media studies addresses the 

status update as a restrictive template, and the increase in the character limit 

makes the prospect of future such attributions unlikely. Throughout this chapter I 

have sought to argue that where rigid technological constraints on practices can be 

difficult to identify, suggested changes on the basis of interpretations of those 

technologies nevertheless guide user participation in the transformation of media. 

In the case of the status update's currently large character limit for status 

messages, the consistent interpretation of the notes software by the status update, 

as a technology intended for long status messages, have rendered the notes 

technology relatively insignificant. To put the large number of characters now 

allowed by a status update in perspective, it would only take seven status updates 

to post my entire dissertation. Despite the capacity of the status update today, 

users do still receive the same prompt to use notes when they exceed the status 

update character limit 63,206 characters as when they exceeded the 500 and 5,000 

character limit. However, the occasions for the prompt dwindle as the character 

limit for status updates approaches the limit for notes. That few actions performed 

by a user other than a researcher testing the limits of the software would 

encounter the prompt today largely determines the significance of the notes 

software. Facebook notes software only appears as an option for users after they 

have already used the technology. Facebook continues to develop the notes 

software, as of September 25, 2015 adding the ability to add a banner image, 
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image captioning, photo resizing, and new text formatting options (Salier-

Hellendag). Yet the interpretation of the software by the status update that would 

connect users' with the technology remains tied to the limit of the status update 

rather than the notes software receiving a new interpretation. 

Each of the cases I address in this chapter shows changes taking place not 

attributable to a deeper rationale than what develops through the interpretations of 

technologies brought into dialog via the status update. Where prior scholarship 

considers the media changes taking place under the auspices of assumed values, 

such as the stringency of Twitter character limits, such analyses sidestep much 

that shapes users' understandings of the significance of their examples. The case 

of the status updates' interpretation of the notes software begins to contribute to 

the critiques I develop in the next chapter. The interpretation presents a case 

where following updates as rationalizations of media change shows an 

increasingly tenuous connection between a technology and its representation by 

updates. As I consider how Facebook updates hold users accountable for the 

changes they commit to making on the social network, the tenuousness of 

different interpretations of the records of users' past actions do not always 

mitigate their responsibilities based on the interpretation. Instead, the 

distortedness and remoteness of the interpretation of users' commitments often 

exacerbate users' responsibilities. 
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The status update's rationalization of the changes made to technologies via 

linking tagging, typing, and posting guide users' interactions with the social 

network. As I said at the start of this chapter, making that point contrasts with a 

perspective that would regard those technologies as merely a means of 

participating in the other activities taking place on the social network.  By seeing 

how the status update interprets technologies and instructs users in the course of 

their changes, it becomes clear that Facebook not only has an interest in knowing 

what users think, but in how they think. Further, by intertwining how users think 

with the changing technologies involved in composing their thoughts, the 

technologies considered in this chapter show the social network's influence and 

interest in adapting a particular way of thinking for and about Facebook rather 

than capturing how users think in some general sense. My next chapter shows the 

importance of that final argument as changes made via the status update cascade 

elsewhere on Facebook. 
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6. The Changing Medium of Facebook 

In this chapter I move from the updates that invite and record users' 

actions taken in the course of making changes to the technologies of Facebook I 

considered in chapter 5 toward the updates that interpret the records of those 

actions. Through the ongoing interpretations of users' commitments, the updates I 

address in this chapter hold users accountable for past actions. As I argued in the 

introduction, users' commitments to media change take shape by accepting the 

recommendations of updates, for example, by setting their Hulu Ad Experience 

preferences or accepting a suggestion to tag a friend by the status update. Users' 

responsibilities grow from those commitments, as when they must watch the 

selected ads or receive notifications about comments on the tagged status update 

if they continue to use the medium in the wake of the update. If those 

consequences seem so mild that they hardly warrant being called responsibilities 

that is because they are expected. An update's rationalization of media change 

connects commitments and responsibilities and attaches them to the newer 

versions of media that result in part from a user's participation in the update. In 

selecting an ad, it is reasonable to expect that you will get the ad you chose. When 

tagging a friend in a status update, it is likewise reasonable to expect that you will 

want future updates notifying you when they respond. Users have become 

acclimated to the rationalization of media change provided by the updates, 
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coming to accept the norms they enforce, likely over multiple bouts of 

participation in those updates. However, users' commitments do not remain 

locked into the responsibilities they come to understand in the course of media 

change. The changes users make cascade throughout the technologies that updates 

only partially describe in their interpretations. In that case, responsibilities take 

shape in ways users' could not anticipate based on their participation in a former 

update, requiring a subsequent update to rationalize the situation. Records of the 

suggested changes accepted by users can also become subject to adverse 

interpretations by future updates, disrupting users' responsibilities. In this chapter, 

I consider the both kinds of updates: those that clarify new responsibilities that 

result from previous updates and those that make changes that disrupt users' 

understanding of their responsibilities for media change. 

The examples of the previous chapter showed how users make changes via 

the interpretations of technologies provided by the status update. The technologies 

that gather and display users' activities on Facebook, including their status 

updates, create encounters with multiple and shifting interpretations of their 

activities as well as those of other users in both the recent and distant past. As the 

examples of feeds and other software in this chapter will show, users being held 

accountable for the changes they made involves their making still further changes, 

perpetuating the cycle. 
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Upon opening the Facebook website, a user confronts a variety of 

technologies, some fixed, many moving on their own accord, and others 

responsive to the users' actions (see fig. 6.1). 

 

Figure 6.1: The Facebook home page (Facebook). 

	  
A picture says a thousand words, as the saying goes. To be precise, the Facebook 

homepage only partially captured in the screenshot above depicts 200 words, 32 

different icons, and 25 photos, though that does not include the other assets that 

become visible by clicking on 30 of those features. Refreshing the page by using a 

web browser refresh command changes some of those technologies while leaving 

others untouched. Clicking the "Home" button in the menu at the top changes the 

same technologies as the refresh command. Selecting a blue button that appears 

when new posts become available refreshes only the News Feed that occupies the 
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center column of the page. Other technologies steadily change. The activity ticker 

in the upper right of the page reports on the activities of friends on the social 

network. The "Trending" topic software in the right-hand column provides real-

time reports on changes taking place on the social network outside of a users' 

circle of friends. Simply opening Facebook, then, provides no single point of view 

from which to approach the social network. 

Along with the questions I addressed in the last chapter, foremost the 

invitation of the status update placed near the top of the page, the changes 

displayed by the feeds raise a variety of questions regarding the hundreds of 

shifting words and images. What has happened? What is being done? What can be 

done? The site also volunteers changing sets of answers to those questions, unlike 

the relatively static tagging suggestions. The feeds tell users what the various 

technologies of the social network know, what the technologies want to know, 

what users should know, and how the two can better understand each other in 

pursuit of their mutual goals. Rather than providing answers with the hope of 

satisfying users' inquiries, as would be the case in a search engine, the feeds ask 

users to respond to the answers they provide by making changes via the updates at 

the center of this chapter. The questions and answers involve a continuing 

negotiation between users and the technologies of the social network mediated by 

updates, which rationalize the changes taking place. Some of the questions and 

answers concern the feeds themselves, placing users in the position of quality 
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assurance technicians. Other cases engage technologies that might be otherwise 

regarded as not belonging Facebook, though the software of the social network 

displays a variety of means for rendering those technologies part of the social 

network, like the link software mentioned in the previous chapter. 

While my investigation of the EdgeRank software later in this chapter 

shows that Facebook makes personalization a social practice, the feeds in many 

ways draw from and return to users' accounts. The technologies of user accounts 

identify one of the key ways users' commitments and responsibilities persist as 

records available to the feeds. The updates I studied in the previous chapter 

simply required users to have an account on the social networks and streaming 

video services. However, having an account can require maintenance. The work 

of maintaining an account becomes clear when users encounter a mandatory 

update to the account technology. Updates to user accounts can render new 

interpretations of nearly the entirety of users' past actions and future 

responsibilities on Facebook. For example, the concept of "real names" gained 

new and widespread notoriety in late 2014 due to the update to users' accounts 

that enforced the social network's interpretation of the concept. Facebook's "real-

name policy" requires the name on an account matches a user's "authentic name," 

defined in "spirit" as the names users identify with "in real life" (Cox). The social 

network began to lock accounts of users identified as using a fake name, requiring 

them to update their name to their real name (see fig. 6.2). 
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Figure 6.2: The Facebook name update (Winfred). 

	  
The real name policy disproportionately affected LGBTQ users. Noting the 

people disproportionately impacted by the update, Facebook chief product 

producer Chris Cox blamed the wave of locked accounts on people abusing the 

ability to report accounts that violate community policies to target those 

communities. Cox defended the update despite the abuses, saying "mass 

impersonation, trolling, domestic abuse, and higher rates of bullying and 

intolerance are oftentimes the result of people hiding behind fake names." 

However, as technology reporter Violet Blue argues, the changes "insidiously 

[outed] a disproportionate number of gay, trans and adult performers – placing 

them at risk for attacks, stalking, privacy violations and more." The interpretation 

of real names enforced by the update creates connections between users' activities 

on the social network and their activities outside of the social network. Changing 

an account name from a pseudonym to a real name makes activities previously 

performed according to the norms supported by pseudonyms require a potential 
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threat to the affected users. Depending on their prior activities, users can be 

obligated to manage the records of their past activities in accordance with the new 

interpretation of their real name to avoid the repercussions Blue identifies. Users 

impacted by the update can thus find themselves facing new and dangerous 

consequences and undertaking new responsibilities in an effort to avoid those 

outcomes. 

Further criticism of Cox's interpretation that places the responsibility on 

abusers of the reporting feature rather than the social network became evident 

when certain people found their names did not suit Facebook's real name update's 

interpretation of real names. The names of Native Americans like Shane 

Creepingbear, for example, have been consistently rejected by the update (see fig. 

6.3). 

 

Figure 6.3: A rejected Facebook name update (Creepingbear). 

	  
Users trying to respond to the update and enter their real name according to the 

spirit of Facebook's interpretation of the concept per Cox can nevertheless find 
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themselves rejected by the update. When rejected, users face progressively 

increasing penalties if they persist in trying to enter variations of their names to 

complete the update. The penalties make users wait anywhere from one minute to 

days before they can try again. When every effort to bring one's name into 

alignment with the interpretation of real names enforced by the update fails, users 

must go outside of the social network and transmit documents to Facebook that 

prove their legally recognized name. 

Pivoting back to the feeds of Facebook, the Timeline software, being 

closely connected to users' accounts, makes the responsibilities assumed by those 

forced to update their names particularly onerous. Facebook first introduced 

Timeline in December 2011 as an optional update for certain users. The update 

replaced the Wall, which was the software that allowed other users to post 

messages on a user's personal profile on the website. A message written on 

another user's Wall formerly remained on that user's profile. Replacing the Wall, 

Timeline gathers every status update published by a user, other users' status 

updates in which the user has been tagged, and specially time-stamped "Life 

Events" into a single feed flowing in reverse chronology. The feed ends in a user's 

birth if they have recorded the Life Event of their birth and begins with the most 

recent status update. The TimeLine can also begin with the user's death as a Life 

Event if family members use the Memorialization software. The update to 

Timeline became global and mandatory on January 31, 2012, after a seven-day 
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preview period that gave users "a chance to add or hide whatever you want before 

anyone else sees it" (Tow). However, the update enforcing the real name policy 

locks users out of their account until they change their name. The users put at risk 

by the update do not enjoy a trial period to prepare themselves or their Timeline 

for the new responsibilities that result from linking their real name to the 

technologies of the social network, nor a head start on the consequences of 

providing a chronicle of their activities to those who wish them harm in real life.  

6.1 The Feeds 

Returning to the home page of Facebook, a user encounters three feeds 

when opening the website. The two vertical scrolls of information, the News Feed 

and the activity ticker, and the Trending topic list each pose different questions 

and answers regarding changes taking place on the social network. The Facebook 

mobile application presents users with only the News Feed, giving access to the 

other feeds via menus. The News Feed asks and answers questions concerning 

what has significance for a user, presenting its suggestions in a practically 

inexhaustible order determined by the EdgeRank software. The activity ticker 

tells the user what is going on among the accounts they follow on the social 

network, presented in a scroll of summaries that flowing in a reverse 

chronological order. The Trending topics list informs users of events not 

necessarily involving the accounts they follow on the social network, presenting 

what events the social network as a whole determines to be important at a 
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particular point in time. Beginning with the activity ticker below, each feed 

interprets the changing activities of the social network according to a distinctive 

rationale. Throughout the development of the feeds, the interpretation of the 

guiding concept of that rationale has changed. In turn, the changing 

interpretations have informed users' day-to-day understanding of the social 

network going forward and made them newly accountable for their past actions, 

which they approach through a variety of updates. 

6.1.1 The Activity Ticker 

The activity ticker introduces many of the changing relationships that will 

preoccupy this chapter. The ticker changes with each action that occurs 

somewhere within the scope of the network of accounts the user follows, 

presenting a real-time feed of activities. The activity ticker displays a description 

of actions. For example, "[NAME 1] commented on [NAME 2]'s post." Hovering 

a cursor over the summary of an action brings up a window that displays the 

status update or page where the action took place, which the ticker calls a "story." 

Even activities that have been subsequently deleted appear summarized in the 

activity ticker, with the pop-up window informing the user that it might have been 

deleted or is otherwise unavailable (see fig. 6.4). 
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Figure 6.4: An unavailable activity notification (Facebook). 

	  
The activity ticker includes any activity involving at least one account followed 

by the user, provided the account in question does not have modified settings to 

prevent those activities from being shared with the user. In that way, the activity 

ticker differs from the similarly reverse-chronologically ordered home and 

notifications feeds of Twitter. The Twitter "Home" feed presents every tweet 

posted or retweeted (republished) by the accounts followed by a user in full, while 

the Twitter "Notifications" feed presents every activity performed by profiles that 

directly involve the user. Those activities include a new account following the 

user, an account adding the users' tweets to their "favorites," an account 

retweeting the user, or a profile commenting on the user's tweets, with only the 

last displaying the full content of the activity. A few recently introduced features 

that will be mentioned in the section on the News Feed later in this chapter 

intervene in the straightforward reverse chronology of the Twitter home feed, 

though those features do not prevent users from being able to see all of the 

activities taking place in their network. On Facebook, by contrast, the activity 
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ticker provides the only user-accessible interpretation of all of the activities taking 

place on their network. 

The activity ticker appears differently or not at all in other current versions 

of Facebook. The mobile version of the website, which users access by default in 

place of the "full" website when using a mobile browser, has no activity ticker. 

The Facebook mobile application, the touch-enabled application used on tablets 

and mobile phone, positions the activity ticker under a menu that includes the 

other features located in the sidebars of the website. Users access the menu by 

tapping an icon of three gray horizontal bars. Beneath subsections of the menu 

labeled "Favorites," "Groups," and "Apps," the "Feeds" subsection lists two feeds, 

"Most Recent," which depicts activity chronologically like the activity ticker, and 

beneath that "Close Friends," which will be addressed later. A white number 

inside of a gray circle increases with each new activity not yet displayed on the 

news feed of the application. Tapping on the label brings up a feed formatted like 

the mobile application version of the news feed rather than the website version, 

displaying the published version of the status updates rather than the relatively 

abbreviated description of actions presented on the website. 

How Facebook's technologies interpret users' activities displayed today in 

different ways by the different feeds, and the variety of responsibilities that result 

from those interpretation, can be partially charted in the development of the 

activity ticker. Until 2006, Facebook existed as a set of profiles connected by 
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friend relationships and direct messages but with no feeds connecting the changes 

taking place on those profiles (D'Onfro and Dickey). The profiles at the time 

featured the Wall as a place to post messages, adding the ability to attach images 

and other files in 2007, but no way of connecting those messages to other users. 

Users had to visit another user's profile to see and respond to their activity. Group 

pages provided the only place where multiple users could post messages. In 2006, 

Facebook unveiled the News Feed. At the time of release, the News Feed was 

what the activity ticker is today, though including the information now 

encountered by hovering over the entries in the ticker directly beneath the 

summary of the actions taken. As previously mentioned, tags first appeared in 

2009, providing the first means by which users could connect their status updates 

to other users' profiles. All of the changes made by users continued to take place 

on their Walls while the News Feed reported those changes. The 2009 redesign of 

the News Feed shifted away from the real-time changes of the activity ticker in 

favor of the interpretations of changes via the EdgeRank algorithm, moving the 

record of all linked account activities to a feed accessible via a button labeled "All 

Friends" located in the current position of the activity ticker in a right-hand 

sidebar. The activity ticker became a feed located on the Facebook home page 

again in 2011, appearing then much as it does today. 

The introduction of the News Feed as an activity ticker in 2006 marks the 

start of Facebook being interpreted as a means for users to practice surveillance 
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on other users. Studies through 2011 placed particularly heavy focus on the ability 

to monitor romantic partners through the News Feed (c.f. Tokunaga; Muise, 

Christofides, and Desmarais). As a network of user accounts prior to the 

introduction of the activity ticker, Facebook could have long been subject to 

criticism for providing a convenient means for intrusive information gathering. 

However, the introduction of the activity ticker made a technology for following 

users' activities a centerpiece of the social network. The move from profiling to 

following corresponds to a shift in relationships between users evident throughout 

the other feeds of Facebook. Rather than users gathering personal information, 

normally their own but possibly others', the social network begins to provide users 

with interpretations of the activities taking place throughout the social network 

that users subsequently manage. 

Within the activity ticker, activities undergo interpretation as a 

chronological sequence. The sequential treatment of users' activities interprets 

what might otherwise be entirely disassociated activities as part of an ongoing 

series of events related by their temporal proximity. Through the activity ticker, it 

becomes possible for users to interpret the activities displayed as an ongoing 

response to broader trends rather than separate conversations. The changes to the 

activity ticker that have resulted in the software being moved to the periphery of 

the Facebook homepage shows a further transformation. As my analysis of the 

other feeds will show, users no longer primarily engage with interpretations of the 
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activities of users related according to an established standard like chronology. 

Instead, users navigate the activities of Facebook's technologies that render 

shifting interpretations of users' activities. 

6.1.2 Trending Topics 

Whereas the development of the activity ticker demonstrates the changing 

emphasis on relationships between user activities, the "Trending" feed shows the 

changing relationship between Facebook and media, social and otherwise. 

Trending topics exist in every major social network and streaming video service. 

Hulu has a "Popular on Hulu" feed that features series and films hosted on the 

service. Netflix has a similar scroll of trending videos. Each of the trending lists 

of the streaming video services focuses on the number of people watching certain 

video or series.  

Facebook trends differ from those other examples of trending topics in 

several complicating ways. Facebook first released what would become the 

Trending software in January 2014 (Constine). The Trending software features 

both a link that redirects users to a feed dedicated to the topic and a synopsis of 

the topic. It remains unclear whether someone employed by Facebook writes the 

synopsis or a piece of software generates the synopsis. Selecting a topic brings up 

a feed dedicated to the topic. The feed displays a longer account of the topic than 

provided by the synopsis on the list. The Trending feed also displays a banner 

image at the top drawn from the sources of the feed, like the link software 
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mentioned in the last chapter. The feed is also divided between the accounts 

directly involved in the topic, the top posts on Facebook referring to the topic, and 

all public posts dealing with the topic. Facebook later split the trending topics into 

categories: "Top Trends," "Politics," "Science and Technology," "Sports," and 

"Entertainment" (see fig. 6.5). 
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Figure 6.5: The trending topics feed (Facebook). 
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No matter the category, the trending list interprets activities taking place on the 

social network in ways similar to the trending topics of the other examples 

mentioned above. However, the Facebook trending topics software weighs those 

activities relative to earlier activities. For example, while status updates 

referencing Kim Kardashian might occur frequently, to become a trending topic 

activities must undergo "a dramatic spike" relative to their normal frequency 

(Wagner). In this way, Facebook's Trending software is identical to Twitter's 

Trends software. However, like the difference between tagging users on Facebook 

and Twitter, Twitter Trends tracks uses of hashtags while Facebook does not 

require special symbols for the software to interpret posts in relation to a topic. 

Further, Facebook's Trending software also connects with the EdgeRank 

algorithm (engaged with more deeply in the next section) to tailor the list to 

determine the relevance of topics for an individual user. Further still, the trending 

topics software allows users to update the recommended topics, even removing 

the topics from the list, by clicking on a small "x" that appears when a user hovers 

their cursor over the topic. Clicking on the "x" presents users with the message: 

"Topic Hidden. We'll try not to show you this topic again. Why did you hide it?" 

with buttons for responding to the question with the answers "I don't care about 

this," "I keep seeing this," "It's offensive or inappropriate," "Other," and "I want to 

see something else" (see fig. 6.6). 
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Figure 6.6: The trending topics feed update (Facebook). 

	  
Selecting any of the options drops the topic from the list, moving the other topics 

higher on the list and adding a new topic to the bottom. The list proves amenable 

to updates via less explicit means. Simply refreshing the Facebook website 

presents users with a partly or entirely different list.  

The changing interpretation of topics that the Trending software effects, 

and makes possible for users to inform, creates a concept of importance for the 

events displayed that is distinctive to Facebook. A Pew Research Center study 

indicates the importance of the concept. The study found that 63 percent of 

Facebook users report receiving their news through the social network, 

accounting for more than 30 percent of all U.S. Adults. The 63 percent figure 

marks an eleven-percent increase in the statistic since the introduction of the 

trending topics software in 2013 (Barthel et. al.). Beyond statistical significance, 

the distinctiveness of Facebook's concept of importance that guides the 

interpretations displayed by the Trending software can be identified by 
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considering the activities in Ferguson, Missouri in the wake of the police shooting 

of Michael Brown on August 9, 2014. 

Many aspects of Facebook's relationship to the events of Ferguson can be 

best understood only after considering the EdgeRank software, which is most 

prominently found at work in the News Feed. However, for now confining 

consideration to the Trending software, the difference between a Facebook trend 

and a Twitter hashtag clarify the distinctive interpretation of importance on 

Facebook. As researchers on the role of social networks surrounding Michael 

Brown's killing have noted, his death and the protests in Ferguson that followed 

"dominated Twitter much more than Facebook" (Bonilla and Rosa, 8). Bonilla and 

Rosa note the importance of Twitter hashtags in organizing not only a broader 

awareness of the events surrounding Ferguson but also the protests taking place in 

Ferguson. Facebook introduced its own hashtag software in June 2013 (Lindley). 

As on Twitter, clicking on a Facebook hashtag redirects users to a feed of posts 

using the hashtag. Similar to the notes software mentioned in the previous 

chapter, which does not simply present itself to users who have not previously 

used the software, hashtags and their related feeds do not number among the 

many technologies emphasized by the Facebook home page. In contrast to Twitter 

Trends, Facebook users must encounter a hashtag at use in another feed or 

develop it themselves without any prompting by the site in order to find the 

hashtag feed that gathers posts using the hashtag. Facebook hashtags thus do not 
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find the same encouragement on the social network as hashtags do on Twitter. 

Reflecting the difference between following users and following Facebook 

espoused at the end of the previous section, users establish relationships to the 

activities marked by hashtags on Facebook only via their interpretations by other 

technologies, primarily the Trending software. 

Bonilla and Rosa argue that scholars generally agree that technological 

differences between Facebook and Twitter resulted in the disparate responses to 

the events in Ferguson displayed on the social networks. In particular, they argue 

that the consensus blames "the 'slowness' of Facebook vis-a-vis Twitter" on the 

algorithms involved in Facebook which resulted in the quickly unfolding events 

of Ferguson to be neglected by the social network (14n23). However, by noting 

how the trending topics software of both social networks establish their concept of 

importance in part on the basis of changes in frequency, it becomes difficult to 

attribute the differences to the speeds of Facebook and Twitter. The rate of 

changes required for a topic to appear as a trending topic on either social network 

makes it difficult to imagine any long-term protest or other event would make it 

on their lists consistently. However, Ferguson dominated Twitter and not 

Facebook. One possible reason arises from my comparative analysis of the 

character limits for tweets and status updates. What would be one status update on 

a topic within the 63,206-character limit of Facebook, or even the 500- or 5,000-

character limits of the past, would require multiple 140-characters tweets, 
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resulting in more frequent references to a topic on Twitter. That would explain the 

differences in the responses to Ferguson on the social networks to frequency of 

posts rather than a matter of the processing speed of algorithms. However, my 

analysis of the interpretation of importance engineered by the Trending software 

provides other reasons for the differences. The first owes to Twitter Trends relying 

on hashtags. In using hashtags, Twitter users explicitly identify their tweets as part 

of a topic. By contrast, the Facebook Trending software interprets all activities 

taking place on the social network rather than only activities explicitly committed 

to contributing to special topics. Additionally, the Trending software presents a 

cycle of topics rather than a set list, which limits the opportunities for any one 

user to encounter a particular topic, even if that topic scored highly according to 

every standard of importance advanced by the software. The EdgeRank algorithm 

might also play a role in the differences between the social networks in relation to 

the events of Ferguson, though I will set aside that additional consideration for 

now. 

Based on my response to the general opinion regarding Facebook 

identified by Bonilla and Rosa, the interpretation of importance provided by the 

Trending software can be seen to emphasize two sides. First, the Trending 

software need not be what users would explicitly identify as important. Whatever 

commitments to a social cause a user might express, the Trending software works 

upon the sum of their activities as well as other Facebook users to identify what is 
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"really" important according to its criteria. If their broader sense of social 

responsibility is important to them, they must inform the Trending software of 

their preferences. From that point, the second side of the interpretation of 

importance advanced by the Trending software is that importance is mutable. 

Importance responds to the actions of users performed via the update to the 

Trending software that permits them to remove a topic and respond to the 

suggestion of its importance with feedback. The Trending software's interpretation 

of importance comes first, however. Users must respond to the suggested topics in 

an effort to refine the software's interpretation of what is important to them. 

Further, users must guess at how the Trending technology interprets their 

responses, experimenting with the consequences that result from the changes they 

make. 

6.1.3 The News Feed 

Generalizations about Facebook like those endorsed by Bonilla and Rosa 

often neglect the very technologies they seek to characterize. In another response 

to the dearth of responses to the events of Ferguson on Facebook, technology 

reporter John McDermott remarks that the absence should not be surprising 

because "[h]aving a frank discussion about the militarization of the police and 

America's painful racial history indeed seems incongruous next to baby photos 

and engagement announcements" (McDermott). McDermott's statement might 

seem to be common sense. However, Facebook supports such incongruous 
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activities. Examining the News Feed helps to explain how Facebook manages 

such contrasting activities. It does so by filtering the scope of the activities that 

take place on the social networks through malleable interpretations of what has 

significance for its users based their previously recorded commitments, not only 

the changes they have made to their News Feed. Consequently, users encounter an 

interpretation of what has significance for them based on their previous actions 

but the reasoning behind the shifting interpretation remains mysterious. As a 

result, users must manage their News Feed via updates, which rationalize the 

changing interpretations provided by the News Feed. 

As I mentioned in reference to the activity ticker, Facebook released the 

first version of the News Feed in 2006. In its first version, similar to today's 

activity ticker, users associated the News Feed with stalking due to it supplying 

users with a combined account of previously separate streams of information 

about other users. In a September 6, 2006 message sent to users with the Notes 

software and posted to the top of every user's News Feed, Zuckerberg responded 

to users' dislike of the new technology, saying: 

stalking isn't cool; but being able to know what's going on in your friends' 
lives is. This is information people used to dig for on a daily basis, nicely 
reorganized and summarized so people can learn about the people they 
care about. ... Facebook is about real connections to actual friends, so the 
stories coming in are of interest to the people receiving them, since they 
are significant to the person creating them. 
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My argument that the technologies of Facebook task users with rationalizing the 

changes taking place on the social network can be rephrased in the context of the 

News Feed by reading Zuckerberg's statement on the earliest version of the 

software, when it operated like the activity ticker, in comparison to the current 

version of the News Feed interwoven with the EdgeRank algorithm. As I have 

argued, contrary to Zuckerberg's claims, Facebook's feeds have changed from 

users engaging with their friends on the social network toward users navigating 

the changing interpretations rendered by Facebook's software. Zuckerberg 

portrays the earliest News Feed as a medium of friendships, where the 

relationship between users serves to guarantee the significance of the messages 

they exchange. Throughout this dissertation, updates have shown the development 

of new interpretations of technologies that make certain previously implicit 

aspects of those technologies explicit. Working implicitly, the technologies would 

ensure "the stories coming in are of interest to the people receiving them," 

allowing users to forego understanding the social network's role in those 

relationships. 

Setting aside for now the weighted and nearly continuously changing 

interpretations rendered by EdgeRank, users encounter invitations to enter into 

dialog with the News Feed software in ways that portray no assurance of 

friendship as a guarantee of significance. Clicking on a small arrow next to a 

status update from a friend on the News Feed displays a drop-down menu with 
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options to update the News Feed. The options include the ability to "Hide" the 

post as well as the sources of the post if outside of Facebook, "Unfollow" friends 

tagged in the status update," "Report" the post, "Save" the post, "Turn on/off 

notifications for this post," and a prompt for "additional options" (see fig. 6.7). 

 

Figure 6.7: The News Feed update (Facebook). 

Selecting "Save Post" bookmarks the selected post, making it available for later 

reading under the "Saved" menu accessible in the "Favorites" category of the left-

hand sidebar. Selecting "Hide Post" removes the post from the News Feed, 

replacing it with additional options. The options include being able to "See less" 

from any of the accounts related to the post, from the source of the post in the 

cases where the post involves a link to YouTube, Twitter, or another source 
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outside of Facebook, or to report the post to Facebook. The "See less" options 

involve EdgeRank. The "Report post" option, identical to the option to report a 

post provided in the main menu, presents a pop-up window asking users to "Help 

Us Understand What's Happening," with the supporting question "Why don't you 

want to see this?" Users can choose between identifying the post as "annoying or 

not interesting," "I think it shouldn't be on Facebook," or "It's spam." The 

"Unfollow" option in the main menu relates to the other famous "un-" word of 

Facebook, "Unfriend." While unfriending someone removes them from a user's 

network, unfollowing makes it so that no further activities from the person in 

question will appear in the user's News Feed or activity ticker. The prospect of 

having a friend and wanting to see none of their activities demonstrates what 

might be the simplest rebuttal of the claim that friendships on Facebook ensure 

significance of posts on the News Feed. If Facebook worked as a medium of 

friendship as Zuckerberg intended, the multiple means through which users can 

update the News Feed and thereby involve themselves in its interpretations would 

be superfluous. 

The critique of Zuckerberg's earlier statement on the significance of 

Facebook ensured by friendships relates to further criticisms of Facebook and 

other social networks by media researchers. Even without the interpretations 

rendered by EdgeRank, each update to a user's News Feed relationships detailed 

so far arguably tightens the filter bubble, which I cite in the introduction of this 
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dissertation. From that perspective, users making changes to their News Feed 

work on behalf of Facebook to correct misconnections and misconceptions of 

what has significance for the user, contributing to the software in a way that 

builds toward the alignment between what they see and what they want to see as 

espoused by Zuckerberg. 

However, Pariser posits another side to the filter bubble that complicates 

his thesis. The updates to the News Feed illustrate the significance of the 

complications. Pariser's characterization of the ever-narrowing scope of the 

connections made on social networks finds a counterpart in his emphasis the role 

of default settings. Users by default follow everyone with whom they are friends, 

thus seeing the status updates from everyone in their network on the News Feed. 

By updating the settings via the menu detailed above, users can selectively "opt 

out" of that setting, unfollowing someone while remaining their friend on the 

social network. Further, everyone on the social network can see a user's status 

updates, not only their friends, unless the user chooses an audience while 

composing a status update or changes their privacy settings to restrict who can see 

their posts, presenting another example of having to opt out of sharing 

information. As Pariser argues, "Facebook has wielded this power with great 

intentionality–shifting the defaults on privacy settings in order to encourage 

masses of people to make their posts more public" (123). 
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While agreeing with Pariser in his characterization of the changing default 

settings of Facebook, considering the relationship between changing default 

settings and changing filter bubbles reveals the conflict between the two sides of 

his argument. On the filter bubble, Pariser says, "as personalized filtering gets 

better and better, the amount of energy we'll have to devote to choosing what we'd 

like to see will continue to decrease" (41). The need to make changes to the News 

Feed will inevitably winnow away as feeds accomplish the intent of Facebook to 

perfect the relationships between users on the social network, according to 

Pariser. However, the updates to the News Feed users can pursue, in response to 

the interpretations of significance the software provides, point to a more 

complicated development than either a trend toward increasingly invisible filter 

technologies or unrestrictive default settings. The introduction of the News Feed 

software, like the Timeline software, did not simply make more information 

public or fewer varieties of information available. Instead, the News Feed 

software made different varieties of information available and publicly significant 

in assorted ways. The changing interpretation of what information has 

significance for users resulted in routine breaches of established filter bubbles in 

two ways. First, users found their information pulled together from formerly 

distinct areas of the social network and made publicly available in the News Feed, 

sparking the stalking accusations. At the same time, users encountered a glut of 

information from others undergoing the same discomfiting combination, 
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encouraging users to make changes to the filter bubble of the News Feed to 

manage the influx of information newly deemed significant according to the novel 

interpretations of the software. 

The case of the News Feed shows Facebook to have two competing 

interests regarded from the perspectives of the filter bubble and default settings. 

The News Feed appeals to an interpretation of significance based on 

interpretations of records of users' relationships between friends on the social 

network, as well as a host of other criteria spelled out in the next section on 

EdgeRank, shaping the contours of filter bubbles. However, even if an unlikely 

user never changed their attitudes or behaviors, remaining perfectly installed 

within their filter bubble, changes to the software create cascading changes to the 

relationships that circumscribe the filter bubble. The changes in turn transform the 

records related to the user's account that inform their filter bubble, sometimes 

adding criteria that did not previously exist and on other occasions spurring the 

user to reevaluate their relationships. In the administration of the News Feed, 

users enter into a conversation with their filter bubble, made explicit through 

updates that provide interpretations enacted by the filtering technologies and a 

means for managing interpretations of the significance of their relationship to 

other users' accounts. Not only are the tangled interpretations of significance that 

blend together police violence, race, baby photos, and engagement 

announcements the result of users' previous actions in confounding ways, but the 
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ongoing disharmony of that information is their responsibility to address. Users 

must adopt the rationale provided by News Feed updates to make sense of the 

situation, investing themselves in the wandering interpretations of significance the 

updates provide. 

6.2 EdgeRank 

The introduction of EdgeRank to the News Feed goes further than 

showing how the unweighted friendships connected by Facebook prior to the 

introduction of the ranking software have not proven sufficient to guaranteeing 

significance as Zuckerberg hoped. The name "EdgeRank" derives from the term 

"edges" used in network engineering to denote the connections between nodes in 

a network. Facebook engineers Ruchi Sanghvi and Ari Steinberg first revealed 

some of the inner workings of the EdgeRank software that shapes the News Feed 

among other software on the social network at the Facebook F8 Conference on 

April 21, 2010. At the time, EdgeRank included three criteria that determine the 

relevance of a particular edge. First, an "affinity score" measures the connection 

between accounts. Among other things, the affinity score involves how many 

times a user checks the profiles of another user and how often they comment on 

each other's status updates. The second criterion involves the weighted scoring of 

those activities. Clicking the "Like" button beneath a status update counts less 

toward the second criteria than tagging a user in a status update, for example. The 

third criterion measures time decay, as activities taken a week ago count less in 
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the calculations that rank the relationship than those performed yesterday. 

Measuring each edge according to these criteria determines its relevance 

according to the EdgeRank algorithm, presented thereafter in order of relevance 

on the News Feed. 

In August 2013, technology reporter Matt McGee reported that Facebook 

stopped internally calling their edge ranking software EdgeRank sometime around 

the time of the F8 Conference. This dissertation will continue to use the outdated 

label for the sake of conveniently referring to the software as no appealing 

alternate term has surfaced to replace the name EdgeRank. In an interview with 

Lars Backstrom, managing engineer of the News Feed ranking software, McGee 

learned that what was EdgeRank now includes over 100,000 individual weights. 

Among the thousands, Backstrom identifies six additional factors impacting the 

ranking of activities on Facebook. Relationship settings weight the relationships 

between friends and the followers of organization pages. For example, a 

friendship on the social network can be given less weight, identified as an 

"acquaintance," or given more weight, as a "close friend." The software 

automatically determines the relationship status; though the user can reject the 

identification or attribute it to other relationships. A second factor involves the 

types of posts. A user who often interacts with images shared on their News Feed 

will receive more status updates including images. In this case, the EdgeRank 

weight does not rely solely on the activities relating one user's account to other 
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accounts, but also between the user's account and a type of media published on 

Facebook. A third factor weighs the use of the options to hide posts and mark 

those hidden posts as spam, which came into consideration in the previous 

section. The next factor in ranking what appears on the News Feed concerns other 

pieces of software. For example, while the software managing the advertisements 

displayed in the News Feed and the Timelines on users' profiles remain strictly 

speaking separate from EdgeRank, the ranking software does connect with those 

other technologies and vice versa. The records of what advertisements a user 

clicks or what Timelines they view thus comes into play in determining not only 

what advertisements appear in a News Feed but also what status updates appear. 

EdgeRank also gives weight to posts based on the technical specification of a 

users' device and the speed of their connection to the social network. For example, 

the ranking software assigns more weight to status updates featuring only text 

when users are accessing Facebook via older devices or slow connections. Finally, 

the time decay parameter cited earlier no longer weighs activities according to a 

fixed clock. The "Story Bumping" aspect of the EdgeRank software gives status 

updates previously loaded on a user's News Feed, but that the user did not scroll 

down to see, a second chance. The bump moves the posts to the top of the News 

Feed when the user refreshes the feed, which takes place either through the 

browser refresh command, navigating back to the home page, or by scrolling to 

the top of the News Feed. Further, the "Last Actor" factor in EdgeRank assigns 
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more weight to the past fifty actions performed by a user, impacting the weight of 

each of the previously noted measurements as well as presumably the thousands 

of others that remain unknown. 

In 2014, Facebook came under scrutiny due to a large-scale study 

conducted in partnership with Stanford University on the emotional connections 

made through the network. In the study, the researchers altered the news feeds of 

approximately 310,000 Facebook users without the consent of those users for 

seven days, changing what the EdgeRank would otherwise provide to emphasize 

posts deemed positive or negative based on analyses of the words used in the post 

(Kramer et. al.). The study observed the status updates and comments produced 

by the users with the specially tailored news feeds, finding those users exposed to 

more positive content in turn produced more positive posts, and those exposed to 

the negative-skewing news feed produced more negative posts compared to a 

control group of approximately 379,000 users who did not have their news feed 

altered. 

Social media researcher Zeynep Tufekci has put the study in the context of 

EdgeRank's moment-to-moment changes in what people see on their News Feed. 

As Tufekci says, "Facebook itself will continue to conduct such experiments daily 

and hourly, in fact that was why the associated Institutional Review Board (IRB) 

which oversees ethical considerations of research approved the research: 

Facebook does this every day." Though unambiguously opposed to Zuckerberg's 
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perspective, Tufekci's critique of the EdgeRank software nevertheless voices the 

same claim, albeit making the social network rather than the users of Facebook 

the agent of change. She advances on the relatively static filter bubble thesis by 

moving from a consideration of how social networks target users toward how 

Facebook models users. As modeling software, EdgeRank creates a profile able to 

make judgments for a user independent of their input, anticipating the user's 

responses. Models do not simply tell users what they think feel but tell them how 

they ought to think. Operating as a form of social control, software like EdgeRank 

makes it so that "not only can corporations target you directly, they can model you 

directly and stealthily. They can figure out answers to questions they have never 

posed to you, and answers that you do not have any idea they have." To discount 

Tufekci's argument or the filter bubble thesis would risk making EdgeRank seem 

merely instrumental to users' purposes in the way endorsed by Zuckerberg. 

However, neither controlling nor instrumental accounts exhaust the changes 

taking place on Facebook that involve the ranking software. Nor are the avenues 

of analysis into the workings of EdgeRank merely a binary choice between opting 

in and opting out. 

EdgeRank numbers among many algorithms relating every aspect of 

Facebook, though the specific connection of the EdgeRank software to the 

technologies of the News Feed shows the connections differ significantly, as 

noted by the ranking software's relationship to the advertising and Timeline 
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software. Simply appealing to the numerous algorithms at work on Facebook 

tends to favor the arguments previously cited that present their intentions as 

fulfilled and in turn say little about the work performed by those pieces of 

technologies. What would seem to be the near omnipresent nature of algorithms 

"is only one of the expressions of the pervasiveness of computational techniques" 

(Terranova, 382). So, too, is automation only one aspect of software. Tiziana 

Terranova argues that the transformation performed by algorithms like EdgeRank 

requires software to adapt to cultural attitudes and behaviors outside of its 

purview and which often prove trenchantly resistant to automation (384). As I 

have argued throughout this dissertation, updates rationalize that complicated 

process. 

The critics of the EdgeRank and News Feed software cited so far tend to 

attribute a uniformity and level of control over significance that an investigation 

of the technologies involved does not support. The EdgeRank software is neither 

an undifferentiated set of practices nor a guarantee of unerring automation, as 

Terranova argues to be true in many cases of software (385). To the first point, as 

the lengthy details on the EdgeRank software by the Facebook engineers show, 

there exists no EdgeRank rating that can be separated from a specific activity and 

thereafter used to generalize about how the News Feed handles a particular real 

world event. The erroneous attribution of the lack of news concerning events in 

Ferguson on Facebook relative to Twitter to the slowness of the EdgeRank 
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software (though not by name) represents one way in which generalizations about 

the ranking software can lead interpretations astray. If anything, the added weight 

given to the last fifty actions taken by a user provides one of the few opportunities 

to generalize about how EdgeRank prioritizes recent activity. Addressing the 

second point, concerning the level of control manifest by EdgeRank, I return to 

the example of the update detailed in the previous section on the News Feed. 

The "additional options" of the News Feed update menu presents users 

with the choice to "Take a survey to make News Feed better" (see fig. 6.8). 

 

Figure 6.8: The News Feed improvement update (Facebook). 

	  
Being buried deep within an options menu might suggest the need to take a survey 

to change News Feed for the better being distantly removed from the everyday 

experience of the feed. However, the suggestion to take the survey will routinely 

appear as a status update at the top of the News Feed until a user completes at 

least one such poll (see fig. 6.9). 
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Figure 6.9: The News Feed improvement update prompt (Facebook). 

	  
The survey creates a window titled "Improve Your News Feed." In the window, 

users confront ten sets of two status updates posted by friends, with directions 

informing the survey taker to "Select the story you most want to see in your News 

Feed." Akin to the question concerning why Facebook would interrupt the 

composition of thoughts with the tagging suggestion, the quality assurance tests 

raise questions. Why ask for users' specific responses to status updates that could 

populate their feed, when the seeming artificiality of a survey would pale in 

comparison to the organic responses of users to that content? In the surveys and 

the other ways explored in the previous section, users do not only undertake 

commitments and assume responsibility for the changes they make, as was the 

answer to the question in the tagging suggestion case. Instead, users commit 

themselves and take responsibility for the interpretation of their changes by the 

News Feed and EdgeRank software, adapting their norms to the rules of those 

changing media. 
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Facebook users have widely and variably responded to the sense of 

responsibility fostered in the ranking software of the social network. Digital 

cultural heritage researcher Melissa Terras observed that Facebook "suddenly and 

weirdly" started displaying to her suggested videos, articles, and applications 

related to in vitro fertilization, child conception supplements, support groups for 

those struggling to have children, egg donation centers, and surrogacy services. 

The label "suggested" prefaces updates published via the advertising software, 

which, as said earlier, relates to the EdgeRank software. In Terras' words: 

"Facebook has decided it is time I had a baby. As if the choice is easy, and only its 

to make. As if there are inherent flaws in Lady Decision Trees, as if my own 

algorithms are inadequate. [...] Eventually I train it to show 'less things like that'. 

It shows – instead of ads for babies – ads for hysterectomies and just goes back to 

normal: telling me I'm fat." In another case, a question contributed to digital 

journalism researcher Sara Watson's online series of articles "Living With Data" 

asked about what might be called a folk media analysis of how ranking software 

works: "In recent years I have clicked with care due to awareness of how personal 

data is used. But I have also begun to try to leverage that awareness. [...] In my 

own tiny way, I try to trick these algorithms into suggesting that 'people' want to 

see what I want them to see by portraying myself as an example of a person 

interested in clicking (or not clicking) particular content." 
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 With all of the factors involved in EdgeRank, it would be surprising, from 

a perspective that accepted the social network's ability to target or model users, 

that anyone would change their News Feed manually when so much automation 

changes the feed on behalf of their relationships on the site. EdgeRank includes 

those changes to the News Feed among its criteria, though, which indicates a 

different dynamic at work than an effort to conceal the ranking software entirely 

or otherwise remove users from participating in the equation in favor of them 

simply participating in the results of the equation. 

Amidst the many interpretations performed by EdgeRank, the question of 

how users, like those quoted above, can so readily identify the patterns in the 

interpretations of an algorithm with thousands of variables remains to be 

addressed. Brandom's theory of updates, supported by his arguments I cited in the 

introduction and methodology chapters, helps to extend the argument of the 

previous sections in ways that respond to that question. As I said in the 

introduction, Brandom's theory emphasizes the distinction between updates as 

changes involving cultural criteria and the changes that occur through the 

introduction of new information according to the criteria of computer-based 

systems. In philosophy and theoretical computer science, the proliferation of 

relationships makes software susceptible to the so-called "frame problem" 

(Between Saying and Doing 81-83). The frame problem identifies the 

impossibility of fully accounting for the effects of discrete changes as part of a 
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continuous process with consequences not limited to a chain of predefined rules, 

such as is the case of software. EdgeRank, like a trained parrot, can receive and 

supply words and relate those words to other words and objects (113). The 

ranking software can respond to someone typing "Thanks, Facebook" into a status 

message and recognize that another user responds to the status message by 

clicking the like button, like a parrot might associate the phrase "pretty bird" with 

receiving a cracker. The algorithm cannot, however, follow norms that support 

inferring what the use of those words entail – for example, that few might use the 

phrase "Thanks, Facebook" as anything but a sarcastic opening to criticism of the 

social network. The software, like its ornithological counterpart, can only follow 

the course of changes according to rules governing how those changes are to be 

recorded in predefined ways and take place along predefined routes. 

The frame problem presents dilemmas for the practices studied by 

logicians and programmers, but proves no problem for people (logicians and 

programmers included). People show themselves capable of continuous 

generalizations that do not reduce to the results of calculating changes to discrete 

variables. The generalizations ascribed to Facebook that I cite earlier in this 

chapter, despite the technicalities that I pose in challenge to those assumptions, 

demonstrates that capacity. Brandom identifies people's ability to generalize with 

norms, concepts of history and culture irreducible to atomic series of actions or 

branching decision trees. In Brandom's theory, updates differ from just any 
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change whatsoever, whether made by software or biological compulsions, in 

requiring the user to understand the changes they make in relation to the cultural 

norms that support making connections between what has happened, what is 

happening, and what will happen (79). In their dependence on norms, applying 

updates in the general sense accounted for by Brandom "requires exercising what 

turns out to be a crucially important but easily overlooked cognitive skill: the 

capacity to ignore some factors one is capable of attending to" according to norms 

(81). Rather than the rule-governed, algorithmic decomposition and elaboration of 

actions registered by software being necessarily more or less powerful than the 

norm-guided reasoning performed by people, rules and norms simply manifest 

different approaches to changes. Whereas software cannot resist isolating and 

expanding on the changes registered in their databases to the full extent of the 

rules they follow, people rely on a norms to understand the practical consequences 

of changes rather than pursuing all possible outcomes. 

The examples I considered prior to EdgeRank supported my explanation 

of how the updates of Facebook, other social networks, and streaming content 

services rationalize their interpretations of media change by selectively 

privileging certain aspect of technologies and recommending courses of action. 

By interpreting rule-driven technological changes in ways amenable to users' 

norm-guided approach to understanding changes, the updates studied have co-

articulated norms and rules. Two differences exist between Brandom's theory of 
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updates and the theory of updates as technologies of media change I advance 

based on the co-articulation of norm and rules. First, the updates I have studied 

involve aspects of newer media where previously established norms, such as those 

of television, provide users with limited guidance in understanding the precedents 

and consequences of those changes. Brandom's guidelines for magnanimous 

interpretations, which I quoted in my methodology chapter, argue that norms 

grow from "retrospective rationales" and the "prospective shifting and 

sharpening" of interpretations ("Reason, Genealogy" 18). In the cases I have 

considered, updates provide users with the principal normative orientation upon 

which to base their understanding of what prompts media changes and the 

responsibilities that follow from accepting those changes. Limited to proprietary 

corporate platforms and largely unfettered by longstanding traditions, the 

narrowly defined norms that updates impart to users prove especially malleable in 

ways that differ from the historically and culturally entrenched norms favored in 

Brandom's accounts. Second, the norms instituted via the updates I have studied 

cross the line distinguishing human reasoning from computer-based calculations 

in Brandom's theory of updates. The retrospective and prospective rationalizations 

of media change provided by updates develop in part from software-driven 

decompositions and elaborations of records of users' actions. In all of the ways I 

have summarized in this paragraph, the updates I have studied intertwine 

normative commitments and responsibilities with the rule-based transformations 
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that take place between older and newer versions of software in ways that contrast 

with Brandom's theory of updates without contradicting his argument. 

In the News Feed update, a user confronts an interpretation of EdgeRank 

at work arranging the posts that populate their feed in the variety of ways Terras 

and Watson discuss. The update does not interpret the algorithm in the explicit 

terms set by Facebook engineers. Instead, the update's survey provides an 

interpretation EdgeRank comprised of other users' posts. Rather than representing 

EdgeRank as thousands of variables, the update depicts the algorithm as an 

especially responsive version of the familiar News Feed. The updates' 

rationalization of EdgeRank portrays the practically incomprehensible technology 

that governs nearly everything users' see on the social network as little different 

from the technologies that user's become accustomed to in their day-to-day use of 

Facebook. Each survey response further invests a user into Facebook's model of 

them, adding values to the edges connecting their account to others. In doing so, 

users commit to improving their News Feed. At the same time, users find their 

folk media analyses and accompanying sense of self-efficacy reaffirmed. How 

users believe they trick and train the EdgeRank algorithms by carefully choosing 

what to click in their day-to-day participation in the News Feed finds reflection in 

the special interpretation of the News Feed and users clicks in the News Feed 

update. The News Feed update connects what might otherwise seem to be the 

special responsibility of users to improve their News Feed by participating in the 
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update with the norms that guide their routine activities elsewhere on the social 

network. 

As my earlier examples have shown, updates ensure the enduring 

significance of media by persuading users to commit to making changes. While 

the technologies of media change so far considered support the argument that the 

norms of media change develop by inviting and providing users with 

interpretations of technologies, Brandom's theory emphasizes how the changes 

made do not acquire normative significance without users committing themselves 

to following through with the changes, including the responsibilities that follow 

from those commitments. Commitments can be recorded and those records related 

in ways exemplified by the EdgeRank software, but those inscriptions and 

connections do not encapsulate the commitments themselves that make users 

obligated to check Facebook's interpretation of their activities. EdgeRank's 

thousands of weighted relationships might seem to exhaust many avenues in a 

way that builds toward a reliable interpretation of relevance for users. However, 

commitments etched in the nodes and edges of Facebook do not stop and start 

with each action taken on the social network. The disruptive changes to the 

interpretations of users' commitments provided by the ranking software can clash 

with the users' understandings of the norms built through those commitments that 

would support longer-term retrospective rationales and prospective 

interpretations. Users must repeatedly administer to the accounts of their activities 
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proposed by the EdgeRank algorithm, correcting rather than abandoning their 

normative understanding of the technology via the interpretations provided by the 

News Feed update. 

6.3 New Responsibilities 

Moving from updates that regulate disruptions of responsibilities toward 

those that introduce new responsibilities shifts my emphasis toward technologies 

that make explicit what might otherwise have formerly been a secret history of 

commitments, such as activities brought to light through changes in default 

settings, or obligations to respond to previously unanticipated questions based on 

earlier activities. A prominent example is the A Look Back update. The update 

celebrates the ten-year anniversary of Facebook by also celebrating the entire 

history of a user recorded on the social network. Depending on how long a user 

has been on the social network and the posts they have made, the application 

produces a movie, a collection of photographs, or a thank you card. The movie 

involves the most relationships, so it will serve as the focus here. The A Look 

Back movie introduces a soundtrack and movement to the static images and text 

of status updates. A Look Back has itself undergone updates. The changes made to 

the software illustrate the changes it in turn makes to users' histories. First and 

foremost, the software relies on the current EdgeRank interpretations of 

significance and the user's privacy settings. Consequently the software 

reinterprets older status updates in ways that cast them in a new light. Though 
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users can choose who can see the movie based on their current privacy settings, 

the application ignores the privacy settings of status updates at the time when the 

user first published the update. Further, the movies incorporate Life Events. Life 

Events weigh heavily in the ranking calculations of the EdgeRank software. For 

example, during the protests in Ferguson, one user posted a fake engagement 

announcement, a Facebook "Life Event," to help ensure that those in his network 

would see news of the protests (Warzel). Much like the case of the engagement 

announcement, A Look Back focuses on Life Events without any apparent regard 

for the meaning of the event. For example, the videos highlight changes in 

employment status, regardless of whether the user changed their employment 

status to "unemployed." Further, the video includes images of former romantic 

partners if the images do not have a tag identifying the past partner or if they have 

not been "unfriended" by the user. A Look Back also uses interprets images, such 

as a photograph of a building, without the captions that explain the images. 

Further, the application assumes that images posted to Facebook pertain to the 

date of their posting. That results in childhood photographs posted in response to 

the "Throwback Thursday" social media trend, where users post old photographs 

of themselves, being identified with the date the user posted the photograph rather 

than the date of the photograph. An updated version of A Look Back allows users 

to replace the content interpreted as significant by the update, though still limited 

to what the update interprets as the user's "First Moments" and "Most Liked 
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Posts." In each of the ways I have just described, A Look Back makes users newly 

responsible for its reinterpretation of their history on the social network, though 

the contours of those responsibilities can be best developed alongside another 

update, On This Day.  

In the On This Day update, users confront similar prompts to take heed of 

changing interpretations of their previous activities committed to the annals of the 

social network by creating "memories." Memories work unlike Life Events, 

which the user can select as an option during the composition of a status message. 

The On This Day update provides a new interpretation of users' past activities. 

Unlike the A Look Back software, the interpretation of past activities by On This 

Day relies mainly to the sole criterion that the user posted a status update with a 

photograph on the same date in a previous year. Like in A Look Back, the On This 

Day update does not interpret the past status update as part of an ongoing 

relationship to the network. The updates leap to years past with little regard for 

either the circumstances at the time or the changes that have taken place since, 

both of which would give users some normative orientation toward the suggested 

change. 

The leveling of history effected by the retrospective interpretations of the 

software considered so far in this section gains clarity through comparison with 

Straw's previously cited work on embedded memories in the literature review 

chapter. In Straw's cases, gathering older media together on one website makes 
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evident aesthetic similarities between examples. In the absence of supplementary 

interpretations performed by people, as in Haskins' account of the 9/11 digital 

archive, or software, as in the cases of Facebook, Straw's examples nurture 

attributions of significance through the variety of relationships made possible by 

the number of objects on display. Simply putting many older media together 

facilitates drawing connections between the examples investigated by Straw, 

linking the sepia tones of photographs belonging to a particular period, the stately 

poses of the people represented in others, or the autumn palettes of the 1970s. The 

photographs suggested as memories by On This Day might have similarly notable 

details, especially if users have uploaded older photographs. However, presented 

one at a time, plucked from the relative obscurity of users' galleries stored on 

Facebook, the images suggested as memories do not lend themselves to the same 

aesthetic comparisons. Instead, users encounter a question concerning the current 

significance of the date in which they posted the earlier status update, in isolation 

from the history of the user of the site. Knowing where someone stands in 

historical relation to media provides one of the key orientations people have to 

their own recorded past. However, A Look Back and On This Day orient users to 

the history of their activities on the social network in ways that could not have 

been anticipated when users first performed those activities. As a result, users 

encounter new responsibilities to their past commitments, based only on the 

rationalization of the media changes taking place provided by the updates. 
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6.4 Conclusion 

I have focused this chapter on updates that interpret the results of the 

updates I considered in the previous chapter. In particular, I have argues that 

updates populate the multiple feeds of Facebook where they undergo changing 

interpretations. The changing interpretations have displayed a mixture of 

disjointed efforts and disruptively enforced mandates. In highlighting the 

interpretations of users' records, my analysis moved from a focus on users 

committing themselves to the changes taking place on the social network toward 

the host of responsibilities that result from those changes. The changing 

interpretations of Facebook, and the shifting responsibilities that result, 

continually seek out further input from people to maintain the technologies' hold 

on users. 
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7. Conclusion 

As my case studies have shown, updates rationalize media change in ways 

that partially pose and solve everyday problems for users. The issues that updates 

present and work to remedy circulate around questions of users connections with 

media change. Users' gain clarity and a sense of efficacy amidst the 

transformations taking place between older and newer versions of media through 

updates as the changes register their commitments and notify them of the 

consequences of those actions. In that way, updates promote continued use of the 

software they transform. At the same time, updates disrupt users' understanding 

and the intentions that knowledge supports. Updates do so by providing the 

available courses of action through which users can manifest their decisions and 

interpreting the changes users make in ways that could not be anticipated based 

on the knowledge provided by updates, holding users to unforeseeable 

responsibilities. Yet, if the continue popularity of the social networks and 

streaming content providers I have invested is any indication, updates' disruptions 

do not dissuade continued use of the media they transform. Instead, users rely on 

subsequent updates to understand the disruptions to their understanding and 

actions brought on by the changes instituted by previous updates. Whether 

prompting users in the wake of a media changes or triggered by users to make 

sense of changes taking place, updates rationalize media change in ways that 
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make the transformations taking place in complicated technologies partially 

intelligible to users and in turn invest users in a way of thinking about and 

working through media change. In my conclusion, I formalize my findings as a 

theory of updates, highlight certain observations made in my cases, and indicate 

areas where the theory could be applied that I have not addressed in the course of 

this dissertation. 

The simplest goal of my research has been to describe the steps common 

to updates in support of future research. That future work could be performed by 

scholars similarly focusing on updates, though I hope my guidelines support 

research on media where updates play a prominent role, such as social networks, 

that does not necessarily share my exclusive focus on updates or media change. 

The outline in my methodology chapter, I believe, can support such subsequent 

investigations. 

Moving on from the descriptive aims of my research, my theory of 

updates makes four primary claims about how updates rationalize media change 

in the newer media I have investigated: 

1) Updates make users' commitments transparent. Updates do so 

by making users explicitly express their commitments in 

response to the concept introduced by an update to regulate the 

changes taking place. The concept can be the interpretation of a 

specific technology to which users would not otherwise have 
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access, like tagging software, or an organizing principle 

arranging multiple interpretations, like the momentary 

importance of different topics drawn from activities across a 

social network. Updates invite users to register their 

commitments by typing, selecting, swiping, or otherwise 

inputting what they think. 

2) Updates disrupt users' commitments. Updates do so by shaping 

users' commitments to the rationalizations of media change the 

updates provide. Updates only register users' actions that accord 

with the proposed rationalization of media change, prompting 

users in how to record their commitments in ways that the 

update will allow to make a difference in the course of media 

change. As a result, users make commitments in the course of 

participating in updates, but updates format those commitments 

in such a way that the users' actions would be largely 

unintelligible outside of the contexts of the frequently corporate-

owned technologies that prompt and capture those activities. 

3) Updates make users' responsibilities transparent. Updates do so 

by directly responding to users' actions, both previewing the 

consequences within the update and manifesting the 

consequences in the wake of applying an update.  Users learn 
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what to expect when making a particular change in response to 

the concept introduced by an update and encounter the results of 

their actions, as with the case of selecting an advertisement and 

then seeing the ad that follows. 

4) Updates disrupt users' responsibilities. Updates do so by making 

users responsible for unanticipated consequences of their 

actions. The disruptive responsibilities result from changes 

cascading throughout technologies in ways made only partially 

clear at best by the update, requiring users to rely on a 

subsequent update to manage those changes, as well as how the 

changes remain recorded and susceptible to entirely different 

interpretations by subsequent updates. Whether through changes 

that require a new update to regulate or new interpretations 

rendered via a subsequent update, disruptions arise due to new 

rationales that trespass on the previously established norms, as 

was the case in Facebook's real name account update. 

To summarize: Updates engineer norms of media change by playing on 

two dynamics: transparency and disruption. Transparency, of course, can seem 

disposed to a visual bias. So too might disruption, as Bolter and Grusin use both 

transparency and disruption as concepts in their aesthetic theory of media change. 

However, the dynamics at work in my cases focus on commitments and 
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responsibilities, requiring a normative rather than aesthetic treatment. A bold 

restatement of my thesis would argue that the rationalizations of commitments 

and responsibilities performed via updates supersede any other pattern of media 

change. I do not wish to argue this. It would be a mistake for me to present these 

dynamics as a new logic of media change given my earlier critiques of there being 

any single one- or two-dimensional set of rules of media change. I do propose that 

any such logic, such as convergence or remediation, be understood as a particular 

rationalization of media change. An update to the graphics of a game, for 

example, could be seen to employ the logic of immediacy as a rationalization for 

users spending hours downloading the patch that will make the visuals of the 

game become more lifelike. An update appealing to users of a streaming video 

site to download an application that will let them watch their favorite shows 

alongside a live stream of the cast and crew of the program might similarly be 

regarded as an example of convergence as a rationalization of media change. 

Thus, the dimensions of commitments and responsibilities I find to characterize 

updates do not exhaust users' engagements with those media changes. 

However, I do argue that the logics of media change need to be understood 

as rationales rather than as non-normative patterns of media change. Three closely 

related arguments based on my experience of studying updates support 

acknowledging the existing theories of media change as rationalizations of media 

change, though the full scope of those arguments remain outside of the boundaries 
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of this dissertation. First, clearly neither convergence nor remediation is the only 

pattern of media change. My studies of updates show that users routinely 

encounter a variety of rationalizations of media change that do not accord with the 

patterns identified by convergence and remediation theorists. On the basis of 

those encounters, my second argument for understanding the logics of media 

change as rationalizations opposes the broader arguments of convergence and 

remediation theorists that would position their logics outside of the day-to-day 

practices of users and operations of technologies. As I illustrate in my literature 

review chapter, theorists of convergence and remediation sporadically 

acknowledge cases where the logics of media change find expression in 

campaigns that seek to shape technologies and convince users to accept the logics 

of media change. However, the complete versions of those theorists' accounts of 

media change present the logics of convergence and remediation as somehow 

beyond mere people and technologies. Convergence and remediation theorists 

consequently neglect or distort evidence of media change to make cases fit their 

arguments in ways that make it appear as though no alternative patterns exist and 

the complications of people and technologies invariably follow the dictates of 

their logics. Studying the logics of convergence and remediation as 

rationalizations of media change would encourage sticking more closely to the 

evidence of media change to understand how people internalize the logics and 

how specific technologies exhibit the patterns identified by those theories, if 
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indeed they do. My third argument for regarding logics of convergence and 

remediation as rationalizations of media change follows from the previous 

arguments. By presenting the logics of convergence or remediation as a uniform 

and inevitable course of media change, theorists absolve those who endorse those 

logics of media change of any responsibility for the consequences of the changes. 

In turn, the changes appear innocuous. My study has shown how updates 

commonly place the burden of taking responsibility for media changes on people 

rather than technologies, though users' endorsements of those changes are often 

the result of a mixture of coercion and informed consent. Whether studying 

updates or any other aspect of media change, researchers should attend to how 

responsibilities for changes become assigned to and assumed by different people 

and technologies. Failing to do so risks ignoring how responsibilities fall upon 

parties involved in media change that might not be equipped to fulfill their new 

obligations. Not everyone can afford technologies capable of satisfying the 

aesthetic standards set by the before-and-after images of remediation. Nor can 

everyone spend the time required to live up to the expectations of increased 

participation advanced by convergence culture. While accounting for every 

variation in the capabilities of people and technologies would be infeasible in 

most cases, researchers can nevertheless acknowledge how the obligations to keep 

pace with the purportedly logical progression of media change espoused by 
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convergence and remediation theorists do not fall uniformly or inevitably upon 

the parties involved in those changes. 

Throughout my case studies, I have sought to explain how updates do not 

simply provide a variety of means for users to catch up with newer media or 

resolve conflicts that arise from media changes. Instead, updates make users 

responsible for how they cope with the frustrating aspects of media change. 

Rather than following one rule in their interactions with software, users wrestle 

with changes and approach conflicts from a number of angles. In doing so, users 

participate in crafting new versions of the software they use. However, updates 

show that those activities do not occur voluntarily today, if they ever have. The 

commitments and responsibilities I have charted throughout my case studies show 

updates work to make changes normal by growing users' investments in media 

based on their previous actions. In doing so, users learn to craft new versions of 

themselves, both their online personas and how they think about themselves in 

relation to the host of technologies that inform their day-to-day activities in 

increasingly frequent and intimate ways. 

In some of my cases, updates have transformed established practices into 

new responsibilities by making users' methods for coping with the frustrating 

aspects of media into new technologies in their own right. For example, rather 

than users simply ignoring annoying advertisements, updates prompt users to help 

improve their advertising experiences by recording their interest in ignoring 
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annoying advertising. A user does not need to type or otherwise openly express 

their opinions to have their preferences made explicit in many cases. Users can 

continue to ignore ads as before. However, the examples of Hulu and EdgeRank 

show updates today register users' avoidance of commitment as itself a 

commitment to accept the suggested changes as they stand, investing inactivity 

with significance. In that way, updates regulate users' methods for coping with the 

bombardment of information, including the information provided by updates. 

In other cases, I have found updates reinterpreting technologies that have 

previously fallen within the established scope of what is involved in using a 

medium. Just as users can approach changes from a variety of angles per my 

argument about the plurality of software-user relations, so too can software 

approach records of user activity in a variety of ways. The changing 

circumstances of the interpretations can conflict with the norms under which users 

originally performed those activities. Sometimes the conflicting interpretations 

owe to years passing between an action and its reinterpretation, as in the cases of 

Facebook memories. At other times, changes taking place in one arena can draw 

on concurrent changes made in another, as shown by the EdgeRank algorithm. In 

both cases, users find themselves tasked with taking responsibility for actions 

under different interpretations than those in place when or where they first 

committed those activities to the record. My case studies illustrated several 

comparisons between social networks where Facebook has developed 
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technologies similar to Twitter, such as the hashtag. Recently, Twitter has 

seemingly begun to emulate Facebook. This year, Twitter unveiled the "While 

you were away…" technology. The software appears when a user has not engaged 

with the Twitter Home feed for a while, updating users with the posts that the user 

missed in their absence according to interpretations of the social network's 

ranking software. Users can close the update, which prompts them to verify that 

they do not want to see it, and then prompts them again if they respond by 

clicking "no," asking if they liked the update nevertheless. While I focused on 

Facebook throughout this dissertation, such recent changes to Twitter require 

further investigation to understand how the social network rationalizes media 

change in ways that might be unique or that might show a common if unevenly 

developed pattern in the role of updates across social networks. My research 

suggests the latter to be true, though future research would be required to affirm 

my claim. 

Updates mark uncertain steps in uneven developments; both for users as 

well as the media they change. The concepts that updates put into action to 

manage the complications of digital media today orients a distinct critical stance. 

Such a stance would continue to argue that the concepts applied via updates 

marginalize certain concerns, making particular users vulnerable. I engage with 

these issues in regards to the communities impacted by the real name update, 

though by no means exhausting the ramifications of that change. The critical 
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perspective indicated but not exhausted in that case distinguishes itself from a 

view that would credit the damage done by updates to their technicalities dizzying 

users with details. Such a perspective comes from those who argue for increasing 

simplicity and transparency in newer media, as in Pariser's view of filter bubbles. 

Attributing incapacities to users proves questionable in my cases, and risks 

enacting a marginalization of people rather than recognizing the marginalizing 

effects of certain actions. People prove remarkably capable of managing updates, 

and the management duties they perform engage in marginalizing a variety of 

concerns, as my section on Facebook's Trending software seeks to illustrate. As a 

result, the critical perspective my theory endorses would question whether 

scholars might be looking in the wrong places for the harm caused by the changes 

I investigate. In turn, scholars like Pariser seem to be arguing for the wrong kinds 

of alternatives, as transparency becomes a way to embed users further within the 

rationales of media change rather than an escape from those complicating factors. 

Finally, Brandom's theory of updates that I addressed in the introduction 

and my sixth chapter demonstrates a framework of commitments and 

responsibilities comparable to that which I developed through my study of 

updates. Brandom's theory lends support to my development of the premises and 

consequences of the changes I explore throughout my dissertation. Extending 

from Brandom's theory, this dissertation argues that updates interweave the 

different sides with different capacities to make and attribute commitments and 
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weather responsibilities he identifies, namely rule-following software and norm-

guided human practices. Like the practice that influenced the design of SMS and 

in turn the 140-character limit of Tweets, sentences have been the focus of 

Brandom's arguments. Brandom does take steps to consider practices other than 

the composition of sentences, though those examples remain framed as the parts 

of sentences "that are not sentences," while sentences themselves remain essential 

(Making It Explicit 335). Brandom's philosophy could conceivably account for the 

commitments and responsibilities animated by the non-linguistic examples I have 

addressed here through analogy to sentences, just as media studies employs the 

terms of language to refer to a variety of modes and logic to characterize the 

patterns of media change. Focusing on examples to which Brandom's philosophy 

could apply without trying to in turn characterize those examples as a kind of 

multi-modal sentences works to extend Brandom's theory in the ways argued for 

by Hannan. 
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